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PR EFAC E

W

e are on the threshold of a new stage of library development. Social
technological transformation that became especially intense
lately all around the world makes us reconsider the place, role
and prospects of libraries in a modern network society radically.
Satisfaction of the documentary and digital needs of Lithuanian information
society must be ensured through integrated national library infrastructure. In this
manner, contribution of a system all types of libraries to the cultural, scientific and
educational progress is realized, and opportunities are provided to use information
as a strategic resource for the development of all fields of public activities.
M. Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania holds a special place in these processes
of national importance. The vision of the library is to become an exceptional
institution of documentary and digital national cultural and scientific heritage
preservation and active intellectual use, substantially contributing to the
accelerating of the progress of Lithuania in the global information society and
increasing the international competitiveness of the state in modern knowledge
economy conditions, which is becoming a stronger reality everyday.

Europe 2020 is the EU’s growth strategy for the coming decade containing social
market economy vision prepared taking into account one of the priorities: advanced
development of knowledge and innovation economy. The libraries must be ready
to accept global and rapidly happening challenges of network society and to
integrate them in daily solutions. The libraries may not expect to be successful
performing today’s works according to yesterday’s work models.
In order to successfully participate in the processes of European digital agenda,
library activities and services must comply not only with the political goals of Europe
2020 strategy, but also offer their own value. The cooperation of the entire library
system with other actors of elnclusion and memory institutions must be based
on efficient and meaningful strategic partnership. It is also necessary to achieve
that consolidated decisions of library information policy and infrastructure would
be implemented and efficient strategic communication mechanism between the
libraries and other actors in the processes of the development of information
society would be created.

Prof. Renaldas Gudauskas,
Managing Director of Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania,
Chairman of Lithuanian Library Council
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INNOVATIVE LIBRARY – A PART OF SUSTAINABLE NETWORK

T

here are 3000 libraries established by state, municipal and other authorities that are united into one national library network. Half of them are
public libraries providing services accessible to the general public in
cities, towns and villages. The services have the highest accessibility and
social, cultural and economical benefit.

The present publication reflects the achievements and good practices of today’s
Lithuanian Public Libraries, collected through being an integral part of the whole
network. Their activities are reviewed at three key thematic cross-sections revealing the significance of the libraries in the life of the country: preserving, creating
and cooperating.

Public libraries were started to be established in the country at the beginning of
the 20 th century. They survived significant changes over the last decade that gathered and united them for new goals, advanced solutions and innovative image. Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation funded project Libraries for Innovation that has been
implemented over the last years had an immense impact on those processes. The
project gave a new impetus to changes, allowed to develop, respond quickly to
the needs of the society and to strengthen the role of the libraries in our country’s
life.

First of all, the libraries collect and preserve national written heritage, various national valuables: museum expositions, memory of prominent people, special collections, etc. They also create publications, different virtual products, databases
and digital stories representing their country. Finally, in cooperation with business,
state, public and governmental organizations, also with local communities, foreign
partners, etc., they implement a wide range of cultural, educational and other innovative projects.

Yesterday the libraries focused on the books. Today we focus on the reader. Yesterday the library emphasized knowledge and information, today it is becoming a
space for communication and a community centre. Today the libraries participate
actively in public life, develop creativity, promote reading culture and reduce digital and social exclusion.

The publication helps to learn more about Lithuanian libraries. The titles of libraries
that became kind of key words may be an excellent reference when searching for
information, and regional division – an excellent guide when travelling along the
roads of the libraries of the country.
Alina Jaskūnienė,
Chairman of Lithuanian Librarians’ Association
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THE MAP OF
THE PUBLIC
LIBRARIES OF
LITHUANIA
There are about 3000 libraries established by the state, municipalities and other authorities in the
country. Public libraries have extensive accessibility, affordability and impact on public welfare; they
contribute to the quality of life, social and economical development of the members of our society.
Ramunė Petuchovaitė,
The Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania
Chief Specialist of Information Society Development Division
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LIBRARIES
IN
LITHUANIA

T

he Ministry of Culture carries out the state administration functions of
the activity of Lithuanian libraries. The Lithuanian Council of Libraries,
consisting of 11 members – representatives of library practice and
science, who are delegated by the professional community and the
Minister of Culture, takes part as expert and consulting institution in resolving
library policy formation and implementation matters. The activity of the Lithuanian
library system is based on the Law on Libraries of the Republic of Lithuania. The
Law provides for the following segments of the system: the National Library,
public libraries, libraries of scientific and educational institutions, school libraries,
specialized libraries and other libraries.
Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania is a national cultural institution
that collects, organizes and preserves the written cultural heritage content of
Lithuania, develops the collection of Lithuanian and foreign documents relevant
to scientific, educational, cultural and economic needs of Lithuania, and provides
library information services to the public. The library develops the theory and
practice of Lithuanian library science accelerating the integration into the
processes of international library science. It is open to all citizens of Lithuania and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are 2 716 libraries in the country, and there are 6 232 professional
librarians working in the libraries.
In total, there are 105 million 396 thousand units of documents stored in the
document collections of Lithuanian libraries.
1 million 446 thousand and 761 people are users of library services. About 38
million documents are loaned to the library users per year.
There are about 26 million visits to the libraries of Lithuania per year.
The libraries have 13 329 computers available for library users, and 86.7% of
them have internet access.
Computer and internet access is free of charge in the libraries of Lithuania since
1 January 2006.
National libraries hold over 60 thousand different events per year, and 61.3% of
those events are organized by public libraries.

foreign countries without any restrictions. It gives priority to meeting educational,
scientific, information, cultural and cognitive needs.
Public libraries have extensive accessibility, affordability and impact on public
welfare; they contribute to the quality of life, social and economical development
of the members of our society. There are 60 municipal library systems operating
in Lithuania that usually consist of the central library situated in the centre of
municipality and its branch offices located in towns, settlements and villages.
There were 1 302 public libraries in municipalities in 2010, 60 of which were central
libraries (see page Nr. 6), 143 city branches, 14 specialized branches for children and
1 085 branches in rural areas.  Five regional public libraries are financed not from
the municipality, but from the state budget. Territories of activity are designated
to each regional public library under the order of the Minister of Culture. These
territories are the centres of activity research, coordination, methodological
assistance, librarians’ refresher courses, interlibrary loan services, bibliography,
regional studies and information of the libraries located within the territory.

L I T H U A N I A N P U B L I C L I B R A R I E S : P R E S E R V I N G , C R E AT I N G , C O O P E R AT I N G
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The services of present-day public libraries of
Lithuania may be divided into:
• TRADITIONAL services, the main aim of which is
to preserve the written heritage and to promote
reading, to provide the public with conditions for
self-education and self-development, to develop
creativity and imagination;

•

ELECTRONIC library services that include the
digitization of the cultural heritage, development
of digital databases of local information
(organization through involvement of interested
communities), development of information
competencies of the population and other
e-services provided by libraries;

KCPL. Old Publications Fund.

Tauragė DMPL Training Centre. Residents‘ training cources.
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KlCPL. Music festival GROCK in the courtyard of the Library.

•

COMMUNITY services encouraging the residents
to interact, to participate in civil and educational
events, to initiate projects, to form opinions
independently and to develop tolerance. The
library facilities serve the community as public
spaces.

MARTYNAS MAŽVYDAS NATIONAL LIBRARY OF
LITHUANIA /LNB

Gedimino ave. 51, 01504 Vilnius, Lithuania / Ph.+ 370 5 249 7023 / Fax +370 5 2496129 / biblio@lnb.lt / www.lnb.lt

Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania is a national cultural institution that collects, organizes and
preserves the written cultural heritage content of Lithuania, develops the collection of Lithuanian and foreign
documents relevant to scientific, educational, cultural and economic needs of Lithuania, and provides library
information services to the public.
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T

he National Library of Lithuania was founded in 1919 and started its
activity as a State Central Bookshop in Kaunas. In 1963 the Library was
transferred to Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania. In 1988 the Library was
named after Martynas Mažvydas, the author of the first Lithuanian book,
and in 1989 it was granted the status of the National Library of Lithuania. 6.7 million
physical units with 1.7 million titles of printed and other documents were compiled
in the document collection of the National Library by 2012.
Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania today is:
National Library which is responsible for accumulation and preservation of the
written cultural heritage of Lithuania and providing public access to it. The Library
keeps statistical records of the documents issued in Lithuania and assigns international
standard numbers to them (ISSN, ISBN, ISMN)
Parliamentary Library that satisfies information needs of the members of the Seimas
of Lithuania, the Government of the Republic of Lithuania and other state authorities.
In 1991, Management Information Unit was established in the National Library for
performance of functions of a parliamentary library, and the main task of the unit
is prompt and efficient provision of information and bibliographic services to the
management of the Seimas
of the Republic of Lithuania,
the members of the Seimas,
members of the committees
and commissions, as well as
other civil servants.
The
main
research
library of the country,
the employees of which
participate in scientific

Exibition in the Seimas of Lithuania, organized by National Library.
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research carried out in the fields of library science, bibliography, book science, and also
in international projects. Lithuanian Research Library Union was established on the
initiative of the National Library in 1993, which later on was reorganized to Lithuanian
Research Library Consortium, and efforts were concentrated on the implementation
of Lithuanian Integrated Library Information System LIBIS programme.
One of the biggest public libraries in Lithuania providing information services
to all the users. The library not only collects, manages, stores and disseminates the
knowledge, ideas and information recorded in documents, but also contributes
actively to the life of information society: promotes continuous learning, renewal of
knowledge, cultural activity and creativity.
The functions of the National Library
It performs the functions of the National Centre for Digitization and develops the
Virtual Electronic Heritage Information System (VEPIS);
It develops and implements Lithuanian Integrated Library Information System LIBIS.
It performs the functions of the depository of the European Union, the World Bank
and International Atomic Energy Agency.
It is a methodological centre of document preservation and restoration, implements
the programmes of preservation, restoration and microfilming of library holdings
and valuable collections.
It performs the functions of the Library Science Centre, researches in the issues of the
theory, history and practice of library science, bibliography and book science, edits
scientific and methodological publications and the only professional magazine In the
World of Books (Tarp knygų) in the country.
It is a research and dissemination centre of children’s literature, emphasizing the

importance of children’s literature and reading and providing qualified assistance to
the specialists of public libraries and school libraries.
It performs the functions of a cultural, educational and communication centre,
organizes exhibitions and other cultural events, and promotes Lithuanian culture
and education abroad.
Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania cooperates closely with various
national and international library institutions and organizations. Since 1992, the
Library is a member of the International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA), it has been participating in the activities of the Conference of
European National Librarians (CENL), global Conference of Directors of National
Libraries (CDNL), Association of European Research Libraries (LIBER), Bibliotheca
Baltica Working Group of the libraries of the Baltic Sea Area, International Board on
Books for Young People (IBBY), International Association of Music Libraries (IAML),
International Association of Law Libraries (IALL) and other organizations. Within this
context, the National Library is an active partner in a variety of international projects.
The National Library is a member of the European Library (TEL) since 2007, and it
participates actively in the development of the European digital library Europeana.
During 2012–2014 the National Library together with other European cultural and
heritage institutions are implementing a project Europeana Awareness, which is aimed
at promoting the society to use the information and cultural resources collected
in the European digital library Europeana¹ and at inviting the residents and local
communities to create digital content and to place it in Europeana.
The involvement of the National Library in national and international networks
allows the realization of significant projects, which determine positive changes in
Lithuanian libraries and other national memory institutions. An excellent example of
this activity is the project Libraries for Innovation implemented during 2008–
2012 by the National Library together with the Ministry of Culture of the Republic
of Lithuania. The key objective of the project is to achieve, through strengthening

1

and using the capacities of public libraries, a considerably better use of the capacities
of information technologies among the Lithuanian population, especially the rural
population and social risk groups, for obtaining information and communication. By
2012, 11 training centres for librarians and residents were founded and are working
successfully; public internet access was upgraded or installed in 891 public urban and
rural libraries, training materials were compiled and published, librarians provided
training on use of information technologies to approximately 61 thousand people. In
attempt to maintain the progress and results of the public libraries achieved during
the project, works are planned for ensuring the continuation of those library services
and initiatives after the completion of the project.
While implementing the Strategy on Digitization of the Lithuanian Cultural Heritage,
Digital Content Preservation and Access (2009), the National Library continues the
development of digital cultural heritage content and establishment of electronic
services. In 2011, a National Centre for Digitization and Virtual Electronic Heritage
System was founded in the National Library, the mission of which is to bring together
the information and the society, creating a uniform digital national cultural and
scientific content of the documentary heritage. 2010–2012 is the period of the
implementation of the project Development of the Virtual Electronic Heritage System
that is financed from the structural funds of the European Union and that will allow
the creation of a uniform system ensuring the preservation, access and integration
of the objects of cultural heritage into the common digital space of Lithuanian and
European cultural heritage. During 2006-2011 the National Library implemented the
“Reading Promotion Programme” approved by the Government of the Republic of
Lithuania, the aim of which was to promote reading among people from various age
and social groups, to improve their reading skills, and also to raise the prestige of
reading. It is planned to continue the initiative of reading promotion even after the
end of the programme.
The National Library is implementing a project for development of the Lithuanian
Integrated Library Information System (LIBIS), and it is responsible for computerization

www.europeana.eu
L I T H U A N I A N P U B L I C L I B R A R I E S : P R E S E R V I N G , C R E AT I N G , C O O P E R AT I N G
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of libraries and information processes in Lithuanian public libraries, as well as for
integration of Lithuanian information resources into the global systems. Now LIBIS
software is used by all public libraries (65), 10 museums, 4 libraries of national
importance, it is installed in the libraries of other institutions. The developed
LIBIS infrastructure created favourable conditions for further development and
implementation of electronic services. A project Development of Interactive Electronic
Services for Ordering and Receiving Publications at Public Libraries financed from the
structural funds of the European Union was implemented for this purpose during
2009-2012. The project resulted in e-service portal2, where library users can order
a patron ticket, use automatic information system and manage the time of issue of
documents themselves, order and receive full-text documents, copies of documents
or digital parts thereof and to make payments for them.
The infrastructure created during the projects financed from the structural funds of
the European Union and other financial resources will be used for the development
of new information services and will enhance the importance of the National Library
as a service provider to the public and Lithuanian library system. The implementation
of a new project will be started in 2012, i.e. Implementation of Provision of Electronic

Libraries for Inovation
www.bibliotekospazangai.lt

2
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www.ibiblioteka.lt

Development of the
Virtual Electronic
Heritage System
www.epaveldas.lt

Publications to the Readers and Intellectual Search for Electronic Sources in Library
Catalogues, where it is planned to develop electronic catalogue, consulting and
other popular services by means of mobile devices and to give more attention to the
creation of new services and increasing of attractiveness of traditional services. The
new project The Transfer of Lithuanian Classical Works of Literature into the Electronic
Space under implementation from 2012 will focus on creation of new electronic
services for access to Lithuanian classical works of literature in electronic form. These
projects will be financed from the structural funds of the European Union.
In order to carry out the mission of the National Library, to ensure that the needs
of the Lithuanian information society for documentary and digital information
would be met, and that, assessing the importance of the National Library to the
culture, science and education of the country, its activities would be related to the
information society development programmes and living in this new age of progress
of science, culture and innovations.
The National Library is implementing the following projects and programmes:

Lithuanian Integral
Information System of
Libraries

Reading Promotion
Programme
www.skaitymometai.lt

Development of Interactive
Electronic Services for Ordering and
Receiving Publications at Public
Libraries www.ibiblioteka.lt

T

he project Libraries for has been implemented is implemented under
an international tripartite agreement between the Ministry of Culture of
the Republic of Lithuania, Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania
and Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation signed on 15 November 2007.

In terms of coverage, it is the largest public library development programme
over the last decade. The project involves the development of internet access in
public libraries, improvements of internet connectivity, trainings of specialists and
users, attraction of the society and publicity of library services. A distinctive feature
of the project is performance of complete and annually repeated impact assessment
studies that enable to monitor the changes in library activities, to modify and improve
project activities and to assess its impact on the society.
CHANGES IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES
DURING THE PROJECT LIBRARIES FOR INNOVATION (2008 – 2012)
PUBLIC INTERNET ACCESS AND COMPUTERS. 1276 public libraries, central public
libraries, rural and urban branches and subdivisions participated in the activities
of the project Libraries for Innovation, 891 of which were provided with computer
hardware necessary for providing public internet access and other electronic
services. The number of libraries providing public internet access services increased
by 98%, and the number of computerized work places in the libraries more than
doubled. 11 training centres with 222 training places were installed for the training
and improvement of library employees. Over 1400 employees were provided with
modern equipment that helps to provide better services to the library visitors and
also to improve IT skills of the employees.
TRAINING. Over 61 thousand people of Lithuania have already participated in
computer literacy courses arranged during the project and this number is increasing
steadily. Librarians are becoming more and more active educators of computer and
information technology literacy skills, and their IT literacy promotion programmes
help to reduce digital deprivation in Lithuania.

Pasvalys RMPL. Computer literacy trainings.

Alytus RMPL. Computer literacy trainings.

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLICITY. More than 40 campaigns were implemented
on the initiative of the project during 2009-2012. The campaigns were aimed at
attracting different groups of visitors to the libraries. Approximately 200 thousand
people visited pubic libraries during those campaigns. More than 2 500 articles and
reports appeared on the national and regional media channels about the ongoing
initiatives in the libraries, as well as about the changing image of libraries and
librarians. There were 3 promotion campaigns arranged during three and a half years,
during which TV, radio, press and other advertising channels invited the residents of
the country to use internet and other services in the libraries.
PARTNERSHIP AND ADVOCACY. In 2011 advocacy trainings were arranged for the
managers of public libraries, and more than 1 700 librarians participated in analogous
trainings in 2011. Practical advocacy initiatives were implemented in public libraries:
350 libraries and branches thereof participated in the campaign “Library and Partners”.
Over 50% of public libraries have already established long-term relationships with
partners. Volunteering initiative enhanced partnership with local communities:
almost 3 000 volunteers became associates of libraries just over the last year.

L I T H U A N I A N P U B L I C L I B R A R I E S : P R E S E R V I N G , C R E AT I N G , C O O P E R AT I N G
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LITHUANIAN
LIBRARIES IN
NETWORKS:
PRESERVING,
CREATING,
COOPERATING

PRESERVING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perpetuation of memory
Sculpture parks
Printed heritage
Mickevičiana
Special collections
Autographed books
Regional studies
Publications archive
Museum exhibits
Ex-libris collections
History of region
Archives
Personal collections
Local collections
Regional cultural traditions
Marine heritage
Cultural heritage
Personal book collections
Collections of old publications
History of region
Natural rarities
Manuscripts
Museums
Intellectual heritage study centre
Traditions

CREATING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Libraries on the Internet
Dissemination of cultural heritage
Conferences
Community stories
Literary clubs
Readers’ clubs
Promotion of reading
Bibliotherapy
Genius loci. Modernization of libraries.
IT development
Regional study publications
Electronic catalogues
Virtual exhibitions
Digital stories
National bibliography
Culture of reading
Cultural education
Healthy lifestyle habits
European values
Virtual products
Projects
Events
Creativity
Sustainable community
Publishing
Cosy spaces
Bright future vision
Literature fan clubs
Library theatres
Conferences

COOPERATING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Community
Municipal institutions
Private persons
Embassies of foreign countries
Foreign libraries
Educational institutions
School librarians
Cultural institutions
Non-governmental organizations
Business
Publishing houses
Volunteers
Government
European volunteers
Foreign partners
Creative organizations
Literary clubs
Authorities
International space
LR President
Local government
Organizations of disabled people
Youth organizations
International space
Foreign residents of Lithuania
Lithuanians, residing abroad
Local people
Other libraries
Educational institutions and youth
organizations
State authorities
Municipal institutions and communities

VILNIUS REGION

[
[

Vilnius County
Administrative centre – Vilnius
Area – 9731 km² (14,9 % of total area of Lithuania)
Population – 848 097 (25,2 % of total population of Lithuania)

Alytus County
Administrative centre – Alytus
Area – 5425 km² (8,3 % of total area of Lithuania)
Population – 177 040 (5,3 % of total population of Lithuania

[
[

Dzūkija – a rainbow of Lithuania. <...> The works and hopes of house builders,
weavers, ceramists, shoemakers and tailors, bakers, poets of Dzūkija and readers of
their poetry are reflected in the rainbow above the Nemunas River. <...> [According
to dr.] Žilvytis Šaknys, everything that survived in the traditions and life of this region
has vanished in other regions of Lithuania 200 years ago.
Algimantas and Mindaugas Černiauskas
Vilnius was a multi-lingual and multi-faith city with Catholic and Evangelical churches,
Orthodox churches, synagogues and even a mosque and a Kenesa of Karaims. In this
kind of city I was learning to understand various sensitivities and grievances that
distinguish groups of people. <...> The lessons I learnt there persuaded me that I
benefited a lot from growing up in such a colourful environment <...>.
Czesław Miłosz, 1911-2004

L I T H U A N I A N P U B L I C L I B R A R I E S : P R E S E R V I N G , C R E AT I N G , C O O P E R AT I N G
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V

ilnius Region consists of Southeastern part of Lithuania, territories
of Alytus and Vilnius Counties with a
total population of 1.0 million, which
is 31% of the total population of Lithuania. Just
like other regions of Lithuania, attempts were
made to form this region according to the limits
of historical ethnographical areas and naturally
formed cultural territorial system. Cultural
features attributed to the ethno-cultural heritage
of Dzūkija region (also called Dainava) are
prevailing in the territory of Vilnius region, and
also it comprises a part of territory belonging
to the ethnical cultural structure of Aukštaitija
(Highlands). Despite the ethno-cultural unity,
historical development, different contexts
of economical and political life determined
significant differences of social and cultural life
within this territory.

Alytus County covering the biggest part of Dzūkija
ethnographical region is a very homogeneous land as
to its ethnic composition. The majority of population
are Lithuanians, and only about 5% of population
consists of people of other nationalities. More than
one third of population of the county live in Alytus,
which is the sixth largest and most important city of
the Republic of Lithuania. The main educational (the
only non-university higher education school – Alytus
College), cultural (professional city theatre, Dzūkija
Circus, state ethnographic museum), health care and
social care institutions and organizations are located
in the city.

16

Alytus County is distinguished from other counties for
its forests. It comprises valuable protected territories
that are highly valuable for their natural, cultural
and recreational features, i.e. Dzūkija National Park,
Meteliai and Veisiejai Regional Parks, as well as Žuvintas
Biosphere Reserve with the largest complexes of
marshes - the only reserve of this kind in the country.
Unique natural resources suitable for recreation and
tourism, well-developed road infrastructure and the
network of rural tourism homesteads, even distribution
of population between rural and urban (58.6% of
county population live in towns) have contributed
much to the promotion of entrepreneurship in rural
areas and resort traditions in this county. Druskininkai,
one of the oldest resorts of Lithuania, is successfully
implementing its vision to become a modern resort,
providing high quality health, tourism and recreation
services. An aqua park has been operating in the
city since 2006, and a Snow Arena working all year
round was opened in Druskininkai in 2011. Grūtas
Park, a popular museum of soviet sculptures, was also
established in Druskininkai Municipality. This region is
famous for M. K. Čiurlionis (1875-1911), a well-known
artist and musician, and Vincas Krėvė Mickevičius
(1882-1954), a classic of literature.
Vilnius County is one of the economically strongest
counties according to gross domestic product and
direct foreign investments per capita rates. This county
is also distinguished for the biggest number of people
with higher education  (45.6%) and the lowest number
of people with the lowest education (4.8%), as well as
a bigger number of households with internet access
(65.0%, compared to the average of the country

– 55.8%). Such high economic, demographic and
information technology development rates are mostly
influenced by the fact that Vilnius, the capital of the
country, is the administrative centre of the county.
Vilnius is also a political, economic and cultural centre
of Lithuania.
In the past, Vilnius County was a cradle of the
Lithuanian nation and the state of Lithuania, as well
as a cultural centre of the Balts. Situated at the eastern
edge of the ethnographic lands of Lithuania, Vilnija
had to withstand a greater political, economic and
religious pressure from the neighbouring countries
over the centuries than other regions of Lithuania.
Comparing with other counties of Lithuania, the
biggest number of people of various nationalities live
in this county: half of its population are Lithuanians,
one fourth – Polish, one tenth – Russians, and it has
substantial communities of Belarusians (about 4%)
and Ukrainians (about 1%). The ethnic groups of the
Jews and the Karaims that settled in Lithuania long
time ago are also concentrated in this county. New
communities (e.g. Chinese) are forming and growing
in the largest cities. There are three ancient capitals in
this part of Lithuania: Vilnius, Trakai and Kernavė. The
county is famous for its historical heritage, valuable
cultural, artistic and archaeological monuments. Three
objects of Vilnius County are included in the list of
UNESCO World Heritage: the Old Town of Vilnius (in
2001), Kernavė Archaeological Site (the State Cultural
Reserve of Kernavė) (in 2004) and Struvė Geodetic Arc
(in 2005). French scientists have confirmed that the
geographical centre of Europe is in this county.

VILNIUS COUNTY ADOMAS MICKEVIČIUS PUBLIC
LIBRARY / VCPL

Trakų st.10, 01132 Vilnius, Lithuania / Ph. +370 5 262 5570 / Fax +370 5 262 5570 / info@amb.lt / www.amb.lt

The library must constantly be on the road of searching. This is the only way for us to become more open and attractive to the public, more necessary and useful for the libraries of the region. By updating our infrastructure today,
we are also trying to create new content. I believe that the staff of the library is capable of solving daily tasks and
meeting new challenges.
Petras Zurlys
Director of Vilnius County Adomas Mickevičius Public Library
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V

ILNIUS COUNTY ADOMAS MICKEVIČIUS PUBLIC LIBRARY started
its activities in 1950 as coordination and methodological management
centre of public libraries of Vilnius Region. The territorial limits and
conditions of activity, as well as historical and social contexts thereof
have been changing during sixty two years of library’s existence. Implementing
the tasks of information and methodological support in the territory designated
for the library (Vilnius Region) during the last years, the library relates its strategy
and strategic goals to the preservation and creation of regional identity through the
development of partnership and cooperation relations, improvement of access to
the created regional resources and global information resources for the residents of
the region, new library services and high quality standards of these services.
In 1955 the library was named after Adomas Mickevičius (Pol. Adam Mickiewicz),
a poet of Romantic era. This was a stimulus to start collecting Mickevičiana – a
collection of documents related to this prominent figure of great importance to the
culture of Lithuania. Today the collection has over 1000 valuable publications with
impressive illustrations that were mostly acquired in antique shops and a collection
of 76 works of art (paintings, graphic art and sculpture) of Lithuanian authors. A
bibliographic record database devoted for the topic has been developed and is
constantly complemented, and it currently contains over 4 thousand records.  
The Library provides for lending a collection consisting of 508.5 thousand physical
units of documents with 183.7 thousand titles, out of which are periodicals of 999
titles. 22.0–23.0 thousand registered users and 176.0 thousand visitors use the services
of the library every year. Library users have a possibility to use any of 39 computers,
32 (82%) out of which have internet access. About 160-200 events are organized in
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the library every year, and about 5.0 thousand people visit those events. There are
84 employees working in VCPL, 64 out of this number are professional librarians.
Reconstruction works of a part of buildings and facilities of the library (55% of the
total area of premises) have been going on since 2006. The works are financed from
the funds of the National Investment Programme; the budget of the reconstruction
project is 28.597 thousand LTL.
The Library provides information, methodological and organizational assistance to
13 centralized library systems operating in Alytus and Vilnius Counties (292 libraries):
13 public libraries in the centres of municipalities, 40 city branch libraries and 239
rural branches. There are 3.4 million physical units of documents gathered in the
collections of those libraries, and 162.0 thousand users, which is about 16.2% of
population, are using library services. The libraries have about 2.5 million visitors per
year, and 4.3 million physical units of documents are lent to them.
A present-day library is an institution that is constantly changing and looking for new
attitudes and solutions. The main goal of a modern library is to foster those traditions
that strengthen the organization internally and maintain its internal consistency.
At the same time it is looking for innovation with determination, is implementing
its objectives that do not always promise an easy success, but help to look at the
problems innovatively, provide a possibility to pull away from the past or customary
solutions. It maintains and constantly strengthens relations with municipality libraries
operating in the designated territory and strives to become an open, modern and
attractive library to present-day users, to create new means and new communication
channels with the residents and cultural institutions of the entire territory.

MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF VILNIUS
REGION

ALYTUS JURGIS KUNČINAS PUBLIC
LIBRARY

ALYTUS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

DRUSKININKAI MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

The library was founded in 1993. In 2004, it
was named after Jurgis Kunčinas, a writer
from Alytus. The services to the residents of
the city are provided by the Public Library
and 3 branch libraries. There are almost
147 thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of these
libraries. 13.9% of the population use the
services of the library, and there are 142
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 76 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the Public
Library and its branches.

A department of the State Central Bookshop
performing the functions of a library was
established in Alytus in 1925, and in 1936
Alytus Central Bookshop became a public
library of Alytus. The residents of the district
are serviced by the Public Library, 2 urban
branches and 31 rural branches. There are
almost 394.7 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections
of these libraries. 48.1% of the population
use the services of the library, and there
are 252.3 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. Public internet access has been
installed in the Public Library, both urban
branches and 30 rural branches. There
are 179 computerized workplaces in
the libraries, 174 of which have internet
access.

The history of the library started from 1951.
Druskininkai Municipal Public Library was
established in 1994, after reorganization of
two libraries for adults and one children’s
library. In 2012, the Public Library moved
to a new modern building of unique
design. The services to the residents of the
municipality are rendered by the Public
Library, 1 city branch and 5 rural branches.
There are almost 177.7 thousand physical
units of documents gathered in the
collections of these libraries. 22.1% of the
population use the services of the library,
and there are over 76.3 thousand visitors to
the libraries per year. Public internet access
has been installed in the Public Library, the
city branch and 3 rural branches. There
are 43 computerized workplaces in the
libraries, 41 of which have internet access.

Ligoninės st. 1C, LT-62114 Alytus
Lithuania
Ph./Fax + 370 315 31698
giedre.bulgakoviene@alytus.mvb.lt
www.alytus.mvb.lt

Naujoji st. 48, LT-62381 Alytus
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 315 51451
info@alytus.rvb.lt
www.alytus.rvb.lt

V. Kudirkos st. 13, LT-66120 Druskininkai
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 313 52358
direktore@druskininkai.mvb.lt
www.bibliotekadruskininkai.lt/lt
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LAZDIJAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

VARĖNA DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

ELEKTRĖNAI MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

ŠALČININKAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

It was established in 1937. The residents
of the district are serviced by the Public
Library, 1 city branch and 26 rural branches.
There are 275 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
these libraries. 30.7 % of the population
use the services of the library, and there
are over 137.3 thousand visitors to the
libraries per year. Public internet access has
been installed in the Public Library, the city
branch and all the rural branches. There are
218 computerized workplaces installed in
the libraries, 199 of which have internet
access.

It was established in 1947. The residents
of the district are serviced by the Public
Library and 25 rural branches. There are
over 199.5 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
these libraries. 35.3% of the population use
the services of the library, and there are
over 163.4 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 132 computerized
workplaces with public internet access
installed in the Public Library and all 22
rural branches.

It was established in 2000. At the moment
the services are provided to the residents
by the Public Library, 1 city branch and
10 rural branches. There are over 147.5
thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of the libraries of
the municipality. 29.1 % of the population
use the services of the library, and there are
over 142.7 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 125 computerized
workplaces with public internet access
installed in the Public Library, city branch
and all rural branches.

It was established in 1943. At the moment
the services are provided to the residents
by the Public Library, 2 city branches and
23 rural branches. There are over 292.2
thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of the district
libraries. 28.3% of the population use the
services of the library, and there are over
124.4 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. Public internet access has been
installed in the Public Library and all the
city and rural branches. There are 152
computerized workplaces installed in
the libraries, 148 of which have internet
access.

Draugystės st. 2/7, LT-26110 Elektrėnai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 5 2834020  
dir@elektrenai.mvb.lt
www.elektrenai.mvb.lt

Vilniaus st. 48, LT-17116 Šalčininkai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 380 51725
salcininkusvb@centras.lt
biblioteka.xn--alininkai-mfb53g.lt

Seinų st. 1, LT-67113 Lazdijai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 318 51518
info@rsvb.lt
www.rsvb.lt
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Vytauto st. 19, LT-65189 Varėna
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 310 31639
Mob. +370 608 24 440
biblioteka@varena.lt
www.biblioteka.varena.lt

ŠIRVINTOS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

ŠVENČIONYS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

TRAKAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

UKMERGĖ DISTRICT VLADAS ŠLAITAS
MUNICIPAL PUBLIC LIBRARY

It was established in 1937. At the moment
the services are provided to the residents
by the Public Library and 20 rural branches.
There are over 144.6 thousand physical
units of documents gathered in the
collections of the district libraries. 27.2%
of the population use the services of the
library, and there are almost 107 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year. Public
internet access has been installed in the
Public Library and 16 rural branches. There
are 129 computerized workplaces installed
in the libraries, 124 of which have internet
access.

It was established in 1940. At the moment
the services are provided to the residents
by the Public Library, 2 city branches and
19 rural branches. There are over 227.3
thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of the district
libraries. 37.7% of the population use the
services of the library, and there are over
136.6 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 115 computerized
workplaces with public internet access
installed in the Public Library, city branches
and 18 rural branches.

It was established in 1940. At the moment
the services are provided to the residents
by the Public Library, 2 city branches and
13 rural branches. There are over 232.7
thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of the district
libraries. 25.9% of the population use the
services of the library, and there are over
143.7 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 112 computerized
workplaces with public internet access
installed in the Public Library and all city
and rural branches.

A department of the Central Bookshop was
established in Ukmergė in 1922 that carried
out the functions of a library. In 1936 it was
named Ukmergė Public Library. In 2005
the Public Library was named after Vladas
Šlaitas, an emigrant poet, who was born
in the district. At the moment the services
are provided to the residents by the Public
Library and 29 rural branches. There are over
240 thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of the district
libraries. 20.2% of the population use the
services of the library, and there are over
168.6 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. Public internet access has been
installed in the Public Library and all rural
branches. There are 154 computerized
workplaces installed in the libraries, 151 of
which have internet access.

I. Šeiniaus st. 4, LT-19121 Širvintos
Lithuania
Ph. +370 382 51365
laimak@sirvintos.rvb.lt
http://sirvintuvb.lt

Vilniaus st. 2/1, LT-18123 Švenčionys
Lithuania
Ph. +370 387 52117  
info@svencioniuvb.lt
www.svencioniuvb.lt

Vytauto st. 69, LT-21110 Trakai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 5 2855491  
direktore@trakai.rvb.lt
www.trakai.rvb.lt

Vytauto st. 30/2, LT-20107 Ukmergė
Lithuania
Ph./fax +370 340  52278  
direktore@ukmergesvb.lt
www.ukmergesvb.lt
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VILNIUS MUNICIPAL CENTRAL
LIBRARY

VILNIUS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
CENTRAL LIBRARY

It was established in 1977. The services
are provided to the residents of the city
by the Central Library (which is under
reconstructions at the moment) and 23
city branches (out of which 3 are children
branches). There are 582 thousand physical
units of documents gathered in the
collections of the library network. 9.7%
of the population use the services of the
libraries, and there are over 805.5 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year. Public
internet access has been installed in the
Public Library and 17 city branches. There
are 181 computerized workplaces installed
in the libraries, 179 of which have internet
access.

It was established in 1940. At the moment
the services are provided to the residents
of the district by the Central Library, 2
city branches (1 out of which is children’s
branch) and 39 rural branches. There are
over 294.4 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections
of the district libraries. 11.9% of the
population use the services of the libraries,
and there are over 81.3 thousand visitors to
the libraries per year. Public internet access
has been installed in the Public Library, city
branches and 37 rural branches. There are
216 computerized workplaces installed in
the libraries, 206 of which have internet
access.

Ašmenos st. 8, LT-01103 Vilnius
Lithuania
Ph. +370 5 2620292
r.graziene@vcb.lt
www.vcb.lt

Vilniaus st. 2, Rudamina,
LT-13246 Vilnius District, Lithuania  
Ph. +370 5 2320142  
vrcb@email.lt
www.vrcb.lt

LIBRARIES OF VILNIUS REGION:
PRESERVING, CREATING,
COOPERATING

preserving

T

he stock of the public
libraries of Vilnius Region is
3.9 million physical units of
documents, which means
3.9 documents per capita in the region.
The collections of the old, valuable and
exceptional documents of the public
libraries consist of the stocks inherited
from the predecessor libraries, private
persons and gifts from other libraries.
All the public libraries, without any
Alytus MPL. Fragment of J. Kunčinas exposition.
exception, collect information about
the culture, traditions, customs, people,
history and nature of the territory they service, and they also look for ways to preserve
the significant historical and cultural legacy.
PRESERVATION OF MEMORY. After being given the name of Jurgis Kunčinas in
2004, Alytus MPL perpetuated the literary memory of the famous Lithuanian writer
in a memorial room. The visitors may see photographs depicting the most important

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perpetuation of memory
Memorial rooms
Memorial expositions  
Memorial boards
Sculpture parks
Printed heritage
Mickevičiana
Special collections
Autographed books
Regional studies

moments of the writer’s life
here, also a collection of the
writer’s manuscripts, books and
personal belongings. Cultural
and educational activities are
organized in Jurgis Kunčinas
memorial room.
During the implementation of the
project About a Word – Slipping
away and Returning, Širvintai
Alytus MPL. Jurgis Kunčinas memorial room.
DMPL established a literary
museum dedicated to Kazimieras
Skebėra, who was born in the district, in Bagaslaviškis branch. In attempt to honour
the memory of the most prominent persons of the district, memorial boards were
created and unveiled to a prose writer J. Kruminas, writers I. Jurkūnas–Šeinius, V.
Brazauskas, N. Švogžlys–the Giant, memorialist and exile K. Skebėra and signatory of
the Act of Independence A. Petrulis. Varėna DMPL is looking for ways to perpetuate
the memory of the persons important to the district by contributing to the updating
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and establishment of open publicly accessible spaces to those people. Public library
together with S. Vainilaitiene, the widow of children’s poet Martynas Vainilaitis,
decided to establish a sculpture park in the poet’s homestead. The sculpture park
was opened in 2007.
The territory of a tree
hollow-museum of another
children’s poet A. Matutis
was tidied up on the initiative
of Varėna PL in 2009: a site
for arranging events was
installed and new benches
were built. Various events
are
organized,
literary
evenings, lessons for pupils,
children’s artistic creative
festivals are held in these
Varėna DMPL. The territory of a tree hollow-museum of
sites with participation of
children’s poet A. Matuti.s
famous Lithuanian actors,
writers, literary scholars and
the best children’s pop choirs. Excursions from various towns and settlements of
Lithuania come to visit this place. Varėna DMPL succeeded in implementation of
those initiatives only after creating a large group of partners. Beside Varėna District
Municipality, the following organizations and institutions have agreed to cooperate:
quite a lot of literary (Lithuanian Writers’ Union, Maironis Lithuanian Literature
Museum, the Institute of Lithuanian Literature and Folklore), arts (Union of Lithuanian
Folk Artists and its department in Dzūkija) district non-governmental organizations,
Alytus district educational institutions, Children’s Literature Centre of Martynas
Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania, other institutions (Varėna Cultural Centre,
Dzūkija National Park, Varėna Music School), landscape architect I. M. Daujotaitė, who
contributed to the development of M. Vainilaitis sculpture park, and others. Thanks
to the implementation of the common idea with S. Vainilaitiene, the stock of Varėna
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PL was complemented with 500 books from the personal book collection of S. and
M. Vainilaičiai.
PRINTED
HERITAGE.
There are about 1000 old
publications published by
1918 in VCPL. The oldest
publications in the library are
books (on basics) of drawing
technique of a well-known
German painter Johann Daniel
Preissler: Deutliche Anweisung
und gründliche Vorstellung...
(St. Petersburg, 1749) and
Die durch Theorie erfundene
Practic... (place unavailable,
VCPL. Johann Daniel Preissler: Deutliche Anweisung
1750). The collection of the
und gründliche Vorstellung... (St. Petersburg, 1749).
old Lithuanian books consists
of about two hundred and
fifty publications, including publications of the emigrants. The Library has four old
Lithuanian books published by 1864. All of them are on religious subjects. The oldest
book is the fourth edition of the work of a philosopher, theologian, Franciscan general
St. Bonaventure published in 1808. Varėna DMPL stock has a collection of Vincas
Mickevičius–Krėvė publications published during 1909–1921, exquisite writings
published in subsequent years, several volumes of scientific publication Works and
Days (Darbai ir dienos) edited by the writer and several periodicals, where the works
of V. Krėvė were published.
MICKEVIČIANA. Giving the name of the poet Adomas Mickevičius (Adam Mickiewicz)
to the VCPL became a stimulus to start a wide activity of Mickevičiana. The works
have been started in the Library since 1955 in attempt to collect publications and

information related to the name of Adomas
Mickevičius and to give public access to
them. Today Mickevičiana collection has over
1000 valuable publications with impressive
illustrations: works of A. Mickevičius in original
language; different year editions of separate
works; translations of works into Lithuanian
and other languages and computer
documents. In order to complement
Mickevičiana collection with new works and
latest publications about the poet, the Library
maintains relations with Museum of Literature
in Warsaw and the National Library of Poland.
Mickevičiana is also quite a large collection of
works of art related to the poet. Here you
Adam Mickewicz. J.Olševski, 1828.
can find works of sculpture of E. Varnas, R.
Kvintas, wood carvings of folklore artist V.
Šibaila, paintings of painters R. Dalinkevičius, D. Kasčiūnaitė, K.R. Tarabilda, B. Uogintas,
V. Kisarauskas and works of art of other authors that decorate the premises of the
Library.
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. VCPL has an excellent collection of video and audio
records – over 2 thousand video and audio cassettes and documents in CD and
DVD formats. It is a gift of the Open Society Fund – Lithuania. The collection consists
of classic cinematic movies (in original languages) and modern movies that won
awards, international recognition and sympathies of the audience, records of theatre
performances (Lithuanian and foreign countries), opera and musical movie records,
dance and documentary films. Music recordings contain records of modern music,
jazz and rock classical works. There is a collection of autographed books of Lithuanian
authors “Autographed Books 1940-2010” (Knygos su autografais 1940-2010) among
local collections of Trakai DMPL. The collection consists of over 180 books with

authors’ inscriptions and autographs. Other municipal public libraries also have
autographed books in stock.
REGIONAL STUDIES. It is a unique part of public library collections. These are
materials compiled by the employees of libraries and amateur ethnographers about
the locality, its environment (natural, archaeological or architectural monuments,
libraries, schools, castle sites and villages), history, traditions, customs, verbal and other
creative works, business, crafts of people, who lived here (individual persons, families,
ethnic groups, communities, etc.) and other aspects of personal and community life,
the materials that are constantly being complemented and updated, but most often
not published or otherwise proclaimed. There are over 2.6 thousand works of this
kind, or about 200 works in average in each one of 13 municipal public libraries,
collected in the public libraries of Vilnius Region. There are especially interesting
works prepared in each municipal library that complement the published sources
with the most valuable testimonies about the past and the present of the locality
through personal experiences and observations.
Information about a majority of works prepared in the libraries of Vilnius Region is
published in a regional studies database Vilnija Gates (Vilnijos vartai) http://www.
vilnijosvartai.lt/works, and the most valuable works are presented here as full text
documents. The libraries of Alytus County publish those works in their own internet
websites.
All information compiled in the documents of unique and exceptional content provide
the libraries with better possibilities to remind the members of their communities
about the way their current community was forming, why it was significant in the
past and what its characteristic features are today, what formed the identity of
people living in the locality and what achievements their locality may be proud of.
A preserving library is also a creating library at the same time, because it may be
interesting to a present-day reader only if it creates new, interesting and relevant
stories about the past and the present.
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P

roject activities were the main thing that stimulated the creativity of the
libraries and encouraged the development of institutional and interinstitutional cooperation, searching for partners and sponsors for the
implementation of the ideas. A challenge at first, today those activities
are an integral part of library daily work opening new opportunities over and over
again.
DISSEMINATION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE. The peculiarities of the identity of the
local people, their cultural and historical experience, also the task of the territorial
libraries to reduce social and cultural exclusion in the face of IT development
encouraged the Library to initiate a long-term institutional cooperation project. In
2008 a continuous common activity of 8 municipal public libraries of Vilnius Region
was started, i.e. development of regional studies database Vilnija Gates (Vilnijos
vartai)3.

Regional studies database Vilnijos vartai.

3
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www.vilnijosvartai.lt

The goals of this project are to provide the residents of the region with a possibility to
find reliable, comprehensive information about Vilnija area and its people collected in
one database, to place all the regional study information collected in the libraries of
Vilnius Region on the internet in this manner complementing the cognitive sources of
the region significantly. Vilnija Gates provides for structured, summarized, illustrated
information about the localities, persons, nominations and nominees, memorial
museums, monuments, memorial boards of Vilnius Region. Digitalized regional study
works, bibliographic reviews and bibliographic lists are also placed on this website.
Vilnija Gates exceeded the authors’ expectations, as the website is becoming more
and more popular: the number of visits increased to 88.4% from 2010, and there
were 72 282 visits in total in 2011. Beside the main interest that Vilnija Gates receives
from the internet users of Lithuania, the website is visited by internet users from the
United Kingdom, Poland, USA, Germany, Ireland, Russia, Norway and other countries
of the world (66 in total). The website receives positive feedback from the users of
the database: excursion guides, architects, lecturers, businessmen, etc., who use
the content published in the website in their activities. Vilnija Gates is a continuous
project. It is planned to improve and develop the capabilities of the website and to
adapt it to the changing information and cognitive needs of the users.

Alytus DMPL has been developing a bibliographic regional study database
Ethnoculture of Alytus District (Alytaus krašto etnokultūra) since 2005. The database
contains bibliographic references about the local language, ethnography, crafts,
folklore, traditions, localities, cuisine, clothing, events, short biographies about
ethnographers and their works. The main goal of the development of this database
is to collect the most valuable information revealing the ethno-culture of the area in
one place.
Alytus City PL has developed two databases (CD). The database Live Trace of Jurgis
Kunčinas (Gyvasis Jurgio Kunčino pėdsakas) contains full-text documents revealing
the pathway of life and creation of J. Kunčinas. Another example of analogous work
that received much interest from the cultural community of the city is constantly
complemented thematic database Cultural Prize Laureates of Alytus (Alytaus miesto
kultūros premijos laureatai). At the moment the database contains information about
the creative activity of over 60 people, who contributed much to the culture and art
of the city. As the roots of the activities of many people presented in the DB reach
back to the first decade of the 20th century, those texts reveal the historical course of
the culture of the city throughout almost five decades.
Varėna PL, in attempt to present the achievements of the local people and innovations
of different scientific fields, applied to the six major Lithuanian universities with a
request to provide information about scientists working in the universities originating
from Varėna District. Cooperation with over 40 scientists was started in this manner.
In 2007 the first Varėna District Scientific Conference was held with participation of
20 scientists. Natural, technical and economic scientific fields were discussed in the
conference. It is planned to hold this kind of conference every five years.
Conferences about the locality are also arranged by other libraries. During the days
of Švenčionys town, Švenčionys PL together with Lithuanian Institute of History
organized an international scientific conference Ethnology: History, Present and
Perspectives designated to the 100th Anniversary of a well-known ethnologist Dr. P.
Dundulienė. Scientists from Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Ukraine, Belarus, Estonia and

Finland participated in the conference. Conferences are held almost every year in
Elektrėnai MPL.
The employees of Elektrėnai PL Semeliškės, Pastrėvys and Vievis branches have been
cooperating for several years with the editorial office of Versmė Publishing House,
and they take part in the preparation of a monograph Lithuanian Parishes. Vievis and
Semeliškės (Lietuvos valsčiai. Vievis ir Semeliškės). They are collecting regional study
materials and are writing articles about the villages and people of the former village
communities. The series Lithuanian Parishes is a multi-volume historical publication
about the towns and settlement, villages and farmsteads of Lithuania, about the
development of their surrounding landscape and history from the ancient times
to the present, about the traditional culture, businesses, churches, famous people,
folklore, ethnic minorities, etc.
COMMUNITY STORIES. The initiative “Digital Community Stories” of the project
Libraries for Innovation provided conditions for and encouraged the librarians to
bring the communities together and to create together short videos about their
localities. The videos show the environment of the inhabitants of towns and villages,
their past, present day routines and memories of people living in the area. Histories
of the localities were told in this manner by Trakai District Lentvaris branch library
(Lentvaris: Parallels of Time), Lazdijai District Meteliai, Veisiejai and Šeštokai Branches,
Elektrėnai Municipal Abromiškiai Branch library (Memories of Exile Aleksas Sabonis)
and other libraries.
MEETINGS OF LIKE-MINDED PERSONS. Literary, art, lovers of art, seniors, youth
and other clubs are founded in many of libraries. The library contributes to the
activity and dissemination of creations of those clubs, outreach, publication projects
(creation almanac, authors’ books, etc.), organizes events together with the clubs,
invites them as participants, performers and creators of the programme. Those clubs
promote the creative self-expression of its members and the works of professional
artists. Clubs related to books (literary, readers’ clubs) are dominant in the libraries.
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There are literary clubs in Alytus DPL Tėkmė (Flow) Druskininkai MPL (poetry and
other arts association Branduma (Maturity)), Elektrėnai MPL (Strėva), Lazdijai DMPL
(Jotvingis), Trakai DMPL (Aukuras (Altar)), Varėna DMPL (Jievaras).
Lazdijai DPL is distinguished for the abundance
of different gatherings
of like-minded people,
and a club of mommies,
daddies and the little ones
Lazdynėlis (Little Hazel) is
among them. The members of this club meet to
play with their children together, to have some good
time and to communicate
Lazdijai DPL. Lazdynėlis, a club of mommies, daddies with each other over a cup
and the little ones.
of coffee or tea. Two seniors
clubs cherish the traditions
of folk songs, customs and crafts, make presentations in schools, nursing homes, hospitals, disabled people and the general public. Members of chess players’ club Matas
(Checkmate) gather to play and communicate in the library.
An informal group of creative young people Z@ranga operates in the music and art
library of Vilnius MCL, and the members of the group arrange events for presentation
of music and literature created by them, art and photography exhibitions, reviews of
alternative cinema movies, discussions about modern art and youth problems. The
library became a space, where young people can express their creativity and develop
their aesthetic needs.
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Alytus City PL “Ginger Evenings”.

Gathering – salon of originally thinking people Balta varna (White Crow) in Alytus
City PL became known for the national literary festival “Ginger Evenings”. The festival
is dedicated to the memory of a writer J. Kunčinas, who was born in the county. The
first festival took place in 2004, and it is arranged every second year since then. The
festival is aimed at promoting small prose genre, attracting the most professional
prose writers and to encourage beginning writers. The activities of the festival: two
prose reading contests, literary late-night dinner in a small inn Užėjau pas draugą (A
Call at Friend’s), memorial hour Pro Memoria, J. Kunčinas laureate prize author’s hour,
music hour and awards – all of them create a special aura of the event. Several prizes
are awarded during the festival: a prize of the salon Balta varna and the audience to
the author of the best text of night readings, and the main prize, i.e. J. Kunčinas Prize
that is awarded in the name of Alytus city. The festival is not only an important event
to the lovers of literature and new creators, but it is also highly valued by professional,
well-known writers, who mention the prize in their biographies.
READERS’ CLUBS, PROMOTION OF READING AND CREATIVITY. When
organizing various events, the libraries follow the provisions of life-long learning and
development, strive to promote reading and involve members of community into
the creative activities. Readers’ clubs gather in many libraries both in bigger cities
and in small settlements. VCPL readers’ club Vakaras su knyga (An Evening with a
Book) has already been operating for seven years. A club of readers in German is

a bit younger, and the members of the
club usually discuss Lithuanian versions
of the books, subtleties of translation
and the issues of openness to cultural
dialogues. Readers’ clubs Vinis (Nail) and
Gabija gather in Elektrėnai Kazokiškė and
Pastrėvys rural libraries, women’s clubs
(Raskila, Seklyčia and Nusivylusios namų
šeimininkės (Desperate Housewives))
Ukmergės DMPL. Children’s camp. Creativity gather in Ukmergė District Vepriai, Sližiai
and Dainava rural branch libraries.
fostering activities.

are staged, drawing contests, as well as ongoing reading promotion programmes
are organized (e.g., Trakai DPL, Švenčionys DMPL, Ukmergė DMPL – “Vacation
without a Book is not a Vacation”, “Summer with a Book”, etc.). Children of Alytus District
Alovė village have a possibility to take part in “Crafts Studio for Children” during their
summer holidays and to learn clay modelling, blacksmithing, painting on silk and
binding palms for Palm Sunday. The project is organized together with Lithuanian
Folk Artists Union Dzūkija Department. The clubs are looking for or become partners
during the implementation of their own projects and projects of other organizations,
and in this manner libraries become a part of a larger network of partners enabling
them to realize their creative ideas quicker and easier, to attract people interested in
literature or other subjects.

Members of bibliotherapy meet in
Vilnius City MCL Naujoji Vilnia Branch.
The members of the club are trying to
discover and understand themselves
better with the help of specially selected
literature, to search for positive solutions
of daily problems.

REDUCTION OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION. The role of libraries in reduction of social
exclusion and promotion of tolerance to vulnerable social groups is crucial.
Cooperating with the Lithuanian Library for the Blind and its branches, the libraries
have always taken care of the visually impaired readers by providing them with audio
or Braille books. Nowadays more and more libraries acquire computer software for
use by this group of readers. The libraries also make efforts to improve physical access
conditions for people with reduced mobility. Other activities in this respect include
organization of integrated events that help to improve the knowledge of the reality,
understanding and compassion for people that are “different” (e.g., the deaf, blind,
unable to walk, elderly, etc.).

Vilnius City MCL. Reading aloud.

Trakai DMPL Reading in non-traditional
spaces.

The spirit of creativity and curiosity
is especially maintained among the
children and young people: readings
aloud to children are held in many
libraries, where children’s drama groups
are formed and small puppet theatres
are established (they are especially
abundant in Šalčininkai, Švenčionys,
Elektrėnai MPL and branches, a
youth theatre studio Blukis is active in
Lazdijai DMPL), where literary works

Druskininkai MPL. “Druskininkai – an Open City to Everyone”.
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“Druskininkai – an Open City to Everyone”, a festival dedicated to Europe Day, was
one of the major events that embraced a full range of sensitive social issues. The
festival was organized by Druskininkai MPL together with Druskininkai Municipality,
Cultural Centre of Druskininkai, Druskininkai Centre of Social Services and sponsored
by Lithuanian representation office of the European Commission. Tents were put up
during the festival, where typical living conditions of a certain socially vulnerable
group were created: poor household of the elderly, complete darkness in the home
of the blind, traditional music, interior and dishes in a home of Romani people.
The participants of the festival could watch a basketball match of the people with
reduced mobility and try to play basketball in wheelchairs themselves. They also
could try various handicrafts, music therapy sessions, dance lessons; a living library
was functioning in the Culture Park established during the festival, where one could
interview a person with certain life experience and get a deeper understanding of
his reality. Participants also could visit a cinema, where different films, advertisements
and videos related to tolerance and social exclusion were played and a concert of
famous Lithuanian musicians was shown. Such events are aimed at drawing attention
of the public to the existing social problems and marginalized people.
Day centres are established more often in libraries nowadays (Trakai DMPL,
Lazdijai DMPL), and their aim is to encourage creativity, citizenship, volunteering
of the children and the young people, also to create favourable conditions for their
self expression and to help them to solve social problems. A day centre of Vilnius
MCL Naujoji Vilnia branch library was established in 2001 taking into account the
community needs: the library is operating in a multi-national suburb of Vilnius facing
various social problems. The centre provides socio-cultural services to the young
people from socially vulnerable and social risk families. 40 children and teenagers
aged 6 to 16 attend the day centre. The group was formed with the help of social
work organizers of one sub-district, school, pre-school and informal education
institutions, local police office. Complex and integrated socio-psychological services
are provided to the children of the day centre, their parents and guardians in the
library of Naujoji Vilnia. Other specialists work together with librarians in the day
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centre: a social worker, a psychologist and a pedagogue.
GENIUS LOCI. Genius loci is a spirit of a place: modernization of libraries. The results
of the surveys carried out in the country revealed that residents expect the libraries
to provide information resources that would meet their needs. Professional and kind
service, as well as variety and modernity of services are also important to library
visitors. Although the environment of a library is not the most important criterion for
evaluation of library activities, a new library is usually more attractive and encouraging
more frequent visits of library users. During the implementation of “Library
Renovation and Modernization Programme 2003 – 2013”, 6 out of 13 public libraries
were reconstructed, renewed or built anew in the centres of the municipalities. New
buildings and premises are usually lighter, more spacious and adapted to the needs
of people with reduced mobility. There are more differentiated areas in new libraries
that are adapted to different needs of library users: quick access to information, quiet
individual and lively group work, rest, communication and free time activities. New
libraries also have attractive and comfortable spaces equipped with technical devices
for various events, art exhibitions and playful children’s rooms. New libraries become
modern institutions and centres of attraction for communities.
Intensive development of information technologies in libraries, especially in rural
areas, (at the moment, there are 274 (93.8 %) computerized work places equipped
with internet access and up-to-date equipment in the public libraries of Alytus and
Vilnius Counties) not only provide better internet access, but also help to implement
the aims of life-long learning, to provide new services to the residents, i.e. computer
literacy trainings, testing according to e-CITIZEN and ECDL programmes (Varėna
MPL), English language courses (together with language training institutions) are
organized in libraries, as well as consultations on job hunting and taxation issues are
provided.
A creating library with its ideas and services steps over the boundaries of a library
more bravely. The main aim of a creating library is to be useful to the users, community

VCPL. Computer literacy trainings.

and the public, so it makes every effort to make the information services of high
quality, reliable and efficient, creates new services that facilitate the integration and
adaptation of the residents to the requirements of information society and also helps
to use the provided possibilities. A creating library tries to create an environment,
where a person would be able to get to know himself and the world around him
better, to have a rest from daily problems, to discover creative freedom, to meet
peers and to solve personal problems at least in part.
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cooperating

L

ibraries become aware increasingly that they can be really useful, relevant
and interesting to the nearest and remote communities only by being
active, creative, proactive, open and cooperating. The cooperation of
libraries going on at very different levels and with various partners.

INVOLVEMENT IN COMMUNITY LIFE AND RELATIONS WITH MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS. The public libraries of the entire territory have been integrating in
community life lately. Librarians understand that they have to be actively involved
in community life and be useful and necessary to the community, if they want to be
visible, valued and heard. The issue is especially relevant in rural areas, where a library
is one of the most important cultural institutions. Head of Elektrėnai MPL Gilučiai
Branch is actively involved in the activity of Local Activity Group (LOG) established
by the municipality, assists in education of children from Konceptas Village Children’s
Foster Home, organizes educational festivals dedicated to the cherishing of ethnoculture to the community, and those festivals are sponsored by a local farmer, the Elder
and community. Head of Abromiškiai Branch together with the Elder of Žebertoniai
village have been editing a community newspaper Žebertonių žynys (Žebertoniai
Oracle) for the second year. They pull community people together to various festivals
and common gatherings for cleaning the local environment. Communication with
mayors of municipalities, elders of sub-districts and presentation of library activities
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Community
Municipal institutions
Private persons
Embassies of foreign countries
Foreign libraries
Educational institutions
School librarians

•
•
•
•
•

Cultural institutions
Non-governmental
organizations
Business
Publishing houses
Volunteers

to the community help to solve many problems of the libraries.

PRIVATE INITIATIVES. Adhering to the attitude that cultural integration is crucial
to the cultural development of the region that is significant to the development of
ethnic tolerance, VCPL has been consistently implementing region’s ethnic minorities
cultural promotion and support policies. During the implementation of the policy,
Vilnius Jewish Public Library was opened as a branch of VCPL in 2012. A collection
of over 5 thousand valuable books,
audio and video documents brought
to Vilnius and transferred to Lithuania
on the initiative of Wyman Brent
(USA), a private collector, traveller and
humanist, gave rise to this library. The
collection consists of Jewish authors'
and Jewish-themed publications
donated by people from the USA,
Canada, Australia, Russia and other
countries. It is expected that the
activity of the library will provide a
VCPL. The opening of Jewish Public Library.

possibility to revive the library traditions of the Jewish book culture and community
and develop a space for international cooperation.
REGIONAL COOPERATION. In cooperation with municipality public libraries of
Vilnius Region, VCPL holds literary and educational programmes aimed at reduction
of social exclusion, development of creativity, providing a possibility to get deeper
knowledge of poetry, music, theatre and other kinds of art almost every year. The
prepared programmes are “transported” to the peripheral libraries, children’s, youth
and elderly people social care institutions, people living in rural areas. CD Along the
Pilgrim’s Path dedicated to the creative work of A. Mickevičius was released in 2008.
Actress S. Degutytė demonstrated the possibilities of table theatre for interpretation of
literature works for children in 2009. In 2011, percussionist T. Dobravolskis and actress
D. Jankauskaitė read poetry accompanied with music interpretations to the adults,
and they taught children some acting skills, basics of directing of a performance and
encouraged them to use household tools creatively for creation of music. Another field
of VCPL cooperation with the libraries of the region is promotion of dissemination of
knowledge using information resources of libraries and coordination of presentation
of mobile exhibitions prepared by other institutions to municipal public libraries of
Vilnius Region.
COOPERATION FOR IMRPOVEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS.
The vision of an active, creating,
participating, cooperating library
can only be implemented by
professional, proactive librarians,
who are able to gather community people, make partnership
contacts and advocate the library
properly. Thus, it is very important
VCPL. Seminar for the employees of municipality to improve personal and profes-

sional competencies and skills of librarians. VCPL organizes thematic conferences,
seminars or workshops regularly for the employees of municipality public libraries of
Vilnius Region for this purpose. Cooperation has been started with school librarians.
A programme for improvement of qualifications was prepared for those librarians,
and it is planned to expand this activity further in the future. Municipality public
libraries also invite school librarians to participate in the seminars and professional
trainings arranged by them.
COOPERATION WITH FOREIGN LIBRARIES. The need to exchange innovative
library practices and cases of good library practice, to develop innovative services
and original common projects encourage the libraries to cooperate with libraries
from other countries. The staff of VCPL regularly go to training courses, conferences
and cognitive visits to share experiences. The employees of the library went to Tartu,
Tallinn (Estonia), Ostrava (Czech Republic), Minsk (Belarus), Helsinki (Finland), Visby
(Sweden), Hague (the Netherlands), Grenoble, Seyssel (France), Valencia (Spain),
Baltimore (USA) and other countries over the last years. After returning back from
qualification trips, they share their knowledge and experiences with their colleagues,
prepare presentations, publications to professional newspapers, offer and implement
innovations in the activities of their library.
Ukmergė DMPL maintains professional relations with Livaniai District Central
Library (Republic of Latvia) and A. Pushkin Central Library in Chelyabinsk (Russian
Federation). Vilnius City MCL has signed a cooperation agreement with Riga Central
Library (Republic of Latvia) and Saint Petersburg Michail Lermontov Centralized
System of Public Libraries (Russian Federation). A project “It’s Time to Read” initiated
by the librarians from Saint Petersburg is going on successfully. Writers from Saint
Petersburg, whose books are translated into Lithuanian, present their creative
works in Vilnius City MCL every year. The libraries exchange professional visits and
collections of books.

public libraries of Vilnius Region.
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Vilnius City MCL and Lund Library (Sweden) implemented a common project YLVA:
Library + Youth = Future. The main task of the project was to clear out, what libraries
could become centres of attraction of young people. During the meetings arranged
in the course of the project, the participants visited the libraries and youth clubs of
both the countries and compared their possibilities and work methods. A publication
Library + Youth = Future. Attractive Library Guide was published after the project was
completed.
In order to support multi-language community of Vilnius Region, to preserve and
promote the expression of cultural variety, VCPL complemented its funds with a

photography exhibition “The Portrait of Shanghai” (Republic of China) that was given
as a gift by Shanghai City Library and 400 books of high artistic and polygraphic
quality in 2011. The collection opened a possibility for Lithuanian residents to get to
know China better – a country of rare beauty and charms, with its history, traditions,
language, religion and culture, which will also allow keeping closer relations with
Shanghai library.
COOPERATION WITH FOREIGN ORGANIZATIONS. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Austria and GebertRüf Fund, a non-governmental organization of
Switzerland, are the main long-term social partners of external cooperation of VCPL.
They transferred to the library for long-term use a collection of documents related
to Austrian society, state and culture and a collection of publications printed in the
publishing houses of Switzerland (over 9 thousand publications). These institutions
complement the collections with new documents regularly, and in this manner
provide a possibility to expand the variety of library information resources with
publications that cannot be found in the collections of other libraries of Lithuania.
They also support cultural activities of the library, educational and cultural projects
held here by providing a possibility for the people of Lithuania to meet the writers of
Austria, as well as other people from cultural and artistic environment.
RELIABLE SOCIAL PARTNERS. The libraries take an active part in the activities of
professional public organizations addressing the issues of professional activity and
development of the skills of employees. The libraries maintain steady cooperation with
other non-governmental organizations that are partners of cultural and educational
events, as well as co-authors and participants in exhibitions of artistic works held in
the libraries. Public libraries of Vilnius Region together with Vilnius Teachers’ House
organize events “Spring of Poetry” and “Autumn of Prose. Book Fair” that have already
become customary events in their districts. In cooperation with Lithuanian Special
Creation Society Guboja, they make attempts to integrate children with special needs
in common events.

VCPL. Gift by Shanghai City Library.
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Pre-school institutions and general education schools are important and reliable
social partners of individual projects of the libraries. The libraries also cooperate with
various creative unions or associations, cultural and art institutions. Representation
offices of the European Commission and Nordic Council of Ministers support those
libraries of Lithuania that organize the festival of Europe Day and the Nordic Library
Week. The events arranged by the libraries are also supported and attended by the
embassies of different countries. The cooperation of the libraries of Vilnius Region
with the embassies of Sweden, Norway, United kingdom, the Netherlands, Japan,
Czech Republic, Belarus, United States of America in Lithuania provide favourable
conditions for making presentations of the best cultural achievements of other
countries, for inspiring the community to strive for knowledge, assessment and trial
of new things.

“Short Movie” in 2011-2012. Other volunteers work behind the scenes of events, assist
in doing different library works that are not visible to the library visitors. Libraries
have evaluated positively the experience of cooperation with volunteers, and they
are planning to maintain this friendship in the future.
A library is not always in a network. First of all, it is a part of Lithuanian library system;
its activities are inseparable from the activities of the founder and the needs of the
community. What relationships will be formed and how they will affect the activities
of the library largely depend on the library itself and the people working there. The
present reality clearly shows that adequate, responsible and authentic maintenance
of public relations and development of cooperation is a prerequisite for library’s
success.

BUSINESS. Looking for opportunities to organize more interesting campaigns or
bigger events, the libraries apply to local businessmen or commercial companies
for support. Support is quite often provided by publishing houses and bookshops,
and common interests are found with other commercial organizations in certain
cases. Varėna MPL cooperates with UAB Neptūno vandenys that allots funds for
renewal of toy stocks and library collections every year. The library, in turn, organizes
various campaigns and events for promotion of healthy life-style. The cooperation
is not limited to financial support: if necessary, UAB Neptūno vandenys supports the
interests of the library, advertises library services and encourages people to become
users of the library.
VOLUNTEERING. In attempt to make closer relations with the community, to
provide possibilities for the youth to use their abilities, creative ideas and energy,
many libraries open the doors to volunteers. As many as 22 volunteers tried their
strengths in VCPL. The main field of their activity is support in development of
communication links of the library with the youth, and the main form of their activity
is organization and dissemination of public cultural events. The volunteers organized
a series of lectures “Youth, say YES and come to a lecturer” and a series of events

VCPL. Volunteering.
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KAUNAS REGION

[
[

Kaunas County
Administrative Centre – Kaunas
Area – 8089 km²
(12,4 % of total area of Lithuania)
Population – 673 706
(20 % of total population of Lithuania)

Marijampolė County:
Administrative Centre – Marijampolė
Area – 4463 km²
(6,8 % of total area of Lithuania)
Population - 181 219
(5,3 % of total population of Lithuania)

[
[

“Kaunas is a cradle of Lithuanian modernism. After all, it is the only large and modern
city established by Lithuanians. It is a city that symbolizes interwar independence and
the total modern Lithuanian project – Lithuanian political and cultural modernism at the same time. It is a city that was converted by Lithuanians from peripheral town
of garrisons of Tsarist empire to a large, elegant and beautiful European city, where
interwar architects implemented their experiments and expressed their creativity”.
Prof. Leonidas Donskis,
Member of European Parliament
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aunas Region covers the south-western and central territory of Lithuania
that makes one fifth of the total area of the country. It borders with
Kaliningrad region (Russian Federation) and Poland in the south-west.
Almost one third of the total population of the country lives in Kaunas
Region that is divided into Kaunas and Marijampolė Counties.
Kaunas County is third according to the size of the territory and the second according
to the number of population: 8.1 thousand km² and 685 thousand residents,
respectively. The County consists of Kaunas and Birštonas Cities, Kaunas, Kaišiadoriai,
Prienai, Raseiniai, Kėdainiai and Jonava District Municipalities. It is the only county of
Lithuania that has no external borders with foreign countries, as well as the only county,
where people of all Lithuanian ethnographic groups live: Aukštaičiai (Highlanders),
Dzūkai, Sūduviai and Žemaičiai (Lowlanders or Samogitians). The county is famous for
food product, beverage, furniture and textile industry, and information technology
and telecommunications sectors are also developing rapidly here.
Marijampolė County covers the area of 4.5 thousand km² with a population of 181
thousand. The County consists of Marijampolė, Kalvarija, Kazlų Rūda, Vilkaviškis
District and Šakiai District Municipalities. It is a land of fertile plains with deep farming
traditions. The region brought up the famous initiators of Lithuanian National revival:
J. Basanavičius (1851–1927), V. Kudirka (1858–1899) and P. Kriaučiūnas (1850–1916).
Kaunas, the second largest city of Lithuania, is the centre of Kaunas Region. There
are about ten higher schools and many educational and research institutions,
where 70 thousand students from the country and abroad are studying. Kaunas
is distinguished for convenient geographical position, free economic zone and

abundance of companies that are competitive at the international level. Major land
roads and inland waterways cross the region, and it has an airport. Žalgiris Arena, the
biggest arena of the Baltic countries, where many large events are held, was opened
in 2011.
Kaunas Region may be proud of its cultural heritage: Kaunas has an Ancient Masonry
Castle, the junction of the Nemunas and the Nėris Rivers, Kėdainiai has a valuable Old
Town, Raseiniai – Pasandravys, the homeland of Lithuanian literary classic Maironis
(1862–1932), Marijampolė - the old Rygiškiai Jonas Gymnasium.
Cultural traditions are also fostered in the Region: drama, musical, pantomime, puppet
and dance theatres, bell and classical music concerts, museums attended by many
visitors, among which the Open Air Museum of Lithuania and the only zoo of the
country can be mentioned. Pažaislis Music and Kaunas Jazz festivals are recognized
internationally, and worldwide famous musicians take interest in and participate in
those festivals. The largest artificial water body Kaunas Reservoir is located in this
region. Birštonas has health boosting mineral water and physiotherapy spa centres.
The region has the most famous national religious centre Šiluva that is visited by
thousands of believers during the famous religious festival Atlaidai.
The residents of Kaunas Region are serviced by 13 centralized municipal public library
systems (8 in Kaunas County and 5 in Marijampolė County) uniting 304 libraries:
13 public libraries in the centres of municipalities, 45 urban libraries and 246 rural
libraries.
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KAUNAS COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY / KCPL

Radastu str. 2, 44164 Kaunas, Lithuania / Ph. + 370 37 324252 / Fax +370 37 324250 / info@kvb.lt / www.kvb.lt

“In partnership with the public libraries of the region we develop information resources, organize educational
and cultural events, innovative and meaningful projects. Common works inspire us to look for new models
and perspectives of activity, teach us to share our professional experience, so that it would serve the library
communities of the Region to the full.”
Asta Naudžiūnienė
Director of Kaunas County Public Library
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AUNAS COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY (KIOTEKA (KCPL), that has been
working for the seventh decade, is the largest public library in Lithuania
servicing the residents of Lithuania and foreign countries. The library
has a universal collection of over 2 million documents, contains a lot of
information in Kaunistika reading room, has a library of German publications and the
World Bank Document Depository Fund.

Kaunas CPL participates in both national and international projects, e.g., at the
moment it is implementing a project “BiblioHealth” aimed at promotion of healthy
lifestyle. The library has implemented several projects dedicated for revealing unique
features of the city, e.g., “The Self of Kaunas in the Context of Lithuanian Millennium”
that was awarded with a Letter of Gratitude of the Mayor of Kaunas and an award “A
Brick of Kindness” (now it is called “A Crystal of Kindness”).

More than 20 thousand registered users and 200 thousand visitors use the services
of KCPL, which makes about 800 visitors a day. The most popular service is lending
of publications, and it is used by 84 percent of users of all library services. About
800 thousand documents are loaned to the users per year. Library users also can
use computers in the library, as there are 65 computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the library. About 190 cultural events and exhibitions are held
in the library per year, and about 150 residents gain computer literacy skills here.
There are 200 employees working in Kaunas CPL, and more than half of them are
professional librarians.

Having offered the first electronic services – internet and website – one decade
ago, today Kaunas CPL provides a well-developed range of virtual products: it
develops electronic catalogues, bibliographies and exhibitions, prepares interactive
newsletter, fills in website, communicates with its users in social network Facebook,
and implements new electronic services every year.

Kaunas CPL is the only public library performing national functions. It is obligated
to preserve the second archival specimen of the national press that has been
collected for over five decades and to participate in the development of the national
retrospective library.

Kaunas CPL is a methodological, bibliographical and information centre of municipal
public libraries of Kaunas and Marijampolė Counties. It analyzes the activities of the
libraries, prepares methodological and information publications, shares information
resources, provides professional assistance, organizes training for librarians and
implements common projects. There are 13 public libraries in Kaunas Region and
729 employees work in those libraries.

Kaunas CPL has been disseminating information about the historical and cultural
heritage of Kaunas especially actively over the last decade and preparing publications.
Cultural events that gained new forms and attracted quite a lot of active and creative
partners and sponsors receive much interest and gather huge audiences.
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MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF KAUNAS
REGION

BIRŠTONAS PUBLIC
LIBRARY

JONAVA DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

KAIŠIADORYS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Birštonas Public Library was founded in
1948. At the moment, the services to the
residents are provided by a public library
and 3 rural branches. There are almost 82
thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of these libraries
(70 th. in City Library, and 13 th. in Birštonas
farmstead, Nemajūnai, Siponiai branches).
42% of the population of Birštonas town
and 29% - of Birštonas Eldership use the
services of the library. There are about 63
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 24 computerized workplaces with
internet access installed in the libraries.

Jonava District Municipal Public Library
was established in 1939. At the moment
the residents of the district are serviced
by a public library, 1 urban branch and 15
rural branches. 40 professional librarians
work in the libraries, and 63% of them have
a diploma in library science. There are 218
thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of these libraries.
There are over 183 visitors per year, and
22% of district residents use the services
of the library. There are 119 computerized
workplaces installed in the libraries, and 77
of them have internet access. Over 700 of
events are held in the library per year.

Kaišiadorys DMPL was founded in 1936.  
At the moment the residents of the district
are serviced by a public library, 1 urban
branch and 23 rural branches, and there
are 39 librarians working in the libraries.  
There are 235 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
these libraries. There are over 164 visitors
per year, and 24% of district residents use
the services of the library. There are 110
computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the libraries. Different
cultural and literary events are held here,
535 events have been held in total.

Žeimių st. 9, LT-55158 Jonava
Lithuania
Ph. + 370 349 53160  
Fax + 370 349 53160  
biblioteka@jonava.rvb.lt
www.jonbiblioteka.lt

Gedimino st. 69, LT-56124 Kaišiadorys
Lithuania
Ph. + 370 346 51284  
Fax + 370 346 51284  
info@kaisiadoriuvb.lt
www.kaisiadoriuvb.lt

S. Dariaus ir S. Girėno 12 st.
LT-59212 Birštonas,
Lithuania
Ph. + 370 319 65760  
Fax + 370 319 65760
bmb@is.lt
www.birstonas.mvb.lt
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KAUNAS MUNICIPAL VINCAS KUDIRKA
PUBLIC LIBRARY

KAUNAS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

KĖDAINIAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
MIKALOJUS DAUKŠA PUBLIC LIBRARY

PRIENAI JUSTINAS MARCINKEVIČIUS
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Kaunas Municipal Vincas Kudirka Public
Library was established in 1925 through
the efforts of museum specialist and
pedagogue Vincas Ruzgas. At the moment
library services to the city community
are provided by 7 departments and 30
structural units located in different suburbs
of the city. There are 116 professional
librarians working in the libraries. There are
600 thousand physical units of documents
gathered in the collections of these
libraries. 12.4% of city population use
library services, and there are 530 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year. There
are 132 computerized work places with
internet access installed in the libraries.
Over 700 events to library visitors are held
per year.

Kaunas District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1951. The public library has
31 branches in sub-districts of the district.
There are 50 professional librarians working
in the libraries. There are 330 thousand
physical units of documents gathered in
the collections of these libraries, and they
service 200 thousand visitors per year. 97
% of district libraries are computerized and
provide modern electronic and interactive
services. There are 200 computerized
workplaces with internet access installed
in the libraries.

Kėdainiai District Municipal Mikalojus
Daukša Public Library was established in
1920. It consists of a network of 39 libraries:
3 in Kėdainiai and 36 in various settlements.
There are 59 professional librarians working
in the libraries. There are 320 thousand
physical units of documents gathered
in the collections of these libraries, 106
thousand of which are in urban, and 213
thousand – in rural libraries. 230 visitors
are serviced in the library per year. 1.2
thousand events were organized here.
There are 161 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the library.
15.4% of urban and 24% of rural residents
use library services.

Prienai District Municipal Library was
founded in 1937. In 2011 the library
was named after a famous poet Just.
Marcinkevičius under the decision of
the Municipality Council. There are 48
employees working in the library, 41 of
which are professional librarians. At the
moment, the services to the residents are
provided by a public library and 23 branch
libraries. There are over 174 thousand
physical units of documents gathered in
the collections of these libraries. 32% of
residents use library services, and there are
over 140 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 147 computerized
workplaces with internet access installed
in the libraries. Over 800 events to library
visitors are held per year.

Vytauto st. 21, LT-53265 Kaunas District
Lithuania
Ph. +370 37 551884  
Fax +370 37 551884  
info@krsvbiblioteka.lt
www.krsvbiblioteka.lt

Didžiosios Rinkos sq. 11 LT-57248 Kėdainiai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 347 53620  
Fax + 370 347 50397  
biblioteka@kedainiai. rvb.lt
www.kedainiai.rvb.lt

Laisvės ave. 57, LT-44305 Kaunas, Lithuania  
Ph. +370 37 221782  
Fax +370 37 201462  
info@kaunas.mvb.lt
www.kaunas.mvb.lt

Kauno st. 2B, LT-59147 Prienai, Lithuania
Ph. +370 319 60380  
Fax +370 319 60380  
biblioteka@prienai.rvb.lt
www.prienubiblioteka.lt
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RASEINIAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

KALVARIJA MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

KAZLŲ RŪDA MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

MARIJAMPOLĖ PETRAS
KRIAUČIŪNAS PUBLIC LIBRARY

Raseiniai District Municipal Public library
was founded in 1921. At the moment,
the services to the residents are provided
by a public library, Ariogala branch and
24 rural branch libraries. There are 56
employees working in the library, 45 of
which are professional librarians. There
are over 252 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
these libraries, and 9 thousand users are
using them. There are over 143 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year. There are
83 computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in a public library, Ariogala
branch and 22 rural branches.

Kalvarija Municipal Public Library was
established in 1937. At the moment, the
services to the residents are provided
by a public library and 11 rural branch
libraries. The libraries have 22 employees.
There are 110 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
these libraries. There are over 54 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year. There are
46 computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in libraries. Over 400
thematic events are held in the library per
year.

Kazlų Rūda Municipal Public Library was
established in 1940. At the moment, the
services to the residents are provided by a
public library and 10 rural branch libraries.
25% of municipality population use library
services. There are 100 thousand physical
units of documents gathered in the
collections of the library. There are over
53 thousand visitors per year. There are 31
computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the public library and all
rural branches.

Marijampolė Petras Kriaučiūnas Public
Library was founded in 1921. At the
moment the library network consists of a
public library, 1 urban and 25 rural branch
libraries. 16.6% of municipality population
use library services. There are over 214
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 210 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
the library. Internet access is available in a
public library and 24 branches, and there
are 157 computerized workplaces installed
in the libraries.

Vytauto Didžiojo st. 1, LT-60149 Raseiniai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 428 52506  
Fax +370 428 52506  
biblioteka@raseiniai.lt
www.raseiniai.rvb.lt

Laisvės st. 2, LT-69214 Kalvarija
Lithuania
Ph. +370 343 21042  
Fax +370 343 21042  
kalvarijos.v.bibliotekos@gmail.com
www.kalvarija.mvb.lt

Vytauto st. 21, LT-69415 Kazlų Rūda
Lithuania
Ph. +370 343 95033  
Fax +370 343 95033  
kazlurudossvb@takas.lt
www.kazlurudasvb.lt

Vytauto st. 20, LT-68298 Marijampolė
Lithuania
Ph. +370 343 51862  
Fax +370 343 51862  
direktore@marijampole.mvb.lt
www.marijampole.mvb.lt

ŠAKIAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

VILKAVIŠKIS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Šakiai District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1937. At the moment,
the services to the residents are provided
by a public library, 2 urban and 21 rural
branch libraries. There are 195 thousand
physical units of documents gathered in
the collections of the library. 28% of district
population use the services of the library.
There are over 116 thousand visitors to the
libraries per year. Internet access has been
installed in a public library and 20 branches
with 86 computerized workplaces for the
users.

Vilkaviškis District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1928, after Vilkaviškis County
Municipality established Independence
reading room. At the moment, the services
to the residents are provided by a public
library, 2 urban and 29 rural branch libraries.
There are 214 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections of
the library. 20% of district population use
the services of the library. There are over
122 thousand visitors to the libraries per
year. There are 122 computerized work
places with internet access installed in the
library.

Gimnazijos st.1, LT-71115 Šakiai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 345 51501  
Fax +370 345 51501  
reginaus@sakiai.rvb.lt
www.sakiai.rvb.lt

Sodų st. 1, LT-70141 Vilkaviškis
Lithuania
Ph. +370 342 53842  
Fax +370 342 53886  
info@vilkaviskis.rvb.lt
www.vilkaviskis.rvb.lt
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LIBRARIES OF KAUNAS
REGION: PRESERVING,
CREATING, COOPERATING

preserving

P

RESS ARCHIVE. The public libraries of Kaunas Region have collected valuable
document collections of a lot of publications of various periods and genres.
KCPL carries out an especially important function, as it is the only public library
of Lithuania that collects, manages and preserves the National Archival Fund
of Published Documents or, in other words, the second (reserve) publications archive
(excluding small prints) collection (the first fund is preserved by M. Mažvydas National
Public Library of Lithuania). The main goal of this fund is to preserve the print materials of
Lithuania to future generations providing a possibility to use the fund now, too. The fund
consists of documents published from 1905. The fund is complemented with mandatory
publication specimen from 2007.
PRINTED HERITAGE. KCPL also
preserves published cultural heritage
– Old and Rare Publications Fund,
consisting of over 200 thousand
books, periodicals, maps, manuscripts
in Lithuanian and English languages
published between the 15th century
and the middle of the 20th century.
The fund is the only fund of this kind in
Kaunas County and the biggest fund
KCPL. Old and Rare Publications Fund.
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Publications archive
Printed heritage
Museum exhibits
Personal collections
Ex-libris collections
History of region

among the public libraries of Lithuanian Counties. Collections of Lithuanian publications
and personal collections of famous people take an important part among those objects
of printed heritage. The following collections or parts thereof can be mentioned:
collections of Kaunas Jesuits Library, bishops of Samogitia M. Giedraitis and M. Pacas,
priest, humanist, counterreformation figure M. Daukša, as well as a collection of books of
songs published in Lithuania Minor in the middle of 18th century – the beginning of the
20th century and Lithuanian contrefactions published during the Lithuanian press ban
period (1865–1904).
Among the monastic library collections, the collections of Kretinga and Telšiai monasteries
stored in KCPL are especially rich. Among personal collections there is a collection of books
and periodicals of the beginning of the 20th century of a lawyer historian A. Janulaitis.
The collection contains many rare legal and historical works, theses, autographs. There
is a library of Doctor in Economics, Professor P. Šalčius that contains many manuscripts,
small publications and autographs of 18 – 20 centuries. There is a collection of a dissident
V. Skuodis with quite a lot of Lithuanian publications printed abroad and autographs of
famous Lithuanians and Lithuanian emigrants.
Jonava DMPL preserves about 50 units of publications printed until the middle of
the 20th century, among which the works and translations of local poet, playwright and
translator P. Vaičiūnas, as well as poet and translator A. Churginas should be mentioned.

MUSEUM EXHIBITS. The
press heritage preserved
by KCPL is illustrated by
constantly open exposition
of the Old Publications that
depicts five centuries of
published word and that
encourages to learn about
the history of the nation. The
exposition consists of over
150 original publications
representing the written
heritage of the 15-19th
centuries of Lithuania and
Western Europe, also book
KCPL. Constantly open exposition of the Old Publications.
collections of personalities
of great importance to the
national culture (M. Daukša, M. Giedraitis, M. Strijkovskis, M. Valančius, etc.), educational
institutions (Kaunas, Kražiai Jesuit College) and monasteries (Kretinga, etc.), examples of
Graždanka published during the Lithuanian press ban period, the first Lithuanian book
published in Kaunas, etc.

for Lithuanian dictionary,
so the books contain many
comments and additions,
references to Samogitian
dialect, notes in Latin, Greek
and other languages. There
are about 70 units of books
published in the 18th – 20th
centuries in this collection.
Prienai DMPL named after
poet Justinas Marcinkevičius
preserves a similar collection.
In memory of the poet, his
personal library of over 2
Prienai DMPL.
thousand unique documents – books, photographs,
periodicals and small print materials related to different events of the poet’s life - was
founded here. Majority of books are with dedications. Justinas Marcinkevičius created
under complex conditions of Soviet totalitarianism. The topics analyzed by him were
the self of the Lithuanian nation, its historical path and existential problems of a human
being.

Ethnographic Museum of regional studies has been operating in Kaišiadorys DMPL for
about a decade, where various ancient cultural, household and crafts items of Paparčiai
area are collected and exhibited on the initiative of the employees of the library. Jonava
DMPL preserves and exhibits a collection of carvings of folk artist J. Listvina: crosses,
roadside shrines, sculptures of the saints, etc. The paintings of the folk artist and poet
S. Kuzerytė-Ragelienė are preserved here, too. Kaunas MPL houses a museum-library
of Lithuanian literature and language scholar and pedagogue Z. Kuzmickis with a lot of
manuscripts, books and other exhibits. Jonava DPL has a compilation of pictures of toys
by folk artist and animalist artist S. Samulevičienė.

Jonava DMPL has a large collection of documents about the national reform movement
(Sąjūdis) accumulated by G. Ilgūnas, a signatory to Lithuanian Independence Restoration
Act. The documents contain lists of groups and members of Sąjūdis initiative support
groups, speeches, protocols, records, programmes, statute, declarations, statements, and
excerpts from publications. The collection also contains documents collected by the local
playwright and prose writer R. Samulevičius witnessing the situation of the writers in the
Soviet Union, and a collection of books accumulated by F. K. Fedaravičius, Chairman of
Rural Writers Union, many of which are with autographs.

PERSONAL COLLECTIONS. Collections given as a gift by famous Lithuanian artists and
their relatives make an important part of library document fund. The collection of a book
smuggler P. Kriaučiūnas should be mentioned first of all, and this collection is stored
in Marijampolė PL named after him. P. Kriaučiūnas worked a lot collecting the words

Raseiniai DMPL preserves the fund of children’s writer, poet and active Lithuanian
emigrant S. Džiugas. The fund consists of about 4 thousand units of books published by
Lithuanian emigrants in the Western Europe and USA in the second half of the 20th century.
The library collects a collection of postcards of P. Lauraitytė that presently consists of
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approximately 400 units of festive postcards for different occasions printed by Lithuanian
publishers during the interwar period. It also contains sets of thematic postcards, e.g.
series of 20 postcards dedicated to the history of Estonian national costume.
Vilkaviškis DMPL has a collection of Catholic cultural magazine Aidai (Echoes)published
in the second half of the 20th century for Lithuanian emigrants living abroad collected
by writer A. Vaičiulaitis. A personal collection of a Lithuanian American lawyer B. Šilas,
consisting of about 50 units of valuable art publications, makes a significant part of
Birštonas PL collections.
KCPL is known for rare collections of music notes and postcards. Over 100 copies of notes
albums of opera singer A. Nezabitauskaitė-Galaunienė and composer J. Tallat-Kelpša are
preserved here. The latter collection contains music note albums printed in the most
famous publishing houses of Leipzig, Paris, Milano, Berlin and Vienna at the end of the
19th century and the beginning of the 20th century that are considered to be bibliographic
rarities now. The score for La Traviata by G. Verdi, from which the composer conducted
the first Lithuanian opera performance, should be mentioned here. Kaunas CPL also
has a collection of over 38 thousand postcards with views of cities, congratulations,
reproductions of paintings printed in various countries of the world. The library also has
quite a large set of portraits of movie actors, photos of artists from the silent cinema of
the middle of the 20th century.
EX-LIBRIS COLLECTION. Ex-librises are an inseparable part of book and library funds,
and many libraries can really be proud of their ex-libris collections. There are about 1.6
thousand original ex-librises of the 20th century in the collection of KCPL created by
Lithuanian painters: V. Kisarauskas, A. Čepauskas, G. Kalpokas, V. O. Virkau. The collection
also contains graphic works of foreign painters and participants in the international exlibris competitions held in Lithuania.
The collection of Jonava DMPL contains about 150 ex-librises, the biggest number of
which was collected during the anniversary of the library. These are works of famous
Lithuanian painters A. Čepauskas, V. Kudaba, A. Tauterienė, M. Arbačiauskas, etc., as well
as students and pupils. The ex-librises stored in Kaunas MPL were also created on the
occasion of the anniversary. Last year ex-libris competition “Living Memory” was held and
it was dedicated to the years of defenders of freedom and great losses. Kaunas DMPL
has its own ex-libris that is exhibited at the entrance to the library together with the title
plate of the library.
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HISTORY OF THE REGION. Each library accumulates and stores publications about the
history, famous people, events and phenomena of the region. Comprehensive Kaunas
city (about 0.5 million bibliographic records in eight languages) and regional topographic
card indexes Kaunas Region in 1845-1944 Press of KCPL should be mentioned here, as they
provide information about the historical development, present state and famous people
of the region.
Marijampolė PL has also quite a big card index (about 28 thousand records) about
Marijampolė and the surrounding areas, the activities of the book smugglers. The most
valuable local collection contains books printed in the USA, Russia and Kaliningrad Oblast
during the Lithuanian press ban period (1865–1904) and Lithuanian philology themed
regional study publications. Publications of a scientist, doctor and one of the most
important independence seekers J. Basanavičius, humanist, educator and one of the first
Lithuanian democrats K. Grinius, writer Žemaitė, priest and historian J. Totoraitis, poet and
translator P. Arminas and other authors published in the middle of the 20th century, as
well as a large collection of fiction prints are stored in the library.
Šakiai DMPL local collections contain over 1.5 thousand publications of well-known
Lithuanian writers, among which are the volumes of works of V. Kudirka, a writer, one of
the Lithuanian national movement ideologues and the author of the Lithuanian anthem,
the first publications of philologist J. Jablonskis, other publications of well-known regional
writers, e.g. K. Puida, Pranaičių Julė, P. Orintaitė, P. Vaičaitis, etc. Kaunas DMPL also stores
books about Lithuania collected from Lithuanian Americans by a Lithuanian emigrant K.
Žukauskas-Zara.

creating

R

EGIONAL STUDY PUBLICATIONS. Study and dissemination of the history of
the region takes an especially important part among the activities of the pubic
libraries within Kaunas Region, and original solutions and a variety of formats are
very characteristic of these activities. The most popular activity is publications
of enduring and representative value. The libraries collect and analyze information about
ethnic culture, traditions, famous people, distinct objects or phenomena of the region
actively and present it in books, yearbooks, almanacs and fact sheets.
There are several libraries involved in intensive publishing activities, and three of them
promote Kaunas Region. KCPL published a cycle of publications on the occasion of the
Millennium of Lithuania: Reflections of Tsarist Kaunas, Kaunas at the Time of Changing, The
Breakthroughs of Freedom in Soviet Kaunas, The Signs of Kaunas Identity. The library has also
compiled a collection of postcards Kaunas: the Metamorphosis of an Image, where one of
the most beautiful and popular views of Kaunas is reflected in the course of centuries.
Kaunas MPL has published four yearbooks and a book about the history of Aukštoji
Panemunė. Finally, Kaunas DMPL prepared and published encyclopaedic reference
book A Book, Press and Culture in Kaunas Region.
Kalvarija MPL has published as many as ten publications about the ethnical culture,
crafts, artists, village histories, palaces and legends of Kalvarija area, e.g., The Old Crafts and
Craftsmen of Kalvarija Area, Ethnic Culture: Let’s Remember, Preserve, Cherish, Legends and
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Regional study publications
Electronic catalogues
Virtual exhibitions
Digital stories
National bibliography
Culture of reading
Cultural education
Healthy lifestyle habits
European values

Stories of Kalvarija Area, etc.
Šakiai DMPL has been
publishing Šakiai Calendar
every year for over a decade
informing people about the
most important events of the
year, important dates, famous
residents of Šakiai district and
their works, providing useful
advice to the readers and
Kalvarija MPL. The presentation of The Old Crafts and Craftsmen publications of the works of the
of Kalvarija Area.
literary club. The library has also
prepared a publication Book
Smugglers of Šakiai Area, informative books Along the Pathways of Suvalkija Signatories and
Literary Trip in Šakiai Region, catalogue Along the Bridges of Rainbows.
ELECTRONIC CATALOGUES. Rapid progress of information technologies and the
changing needs of the society led to the development of virtual information resources.
KCPL was among the first libraries that started the development of such resources and
provided information about Kaunas to remote Lithuanian and foreign users in electronic
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DMPL has created a documentary video Meeting in Kaišiadorys15, telling about the
historical past and today’s news of the town. The digital story Kaunas – a City of Rivers16  
created by KCPL invites to view the area of the junction of rivers and the route of the
rivers in the city from bird’s eye-view, also presents the main historical facts.

catalogues: Kaunas: Dates and Facts4, Famous People of Kaunas: Perpetuation of Memory5
and Bibliographies of Kaunas Artists6. The catalogues inform about the history of the city,
the famous people and artists, who lived and worked there. The database of publications
about Kaunas is of great importance also, and users may find the entire press archive
there.

NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. KCPL has to carry out an especially important task – it is the
only public library that has to participate in the compilation of retrospective bibliography,
presenting analytical descriptions of newspapers, magazines and continuous publications
published in Lithuanian language in Lithuania, communications and messages of lasting
value, descriptions of translations of works and articles of foreign authors.

Electronic catalogue Kaunas District Region7 and electronic book Book, Press and Culture
in Kaunas Region8 should be mentioned, too. Kaunas DMPL developed the catalogues
for introduction of architectural, archaeological and natural monuments, as well as towns
and museums. The results of regional studies of Jonava DMPL are reflected in the
website containing information about historical persons and events of the area.

CULTURE OF READING. The libraries also are very important for promotion of culture
of reading and creativity of the society. They implement various projects that are full of
events that have already become a tradition. Birštonas PL and Jonava DMPL organize
reading contests named “Summer with a Book” every year, where children and youth are
invited to read aloud and to interpret literary works. Birštonas PL uses unusual places
of the town for those events, makes them more interesting by showing movies, fairytales, with the assistance of creative group of artists, invites participants to paint their
impressions, teaches them to create pictures, painting on water, etc. Similar activities are
also organized by Kaunas DMPL – children create unusual books-giants dedicated to
different writers in the workshops installed for the purpose. The activities are supervised

VIRTUAL EXHIBITIONS. Virtual exhibitions are becoming an important source of
information reflecting not only the studies of history of the region, but also other
significant projects. KCPL has developed several virtual exhibitions: Lituanica. A Flight of
Will and Love9, motivating to remember the historical flight of S. Darius and S. Girėnas over
the Atlantic Ocean, Personality and a Book10, offering to learn about the favourite books
of famous people, The most Prominent Residents of Interwar Kaunas11, introducing a circle
of the well-educated people of interwar Kaunas and Lithuania. With the development
of technologies, Music Wednesdays12 that were a unique phenomenon for wakening
of self-consciousness and freedom during Soviet occupation period and were held
several decades ago have also been placed in the virtual space. The abundant studies of
interwar press fund are presented in virtual exhibitions of themes relevant to the present
period13.
Kaunas MPL has developed a virtual exhibition of Žaliakalnis values, where it attempted
to preserve the unique cultural heritage of the regional community. Kaunas DMPL
is gathering materials for virtual exhibition The Spirit of Garliava Old Town in Photos.
Meanwhile, all books (about 200 units) published by local people are reflected in a virtual
exhibition Kaišiadorys Publishing Activities (1990-2010)14 prepared by Kaišiadorys DMPL.
DIGITAL STORIES. The creativity of libraries and their excellent mastering of modern
technologies are especially well-reflected during creation of digital stories. Kaišiadorys

http://datos.kvb.lt/en
http://atminimas.kvb.lt/
6
http://kmb.kvb.lt/
7
http://www.krsvbiblioteka.lt/lt/krastotyra/331-kauno-rajono-krastas
8
http://www.krsvbiblioteka.lt/lt/krastotyra/333-knyga-spauda-ir-kultura-kauno-rajone
9
http://www.kvb.lt/lituanica/
10
http://www.kvb.lt/asmenybe/
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Birštonas PL. “Summer with a Book”.

Kaunas DMPL. Book-giant.

http://www.kvb.lt/iskiliausi/
http://treciadieniai.kvb.lt/
13
http://knyga.kvb.lt/index.php?option=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=35&Itemid=101
14
www.kaisiadoriuvb.lt
15
http://www.grazitumano.lt/mediawiki/index.php/%C5%BDyma:Filmas_%22Susitikimas_
Kai%C5%A1iadoryse%22#
16
http://blogas.kvb.lt/2011/10/06/filmukas-kaunas-upiu-miestas/
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braries. They can be complemented
with not only traditional, but also
one time projects and events.

Vilkaviškis DMPL. Poetry Spring.

by specialists of clipping, tucking, calligraphy writing and drawing.
Birštonas PL and Vilkaviškis DMPL organize traditional Poetry Spring Festival every
year, where poets read their poems, and various actors, singers, musicians and artists
participate in the festival. Vilkaviškis DMPL also takes an active part in awarding a
literary premium of a famous Lithuanian poetess S. Nėris and awarding of laureates.
Kaunas MPL organizes the following events that have become traditional already: book
festival “Time Lives in Books” dedicated to the day of recovery of press, language and
book, also to selection of the best publications of the public libraries, and Children’s Book
Day, where theatrical presentations, guessing of riddles, games, drawing, etc. take place.
Kaunas MPL and Jonava DMPL arrange a week of libraries of Nordic Countries. The
idea of the event is to promote literature and reading of books, encourage self-education
through thematic cultural events.

CULTURAL EDUCATION. Besides
the regional study information dissemination and reading promotion
activities described hereinabove,
libraries also play an important role
in cultural education. For example,
there is an “Infoclub” operating in
Kaunas DMPL for improvement
Kėdainiai DMPL. Exchanges of books.
of information skills of the children:
virtual educational and information
exhibitions, as well as educational excursions are organized by the club. There is also a
club for promotion of art, where screenings of literary works are presented, participants
are informed about the history of the cinema, etc. Jonava DMPL established a club of
internet fans, where creative skills of children are developed and recreational activities
are organized.
There is a toys’ corner in Jonava DMPL and Šakiai DMPL, where children can watch
movies, listen to music, play table games, do different handiworks, draw, etc. Shows of
fairy-tale characters and meetings with the authors of the books are arranged for the
children.
There is a little puppet theatre in Kalvarija MPL, where children prepare
performances and theatralized presentations of books every year. There
are professional information points
installed in Jonava DMPL and
Kaunas DMPL: the young visitors
are informed about the study programmes and possibilities for acquisition of profession offered by higher
education institutions, participate in

Kėdainiai DMPL organizes exchanges of books during the annual events of the town,
where the residents of the town not only exchange books, but also give them as gifts to
the library. KCPL, Kaunas DMPL and Jonava DMPL have been inviting their visitors to
become members of Readers’ Cub for several years. The members of the club meet for
thematic discussions of books, participate in meetings with famous Lithuanian writers,
prepare shows and reading programmes.
These are only some examples revealing the active reading promotion activities of the liKalvarija MPL. Little puppet theatre.
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meetings with the representatives of the Labour Exchange.
HEALTHY LIFE-STYLE HABITS. Promotion of healthy life-style and dissemination of
reliable information about health is a brand new and little developed field of library
activities. KCPL is implementing a project for elderly people BiblioHealth (Electronic
Information for Libraries – Public Library Innovation Program), where in cooperation
with medics, psychologists, representatives of the media and yoga specialists the library
organizes meetings with promoters of healthy life-style, relaxation and yoga classes,
different seminars. Birštonas PL, Jonava DMPL and Vilkaviškis DMPL are also involved
in the project. Kaunas DMPL is also involved in a similar activity, and it established a
healthy life-style club The Code of Health.
EUROPEAN VALUES. The number of projects realizing the European dimension has

Jonava DMPL. BiblioHealth project event.
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increased immensely over the last years. The projects contribute to the dissemination of
European values. Majority of the projects are implemented together with a representation
office of the European Commission in Lithuania. For example, Birštonas PL, Jonava
DMPL and Šakiai DMPL organize the festivals of Europe Day in their areas,
and each time those events promote different values and new themes, such as
ecological environment, volunteering, healthy ageing, etc.
Jonava DMPL also has a shelf of the European Union books, organizes exhibitions of
publications, cognitive excursions, meetings with representatives politicians of the
European Parliament, etc. Šakiai DMPL has implemented several projects aimed at
facilitating the integration of the Lithuanians into the European Union: Information
– Gates to the European Union, Cultural Acquaintance with the Countries of the European
Union, etc. There is a European Information Centre operating in KCPL – Europe Direct that
hands out free publications, organizes thematic events and provides consultations about
the European Union.

cooperating

G

OVERNMENT. The public libraries of Kaunas region maintain cooperation
relations with various organizations. On the one hand, this provides a
possibility to obtain financing or other material support; on the other hand,
this helps to implement unconventional projects, promote the notoriety and
strengthen the image of libraries. Speaking about cooperation with representatives of the
government, Kaunas MPL should be mentioned first of all, as with the help of separate
members of the Seimas the library organizes thematic exhibitions to commemorate the
dates of great importance to Lithuania and prominent people every year. The exhibitions
are held in the Seimas Palace.
With the help of Kaunas City
Municipality and one member
of the Seimas, Kaunas MPL
also expanded and repaired its
facilities and adapted them to
the needs of the people with
disabilities.
One of the latest and most
distinct KCPL projects that
is
implemented
together
with
the
representatives

KCPL. Annual cleaning up campaign “Let’s Do It”.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government
Business
Non-governmental organizations
Educational institutions
Community
European volunteers
Foreign partners

of the government and business, is renovation of benches in the Little Oak Park near
the library. The project implemented together with Kaunas City Municipality and
telecommunications company TEO is also aimed at enhancing the sense of community
and improvement of environment. The renovated benches will be used when organizing
different game tournaments and activities for reduction of digital exclusion. Several years’
partnership with Lithuanian Air Forces should be mentioned, too. Several projects for
promotion of reading, citizenship and national consciousness are implemented through
this partnership. In cooperation with various military structures, Kaunas CPL also takes
an active part in annual cleaning up campaign
“Let’s Do It”.
Kaunas DMPL has a successful cooperation
experience with Police and Fire Services, and
the library organizes anti-drug, safe traffic,
fire prevention, etc. campaigns for the youth.
Meanwhile, Kėdainiai DMPL, in cooperation
with the State Tax Inspectorate, teaches people
to use public electronic services.

KCPL. Participants of Pecha Kucha project
introduce their ideas.

BUSINESS. KCPL has the biggest experience
in cooperation with business entities. Business
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partners enable to expand the range of services provided to the customers, to offer new
activities that were not carried out in the libraries earlier, and to open up opportunities
for alternative means of expression. Among such activities is a continuous project Pecha
Kucha that is implemented together with telecommunication company TEO. The project
encourages the community to generate innovative ideas and to share them actively
(Japanese methodology).

KCPL. Table game afternoons.

Continuous
educational
projects implemented by
KCPL together with beer
brewery Volfas Engelman are
also of great importance,
as they are aimed at
disseminating information
about the history, prominent
people and achievements
of Kaunas. The community
of Kaunas has participated
in those projects through
cooperation with the media,
and it helped to select the
most worthy people.

KCPL has started to hold table game afternoons a year ago, and the activity is supported
by a company trading in games Kadabra. It is a completely new and extremely popular
activity that allows young people to entertain themselves and to communicate in the
library. Various campaigns and competitions organized by KCPL and offering valuable
prizes of the sponsors are also quite popular among the youth. For example, during the
competition “Create Style for a Modern Librarian”, participants sent over 200 sketches,
and the winners were awarded with prizes of vintage clothing shop Komoda (Chest of
Drawers).
Partnership with companies providing public services is especially valuable during the
organization of training activities for the employees of the libraries and the residents. KCPL
and Kaunas MPL are in close cooperation relations with Ūkio bankas and Swedbankas,
respectively. This allows arranging trainings for the residents of the city, during which they
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Kaunas MPL. Training, organized by the library and Swedbankas.

have an opportunity to learn
about the e-banking system and
personal information security
requirements. KCPL has signed
a cooperation agreement with
foreign language training centre
Globalis, whereby the centre
undertook to give lessons of
English to the employees of the
library free of charge.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS. Quite a lot of social projects are
implemented in cooperation with non-governmental organizations. A long-term
bibliotherapy project implemented by Birštonas PL and sanatorium Tulpė (Tulip) is
one of the most distinguished examples. Bibliotherapy is a science combining medicine
and librarianship. It cherishes the idea that a properly selected book helps to overcome
personal problems and recover quicker. Books and extracts of books are discussed during
bibliotherapy sessions, where the participants are encouraged to open up and speak
about issues that are important to them. Combining the competencies of specialists of
two institutions, the sessions are held by psychologists and librarians, and people from all
around Lithuania participate in these activities.
In cooperation with Lithuanian Institute of History,
editorial office of newspaper Gyvenimas (Life), Nemunas Loops Regional Park,
Birštonas PL has been organizing readings of works of famous Lithuanian Philomath,
doctor and writer S. Morawski
for over a decade. Those
readings encourage people
to learn not only about the
writer, but also about the nature of Lithuania.

Birštonas PL. Readings of S. Morawski works.

and foreign literature, various historical, art and culture topics are introduced creatively to
pupils using state-of-the-art technologies. They can expand their knowledge of literature
in the pupils-friends of literature club named after the famous Lithuanian classicist S.
Geda.

Event held by Kaunas DMPL and A. Makūnienė
charity and support fund.

Kaunas DMPL. O. Karajev art studio in the Library.

A lot of events are held in Kaunas
DMPL in cooperation with A. Makūnienė charity and support fund: publishing projects
are implemented, exhibitions of famous artists, campaigns for attraction of new books
to the library are held, etc. The events are advertised widely in the media and became
known throughout the country. Non-governmental organization Garliaviečiai (Residents
of Garliava) is operating in Kaunas DMPL, which encourages the members of community
to involve in cultural activities of the library and to contribute to the dissemination of
works of local people. Garliaviečiai also coordinates the activity of O. Karajev art studio
that has been working for over a decade. The members of the studio train their painting
skills, arrange exhibitions of their works, etc. In attempt to perpetuate the memory of
local artist V. Vizgirdas, Garliaviečiai unveiled a sculpture for the artist in the courtyard of
the library.
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. Closest to the culture medium of the libraries are
educational institutions, in cooperation with which different social and educational
projects are implemented allowing the encouragement of pupils’ creativity. “Skylarks of
Prienai Area”, pupils’ creativity competition, is one of the most significant competitions
organized by Prienai DMPL together with general education schools. The project that
has been implemented for over a decade has attracted a large group of young talents,
whose works are published in annual almanac.
Kaunas DMPL also cooperates with the secondary and art schools of the district. Pupils
are given integrated lessons, during which classical music and composers, Lithuanian

COMMUNITY. The libraries have close relations with the members of the community.
They are the main assistants during the implementation of different activities. They are
also the main driving force motivating to organize such activities. This is well reflected
in a continuous project We Learn Ourselves, and We Teach Others carried out by Kaunas
MPL and community centre Žaliakalnio aušra (The Dawn of Žaliakalnis) that is aimed
at development of experience-based training model in the community. Such model
allows addressing social exclusion issues, formation of skills of active participation in
sociocultural life, as well as encouragement of initiative and creativity.
Volunteers’ Club operating for several years reflects the cooperation of KCPL and the
community the best. Here the youth and professionals of different fields not only
participate in the activities of the library, but they also arrange various events, involve in
dissemination of information and give lectures. Battle of the Minds arranged during the
international campaign “Museums Night 2012” is one of the examples. It was an excellent
opportunity for introducing themselves in a totally different environment and to attract
new volunteers.
EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERS. Not only members of the local community volunteer in the
libraries, but also volunteers from other countries of the European Union. For example,
Birštonas PL participates in a programme “Active Youth” and is accredited to accept
volunteers, who arrive every year and stay in Lithuania for about 6-8 months. Volunteers
participate actively in everyday activities of the library; they help to organize a variety
of events, presentations about volunteering and its benefits, etc. They also provide
an opportunity to learn about the culture and traditions of different countries and to
improve foreign language skills of librarians and library visitors.
FOREIGN PARTNERS. A lot of cooperation relations with foreign partners have been
started during the implementation of international projects. Prienai DMPL should be
mentioned here, as the library has implemented Grundtvig learning partnerships project
English for Seniors: Fun – Attractive – Interesting together with partners from Poland
(Academy of Fullness of Life), Latvia (Association To My Small Town Aknyste), Hungary (Adult
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Language and ICT Training Centre) and United Kingdom (Adult Continuing Training Institute
NIECE). The goal of the project was to provide an opportunity to older people to learn
English using ICT and materials developed by teachers, communicating with each other
and carrying out different tasks.
Prienai DMPL has also participated in the implementation of the project Development
of Intercultural Competence through Teaching. The aim of the project was to develop
opportunities for intercultural learning and to form cultural competence of andragogues.
The partners of the project were the United Kingdom (London Enfield Borough Lifelong
Learning Department), Germany (Munich TUV SUD Academy Vocational Training) and
Poland (Radom National Research Institute).
Šakiai DMPL together with Polish representatives from Goldap City Cultural Centre have
implemented a project Cultural Musical Relations between Suvalkija Region and Poland
that was funded by PHARE 2003 Cross-Border Cooperation Programme in the Baltic Sea
Region. Musical festival-conference was organized in the library, and a book containing
abstracts of conference reports was published in Lithuanian and Polish languages.
KCPL has participated in the implementation of international lifelong learning project of
Grundtvig programme “Rebel: Reading between the Lines” for several years. The project
was aimed at actualization of reading as European awareness development tool. Good
practice was shared with partners from Germany (Academie Klausenhof), Italy (Instituto
Tecnico Industriale), Malta (Cathedral Library Gozo), Latvia (Valkas Pamatskola), Turkey
(Ibrahim Cecen Universitese) and Norway (Arendal Adult Learning). Attempts were made to
learn about the culture and traditions of other countries and to find common values. A
library of German Publications established by Goethe Institute is also operating in KCPL.
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KLAIPEDA REGION

[
[

Klaipėda County
Administrative centre – Klaipėda
 	 Area – 5209 km² (8 % of total area of Lithuania)
 	 Population – 378 843 (11,2 % of total population of Lithuania)

Tauragė County
Administrative centre – Tauragė
Area – 4411 km² (6,7 % of total area of Lithuania)
Population – 127 378 (3,8 % of total population of Lithuania)

[
[

The emergence of Lithuanian writings and their anchoring through printing of books
in Lithuanian language was very significant for the survival of the nation. <…>The
first Lithuanian book was “Simple Words of Catechism” (“Katekizmuso prasti žodžiai”),
a book written by a Samogitian Martynas Mažvydas and published in Karaliaučius,
the neighbourhood of Klaipėda, in 1547. Today the book is an invaluable cultural
treasure, a monument to Lithuanian literature and the beginning of printing of
Lithuanian books.
Assist. Prof. Stasys Vaitiekūnas
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he territory combines two ethnographic regions of Lithuania with
very different culture and customs – Lithuania Minor that belonged
to Germany for a long period of time, that has very particular
history and especially rich nature of the meadows of the Nemunas
River and a part of Samogitia that preserved much of archaic spirit.
Lithuania Minor is a region, where the first Lithuanian book (Martynas Mažvydas
“Catechism”, 1954), the first grammar book (Daniel Klein. Grammatica Litvanica, 1653),
the first book of songs were published, the first Lithuanian regional study club was
founded, where collection of Lithuanian folklore was started, research of Lithuanian
language was initiated for the first time and the first Lithuanian schools were
opened. When Tsarist occupation banned Lithuanian press in 1864–1904, Lithuanian
books were printed in Tilsit (now Sovietsk), Bitėnai and Ragainė, and hundreds of
book smugglers delivered them to Lithuania secretly. The first periodicals Aušra,
Šviesa, Varpas (Dawn, Light, Bell) inciting restoration of independent Lithuania were
published in the region at the end of the 19th century.

Samogitia has a distinctive and interesting history, the language, culture, traditions
and customs of ancestors are cherished here. If ethnic culture can be seen only in
museums, scientific works and programmes of folk music ensembles in Lithuania
Minor, it is alive and flourishing in Samogitia. The Samogitians have preserved their
ethnic identity best of all among the ethnic regions of Lithuania. Series of books
The Past of the Samogitians has been published from 1990. Interesting materials of
immense lasting legacy about Samogitia are published in those books.
Tourists travelling in Lithuania rarely pass the western Lithuania by, as it is one of the
most attractive regions rich in natural and cultural objects. One of the most beautiful
European landscapes – UNESCO heritage masterpiece – the Curonian Spit (Kuršių
Nerija National Park) is located in this region, and it surprises the visitors with the
harmony of the sands, forests and waters. Another incredible area is the Nemunas
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Delta with many islands and the old town Rusnė, Minija (Mingė) village with a river
serving as the central street of the village; coastal settlement Kintai, Ventė Cape and
ornithological station, as the Great Migration tract of the birds crosses the two areas.
The old lighthouses of Uostadvaris and Ventė Cape are still standing as two guards.
Skuodas district may be proud of the biggest stone in Lithuania, i.e. Barstyčiai stone
that weighs 680 tons and an exposition of agricultural tools, machines and field
stones. Impressive Palace of the Tiškevičiai with a park, Winter Garden and Kretinga
Museum are located in Kretinga.
Klaipėda, founded in 1252, stands out from other cities of Lithuania not only because
of the specific architecture of the Old Town that is typical of Western European
cities, but also because of the access to the sea. It is the only port of Lithuania with
ice-free port on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea. Klaipėda is the third largest city
of Lithuania. It is a cultural and educational centre of western Lithuania. Klaipėda
University was opened in 1991. There is a Drama and Musical theatres, a Concert Hall
and several art galleries in the city. Klaipėda cherishes an old tradition of the port in
the summer, i.e. Sea Festival is held in July each year, and this tradition is lasting from
1934. International Klaipėda Jazz Festival has been held every year since 1993. The
festival is distinguished for participation of world famous jazz stars and well-known
jazz performers from Lithuania. The name of Lithuania is proclaimed in the world by
a famous Klaipėda University sport dance group Žuvėdra (Seagull) that plucks laurels
in the international contests.
Public libraries take an important part in the cultural life of the region. The libraries
belonging to the region are not only the main local information centres providing
all kind of information to the readers, lending documents, providing access to the
internet and information stored in traditional files, but also centres of attraction
of community, where various interesting cultural events, meetings, seminars and
trainings for people of different age groups are held.

KLAIPEDA COUNTY I. SIMONAITYTE PUBLIC
LIBRARY

H. Manto st. 25, 92234 Klaipeda, Lithuania / Ph. + 370 46 412530 / Fax +370 46 412539 / biblioteka@klavb.lt /
www.klavb.lt

Memo at the library door reads: I am a library, the world’s wisdom, I am the open door, please, step in. These are
not just empty words, as the library is open to people willing to improve and realize original ideas, to escape
from everyday life, to stay for a while in a special aura radiated by the wisdom collected in the books over the
centuries, the library that is spacious for a person, a book and a thought.
Juozas Šikšnelis,
Director of Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė Public Library
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LAIPĖDA COUNTY I. SIMONAITYTĖ LIBRARY has celebrated the
60th anniversary of its establishment in 2010. During the entire period
of its existence, the library strived to be the custodian of the national
culture meeting information needs of the region, ensuring the right to
information, freedom of expression, providing an opportunity to all and each resident
of the region to use the library information resources. The library has collected a fund
full of new publications and valuable local and manuscripts collections. The library
had a collection of 16 520 units in 1951, which increased to 989 310 units.

After a new building of I. Simonaitytė library was built in 2006, the library is becoming
one of the most significant cultural centres not only in Klaipėda, but also in the entire
Lithuania in all respects: beautiful palace, modern information technologies providing
connection with the entire world, rich book funds, relevant exhibitions, conferences,
welcoming of new books, concerts, performances and competitions. About 400
different events are held in the library per year, 200 out of which are exhibitions. All
kinds of art are loved in the palace: literature, music, art, poetry, photo art, educational
activities. New, spacious, modern building is serving people in every sense. Users
come to the library to not only take and read a book or the latest publication, but
also to meet interesting people: writers, poets, musicians, artists, philosophers and
representatives of publishing houses. Attractive and ergonomic environment of the
library optimally adapted to the visitors’ needs allows them to feel comfortable, cosy
and exceptional. The spacious library houses not only five reading rooms, open book
funds for adults and children, but also facilities for cosy rest, aesthetic premises for
visual and verbal events, two cosy courtyards. The library has Event and Conference
Halls and Gerlach’s Attic, where a permanent maritime heritage exposition is installed,
a modern training room. There is a café and a bookshop operating in the former
office. The library can offer 102 computerized work places with free internet access.
16 181 visitors made use of the free internet access in 2011.
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The services of the library are used by 21 – 22 thousand registered users, and 28% users
out of this number are from towns and districts of other regions. The library is visited
by more than 1 200 users per day, who take 401 documents in average.
The activities of the library receive much attention and active involvement of the
community. The employees of the library, who preserve and cherish the treasures
entrusted to them carefully, know the needs of each user, respond to the historical
and daily global, national, city events, provoke the cultural community of the city for
intensive intellectual life. The users of the library are encouraged to participate in
various competitions and contests, to contribute to the formation of a modern library
image and to express their attitude to the library using different creative methods.
The library provides methodological, information and organizational assistance
to 11 centralized library systems within Klaipėda and Tauragė counties (to 201
libraries):   11 public libraries in the centres of municipalities, 23 city branches and
167 rural branches. There are 2.3 million physical units of documents gathered in
the collections of the libraries, and 101 thousand users use library services. Over
1.76 million visitors visit those libraries per year, and 3.5 million physical units of
documents are lent to those users.
Two nominations have been established on the initiative of director of the library
Juozas Šikšnelis in 2012: Išminties marės (Lagoon of Wisdom) that shall be awarded
to one of the libraries of the region for the best performance results of the year, and
Jonvabalis (Glow-worm) that shall be awarded to the best librarian of the year in the
region.
Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė Public Library, that understood its value successfully,
today is an important and equal partner of state authorities, businessmen and
politicians. Today the library is invited to general projects useful for the development
and education of the society and for strengthening of relations.

MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC
LIBRARIES
OF KLAIPEDA
REGION

KLAIPĖDA MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

PALANGA MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

NERINGA MUNICIPAL VIKTORAS
MILIŪNAS PUBLIC LIBRARY

Klaipėda City Municipality Public Library
invites the residents to use documents
and services and states: “Library is
the right place for you to refresh your
knowledge“. 24 thousands of residents
visit library 489 thousand times, they lend
over 728 thousand documents a year. The
public library and its 13 branches have a
collection of 350 thousand documents.
The library has 144 computerized
workplaces with internet access. It holds
over 140 events a year.  Rumours about a
library becoming an information literacy
training centre are spreading more
widely in the city.

Palanga Municipal Public Library
established in 1937 is the centre of the
summer resort. Aesthetic and comfortable
environment has been created for the
visitors of the library situated in the centre
of the city. The library has light and cosy
facilities for children. The exposition of
the art exhibitions hall is changed every
month. The library offers to its visitors
a rich publication fund for adults and
children, a wide range of periodicals,
electronic
catalogues,
information
databases, local collection, internet
access, various events, computer literacy
training courses and professional, kind
and well-cultured service.

Turgaus st.8, LT-91247 Klaipėda
Lithuania
Tel. +370 46 31 4725  
Fax +370 46 314 725
info@biblioteka.lt
www.biblioteka.lt

Vytauto st. 61, LT-00134 Palanga
Lithuania
Tel./Fax +370 460 49445  
kestutis.rudys@palangamvb.lt
www.palangamvb.lt

Neringa Municipal Viktoras Miliūnas Public Library was founded in 1956.
Preservation of documents, their collection and dissemination to the users,
servicing and meeting the needs of the
users are the most important activities
of the library. It is not only a traditional
place for reading, cultural events and
community meetings, but also a place
for ensuring good information services,
installation of state-of-the-art technologies, guaranteeing internet access, providing opportunities for learning and improvement. Neringa is a summer resort,
so it is very important to collect documents about Neringa, so as to provide
a possibility for holidaymakers, tourists
and library visitors to learn about the history, unique nature and current situation
of the town.
Pamario st. 53, LT-93124 Neringa–Nida
Lithuania
Tel./fax +370 469 52506  
biblioteka@neringa.mvb.lt
www.neringosvb.lt
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KRETINGA DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
MOTIEJUS VALANČIUS PUBLIC
LIBRARY
The main aim of Kretinga District Municipal M. Valančius Public Library and its 20
branches is to service the visitors of Kretinga town, district, other districts and
even countries qualitatively and quickly.
The library has been seeking to become
a centre of knowledge, communication
and culture since its establishment (in
1935). The main function of the library
is collection, management and dissemination of information. Public library is a
modern public institution open to everybody and oriented to its users’ needs.

Vilnius st. 8, LT-97108 Kretinga
Lithuania
Tel./ fax +370 445 78980
biblioteka@kretvb.lt
www.kretvb.lt
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KLAIPĖDA DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
JONAS LANKUTIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

SKUODAS MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

The library was established in Gargždai in
1939. It has Priekulė and 24 rural branches.
10 880 users used library services in
2011. 323003 documents were loaned
to the users, and 197448 visitors were
registered in the libraries of the district.
796 events were held in the libraries
and 22856 visitors attended the events.
The library is functioning successfully
applying
innovative
management
and new opportunities in information
society. Thanks to responsible attitude
of a friendly staff and the projects under
implementation, new technologies are
implemented successfully and traditional
and new services are provided to the
community of the district.

Skuodas Municipal Public Library is a
cultural, educational and information
institution that has over 73 thousand
publications in its collections used by
more than 2483 regular visitors. Over
43 thousand residents of Skuodas,
guests from other districts and foreign
countries visit the library per year. Public
library has 19 branches: 18 rural and 1
Skuodas Old Town branch. Visitors have
a possibility to use books, periodicals
and informative publications, video and
audio documents, manuscripts, CDs and
internet in the library, attend different
events, computer literacy courses,
competitions and projects.

Klaipėdos st. 15, LT-96135 Gargždai
Lithuania
Tel. +370 46 452452
Fax +370 46 473472
lankutis@delfi.lt
www.gargzdaivb.lt

Birutės 8, LT-98116 Skuodas,
Lithuania
Tel. +370 440 73299  
Fax +370 440 492807  
sekretore@svb.lt
www.svb.lt

ŠILUTĖ DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
FRIDRICHAS BAJORAITIS PUBLIC
LIBRARY
Šilutė District State Public Library was
founded on 1 August 1945. The library was
named after Fridrich Bajoraitis, a cultural
figure of the former Lithuania Minor,
poet, publicist and founder of “Lithuanian
Travelling Library”. Šilutė is a municipal
centre of the ethnic region Lithuania
Minor, and its library is headquarters
of books and written heritage of the
region. From 1988 the library has been
an embassy of the local people. A Book
Museum that was opened in the library
in 1990, is the only museum of this kind
in Lithuania, and it was and still is a very
important phenomenon in the cultural
space of Pamarys region. There are over
150 verbal and visual events held in the
library per year, and there are about 50
000 visits recorded per year.
Tilžės str. 10, LT-99172 Šilutė, Lithuania  
Ph. +370 441 78212  
Fax +370 441 76961  
prusija@silutevb.lt
www.silutevb.lt

TAURAGĖ MUNICIPAL BIRUTĖ
BALTRUŠAITYTĖ PUBLIC LIBRARY

ŠILALĖ DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

JURBARKAS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Tauragė District Municipal Birutė
Baltrušaitytė Public Library started its
activities in 1931. The goal of the library
is to inspire, encourage and help to
Read, Get to know and Learn all life
long. The library is open to innovations,
and professional, free and friendly
environment has been created here,
where everybody can find the best
books, latest information sources, spend
free time meaningfully, communicate
and cooperate. Our goal is to become
a centre of attraction for community,
a place where everybody wants to
return...

Šilalė District Municipal Library was
founded in 1937. The institution is
going to celebrate its 75th anniversary
this year. The public library unites 25
branches situated in settlements and
villages. Šilalė District Municipal Library
is a modern cultural, educational and
information institution, where visitors
can not only use publication funds,
but also modern information and
communication technologies. Regional
study documents are also collected and
stored here, various events are organized,
as well as computer literacy courses and
held in the library. Other services are also
provided in the library.

The network of public libraries of
Jurbarkas District consists of a public
library, 1 Smalininkai and 24 rural
branches. There are about 275 thousand
documents gathered in the collections
of the library. The library is visited by over
9 thousand visitors, who visit it more that
146 thousand times per year. About 400
document exhibitions and 200 culturaleducational exhibitions are held per year,
and they are attended by approximately
6 thousand visitors.  Public library and 17
branches have public internet access.

Respublikos st. 3, LT-72252 Tauragė
Lithuania
Ph. +370 446 61954  
tsvb@kaunas.omnitel.net
www.tauragevb.lt

J. Basanavičiaus st. 15, LT-75136 Šilalė
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 449 74297  
info@silalesbiblioteka.lt
www.silalesbiblioteka.lt

Dariaus ir Gireno g. 94, LT-74187 Jurbarkas
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 447 72 519  
biblio@jurbarkas.rvb.lt
www.jurbarkas.rvb.lt

PAGĖGIAI MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY
State Public Library was established in
Pagėgiai in 1937 that was the only state
public library in Klaipėda region. Municipal
Public Library with 4 departments and 8
branch libraries was founded in 2000.
About 100 thousand publications have
been collected in the library. The library
is visited by more than 100 thousand
visitors per year. The library is involved
in cultural, educational and outreach
activities. It organizes over 500 events
per year. The library has become a place
for meeting and cosy communication.
There are 92 work places installed in the
libraries. 17 employees are working in the
libraries, and they provide information
services, cooperate with the libraries of
Lithuania and foreign countries, as well
as with famous people. Commemorating
the 75th anniversary, the library moved
to a new building in 2012.
Jaunimo st. 3, Pagėgiai, LT-99287 Lithuania
Ph. +370 441 57328  
pagegiusvb@takas.lt
www.pagegiusvb.lt
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LIBRARIES OF KLAIPEDA
REGION: PRESERVING,
CREATING,
CO-OPERATING

preserving

T

he following objects of cultural heritage are preserved in the libraries of
Klaipėda Region: old and rare books, manuscripts, small-scale printings,
books with dedications, ex-librises, ethnographic exhibits and pieces
of art. It is noteworthy that some libraries are established in objects of
protected heritage, so they become the guardians and educators of the cultural
heritage automatically.
ARCHIVES. PERSONAL COLLECTIONS. KlCPL is the biggest library in the region.
The library has a valuable collection of ethnographic documents and manuscripts.
A part of personal archives of famous people of the city, e.g., poets P. Drevinis and
S. Šemeris, lecturer and philosopher A. Tytmonas, philologist’s A. Salys, etc. are
preserved here.
The archive of the famous ethnographer, journalist, cultural figure and photo artist B.
Aleknavičius consisting of over 500 books, creative process and family manuscripts,
negative images, photocopies, manuscripts of articles, correspondence, about 40
notebooks, works in typewriting and about 1200 letters is of great value. The majority
of books are with autographs of famous Lithuanian people. Photos and negative
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images of Vydūnas, A. F. Kuršaitis, H. Zuderman, etc. - cultural and public figures of
Lithuania Minor - are an important part of the archive. Photos depicting moments
from life of a writer I. Simonaitytė are collected in a separate file. The photos are used
for the development of a virtual page about the writer. Over 30 letters and 40 articles
about Klaipėda region written by J. Reisgys, folk artist from Australia, one of the authors
and collaborators in preparation of Encyclopaedia of Lithuania Minor, can be found
in the manuscripts collection. Very interesting materials are correspondence with
Dr. R. Kuhk about ringing of the birds in Ventė Cape and caretaker of the lighthouse
M. Posingis, with the editorial office of the magazine Aušra (Dawn) published by
Lithuanians in Poland. B. Aleknavičius seems to have kept intensive correspondence
with German linguist Prof. V. Falkenhan, botanist, pedagogue and public figure E.
Purvinas, cultural historian, pedagogue A. Endzinas, cultural and public figures from
Lithuanian emigrants - economist V. P. Mikūnas, lawyer J. A. Stiklorius and researcher of
books and publications of Lithuania Minor Prof. D. Kaunas. This invaluable collection
is classified, described, some documents are scanned and placed on the internet
according to subject groups and presented to the public in exhibitions held in the
library.

KlCPL. B. Aleknavičius (on the left) communicates with visitors of the exhibitions and receives immense interest .

An agreement on transfer of AdM archive2 to Klaipėda was signed solemnly in KlCPL in 2011. According to the
wording of the Ambassador of Germany M.Mülenstädt, the transfer and taking over of AdM archive is a good
example of how to be together in Europe.

A gift given by B. Aleknavičius to the library motivated to develop a photo and video
archive of Klaipėda city and region. The archive already contains 20 thousand negative
images and photos from personal collections of the residents of Klaipėda.

LOCAL COLLECTIONS. Public municipal libraries of Klaipėda Region accumulate
local collections, take care of their dissemination, regional studies and promotion
of traditions. The available local collections are quite small, i.e. under 2000 units and
less in each fund. Public libraries of Klaipėda Region preserve not only books and
manuscripts, but also small-scale printings: invitations, booklets, flyers, etc. Each
library of the region can be proud of some distinctive activity and achievements.
For example, an exhibition held by Skuodas MPL, where 40 year-old invitations to
various performances of the local theatre were exhibited, received much attention
from the public. Local collection of Pagėgiai MPL18 contains an abundant collection
of photos depicting cultural life of Pagėgiai area, public library and its branches
throughout decades. Many events are recorded in videotapes.

An agreement on transfer of AdM archive17 to Klaipėda was signed solemnly in
KlCPL in 2011, and the cultural treasures collected by the old residents of Klaipėda
in Germany over more than six decades were presented to the community of the
seaport city for the first time.
The archive consists of over two thousand rare books about the
old Klaipėda, 150 original paintings and their reproductions,
works of famous artists, also glass negatives with the panorama
of Memel, the old Prussian maps, the Bible translated by Liudvikas Rėza containing a preface written by him published in 1816,
original paintings of G. Boes, M. Pechstein and H. Kallmeyer.
The history of Klaipėda region told in sets of post stamps is of
great interest. The employees of the library work, translate and digitalized intensively
the content of the archive, so that it would be accessible to a wide circle of users.

17
AdM archive is officially called The Archive of Klaipėda Region Workgroup. It was established on the initiative
of “Residents of Klaipėda Region Workgroup” in Western Germany in 1948. The group united emigrants and their
descendants from Klaipėda Region.

Among the old publications published until 1940, the libraries of Klaipėda Region
have quite a lot of publications of religious content: small prayer books, books of
songs, as well as old and rare books, e.g., Bible: Holy Scriptures and New Testament
published in Tilsit in 1824, Songs by K. Praniauskaitė (1858), Žemaičių Kalvarijos
atlaidai (a religious festival held in Samogitia) (1856) or old rare periodicals. Palanga
MPL preserves a copy of the first resort seasonal manuscript daily La Limande: journal
hebdomadaire pour la saison de bains a Polaga (1886), Palangos žvejys (A Fisherman of
Palanga) (1919), Birutės tėviškė (Hometown of Birutė) (1940).

18
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Kretinga DMPL preserves an archive of manuscripts of ethnographer Ignas Jablonskis.
I. Jablonskis was interested in the old rural architecture, he collected information about
homesteads of XVIII-XIX centuries, described them, drew layout schemes and drawings
of homesteads, wrote articles about the history of Kretinga, Jurgis Pabrėža, the origin of
the Samogitians and Lithuanians. Šilutė DMPL ethnographic literature collection has 38
regional study works of a historian, researcher, journalist and bibliophile Petras Jakštas,
24 out of which have never been published. Šilalė area is famous for its ethnographers
and promoters of national ethnographic traditions. Vladas Statkevičius is one of the
most well-known ethnographers, and Šilalė Ethnographic Museum was named after
him in 2006. Šilalė DMPL has a collection of manuscripts and works of V. Statkevičius
(112 physical units). 2005 m. Neringa MPL was named after Viktoras Miliūnas, a writer
and annalist of Nida. The writer’s wife Angelė and son Kęstutis gave as a present to the
library a part of Viktoras Miliūnas archive: manuscripts, books and photos. Klaipėda
DMPL preserves manuscripts of academician Jonas Lankutis donated to the library by
academician’s wife Janina Lankutienė.
Skuodas MPL has collections of manuscripts and books of Danielius Alseika (father
of Marija Gimbutienė), local doctor, and his son Vytautas, Lithuanian public figure of
Vilnius area, and pictures, documents and books of local poet Lidija Šimkutė, who lives
in Australia. Danielius Alseika collection contains well-meant caricatures, letters from
family members, passport, death certificate, 92-page wife’s memories and business
cards. The collection of Lidija Šimkutė consists of: photographs from travels and literary
events in different countries; parents’ photos and Lithuanian passports; copies of
documents of land ownership in Lithuania; mother’s Australian passport and memories
of grandchildren about the mother of L. Šimkutė; nominal ex-librises; unreleased copies
of manuscript books illustrated by Stasys Eidrigevičius.
The libraries of Klaipėda Region have quite large written heritage collections that
include not only published sources, but also unpublished manuscripts and other
materials collected on librarians’ initiative. Unfortunately, the treasures of written
heritage usually remain behind the walls of the library, and they are known, in the
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best case, only to librarians and ethnographers of the town. In attempt to unite the
efforts of the public libraries to preserve and make public these works, KlCPL has
implemented a project Ethnocultural Treasures of Klaipėda Region. Internet Portal19 After
the portal was developed, the regional study information dissemination processes
have changed dramatically: information about published and unpublished resources
stored in libraries became accessible to everyone, who is not indifferent to the history
and culture of his region.
Museums established in the libraries and mentored on the personal initiative of the
librarians may be considered as distinctive activity helping to preserve and accumulate
cultural heritage and local collection materials. In Klaipėda Region, such museums are
operating in Šilutė, Skuodas, Jurbarkas libraries and their branches. Among the exhibits
of such museums people may find books, pictures, signs and a variety of ethnographical
tools and household appliances.
ETHNOCULTURAL MUSEUMS. PRESERVATION OF TRADITIONS. Book Museum
was established in Šilutė DMPL in 1990, when commemorating the 45th anniversary
of Šilutė Central Library. It was the first museum of this kind in Lithuania. The idea
of founding the museum belongs to the director of the library Dalia Užpelkienė. The
main activities of the museum: to collect cognitive materials for local ethnographers,
bibliophiles, historians and other readers interested in Šilutė, a distinctive region of
Lithuania Minor, and to use it for information purposes, to return the old publications,
the so called yellow literature, marked “Restricted Use” and withdrawn from the funds
under orders of different authorities, also to collect Lithuanian classicists’ books of all
releases. The museum has print materials in different languages. They were given to
the library through charity of Lithuanians living abroad, libraries and individual persons.
Information about culture and public figures, local people, emigrants of Lithuania
Minor in the 15-19th centuries, as well as history and present state of Šilutė District
is preserved, systematized and complemented regularly in the funds. There are 3160
physical units of old rare books, manuscripts and periodicals under 2040 titles stored
in the funds of the Book Museum. The majority of the materials were acquired in the

auction of antique and second-hand books and received from M. Mažvydas National
Library. The following books can be mentioned among the most valuable old books:
General History of Art by priest K. Jasėnas (published in Mintauja (present Jelgava),
1936); Echoes of Kariaga, a set of songs dedicated to the defenders of Homeland
(published in Tilsit, in Otto von Mauderode Publishing House, 1920), etc. Publications
of Vydūnas and information about him make a part of the fund, and this information
is further collected, systematized and exhibited in the Book Museum. There are 19
sets of books stored in the funds of the museum, i.e. works of Jadvyga Verpečinskienė,
Marta Ruikis (USA), Kęstutis Jauniškis (USA), Elena Bacevičius (USA), Aldona Gustas
(Germany), Sigfried Ludszuweit (Germany), Viktoras Baltutis (Australia), Bronė
Zenkevičienė (Šilutė), Petras Jakštas (Šilutė), etc. Other exhibits, such as collections
of iconography, ex-librises, art works and photos (495 exhibits in total) given to the
library by the sponsors, patrons, guests, foreigners, etc. are preserved in the museum.
Ex-librises created during the international ex-libris contests “Šilutė – 480”and “125th
Anniversary of Vydūnas” in 1991 and 1993 are preserved in the collections of the
museum and placed in the digital gallery of the website of the public library20.
Gėsalai Village Museum was established in Skuodas MPL Gėsalai village branch.
Here visitors can see the attributes of old Lithuanian village life, learn about the
history and yearbooks of the former collective farms. The mode of everyday life of
the old residents of the area is presented in a separately installed corner: visitors
can see an ancient bed covered with ancient spreads and even “sengadyniška” (oldtime) bedding, a cross and paintings of the saints hanging on the wall. History of a
closed school from 1920 to 2010, when the last graduates left the school, takes an
important part in the exposition. Entrance signs of the school of different periods,
school-desks of the soviet period, school bags and uniforms are among the exhibits
of the exposition. The statistics collected by the museum reveals clearly, how life of
local people changed from 1940 to 1980. It is an undoubted preservation of cultural
traditions by the library to the future generations.
Skuodas Municipality and Kretinga Municipality Motiejus Valančius public libraries are
promoters and guardians of the Samogitian dialect and culture.

20

Skuodas MPL. Samogitian Readings.

Skuodas MPL organizes a contest “Skaityma žemaitiška” (Samogitian Readings),
Samogian creative work contest “Koram žemaitėška”(Let’s Create in Samogitian), projects,
events, e.g. “Promotion and Dissemination of Authenticity of the Samogitian Dialect”.
Kretinga DMPL once organized a project for revival, recording and dissemination
of Samogitian ethic sports games “Liuob žaistė, liuob dainiuote” (We used to play, we
used to sing) and “Spring of Samogitian Poetry” for cherishing and dissemination of the
Samogitian dialect.
AUTOGRAPHED BOOKS COLLECTIONS. KlCPL has quite a large collection of
autographed publications (249 units) in the premises of the repository. These are works
by L. Briedis, V. Sventickas, J. Kunčinas, S. Geda, V. Girdzijauskas, V. Bubnys and many
other famous writers. Autographed publications are also collected and stored in the
funds of Book Museum of Šilutė DMPL. Publications with autographs were given to
the library by poets and writers Just. Marcinkevičius, A. Zurba, V. Bubnys, J. Erlickas,
J. Strielkūnas, etc.

www.silutevb.lt
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Tauragė DMPL carries out quite a lot of digitization initiatives that are aimed at
presenting of local collections stored in the library to remote users. One of the
initiatives is development and placement of a digital collection of autographs on
the internet. A collection of autographed and dedicated books was started to collect
in 1977. Now the collection has over 100 books with autographs and dedications
of writers, poets, actors, scientists and politicians, who visited the library. The
library is proud of autographs of writers Ričardas Gavelis, Vytautas Bubnys, Birutė
Baltrušaitytė-Masionienė, Vytautas Misevičius, poet Valdemaras Kukulas, politicians
Vytautas Landsbergis, Audronius Ažubalis, Gediminas Vagnorius and many others.
The collection of autographs was digitalized in 2009 (book covers and autographed
pages were scanned), and it became easily accessible to the public. Autographed
publications may be found in the electronic catalogue of the public library.
MARINE HERITAGE. Lithuania is a marine country; however, these words become
meaningless, if marine traditions are not cherished from the young age. KlCPL, that
has established Salys Šemerys Marine Heritage and Rare Publications Sectors, is already
quite experienced in promotion of marine ideas to the youth. The library organizes
presentations of books on marine topics, exhibitions, discussions, captain’s club
meetings, open lectures to the students of the Maritime Academy, etc. Library visitors
can quite often see seafarers in the library. The library housed a permanent exhibition of
marine relics in the attic after the reconstruction of the premises of merchant Herman
Gerlach, who owned four ships. The attic was given the name of the merchant. Meetings
with people having marine professions, i.e. masters, navigation officers, seafarers, take
place in the premises, and exhibitions of thematic marine attributes and documents
are held here. This helps to encourage the interest of young people in marine traditions,
history of the region and marine professions. Various marine-themed events are held
in cooperation with Lithuanian Marine Journalists Club Marinus, Klaipėda Maritime
Academy, Masters’ Club, writers and artists of Klaipėda Region. The library stores an
abundant and unique collection of charts of a sea master Žydrūnas Naujokas. Some
charts marked with lines and pictures made in captain’s handwriting look like pieces of
art. Paper charts became a rarity in the age of electronic navigation.
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KlCPL. Marine-themed exhibitions and meetings with people of marine professions – captains, navigation
officers, seafarers.

creating

V

IRTUAL PRODUCTS. When forming and saving document funds relevant and important to the culture of the region, collecting regional study
information, the libraries of Klaipėda Region seek that all this information
would be accessible to a wide circle of people. Thus, digitization of documents saved in the libraries and development of websites, catalogues and other virtual
products are becoming important activities that are inseparable from the modern life
of technologies.

The history of Klaipėda City is rich in not only dates, events and facts, but also in famous
people. One of the first attempts of KlCPL to show this in virtual environment was website Klaipėda: City and People21 developed in 2003. The website contains the main information about people of different professions and from various periods and their relations to
the city. These are people, who were born in Klaipėda, lived here for a shorter or longer
period of time or still live here and made an important contribution to the historical,
social and cultural life of the city through their activities or creative work. Well-known
people, whose destinies are interwoven with the city through genealogy or historical
events, are also included in the website. The website is constantly complemented with
details about new personalities and new facts about their relations with Klaipėda.

21
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After gaining this kind of experience, KlCPL encouraged the libraries of the region
to unite efforts and to place regional study information on the internet; it was a
project mentioned hereinabove Ethnocultural Treasures of Klaipėda Region. Internet
Portal. The website was developed in 2007. Regional study works of librarians, fulltext documents and comprehensive bibliographies are placed there. All the libraries
of the region participate in the project. The statistics of visits at the portal reveal
the growing need of the public for this kind of information. Letters and enquiries
received from the USA, Norway, Ireland, etc. prove that this kind of information is
necessary for the nationals of Lithuania living abroad, who have no possibilities to
use books or other sources available to Lithuanian libraries.
Some libraries place regional study materials in their own websites. These are mostly
calendars, personality catalogues, lists of honourable citizens, bibliographies, virtual
exhibitions and galleries.
Klaipėda City MPL works productively in the field and develops meaningful and
informative virtual products. A virtual Art Gallery of Klaipėda Region22 was developed
implementing a project funded by Open Society Fund-Lithuania in 2000. Fine arts,

http//www.klavb.lt/EL_LEIDINIAI/MIESTASIRZMONES/index.htm
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painting, applied arts and graphics artists living and creating in Klaipėda region are
presented here. The gallery is updated regularly thanks to various projects. It was
complemented with sculpture section in 2005. The creation of folk art section was
started in 2007. Its purpose is to preserve and perpetuate folk art of the region and to
convey it as cultural heritage to future generations. The development of personality
section was started in 2011. Another virtual product of great importance of the
library is Immovable Cultural Values of Klaipėda City.23 The main data about objects
of Klaipėda city heritage included in the Register of Immovable Cultural Property of
the Republic of Lithuania is provided here: their current image or location, date of
establishment, primary purpose, historical, architectural, urban or technical value.
Various virtual catalogues and encyclopaedias are also very popular in the libraries
of the region. Among these are an electronic publication Catalogue of Personalities
from Kretinga24 created by Kretinga DMPL, where biographies of famous people of
the area, who lived during the period from 1609 to the present, are placed. A virtual
Encyclopaedia of Kretinga District25 started to function in Kretinga library from 2010.
It is a freely accessible, written in popular style and illustrated encyclopaedia about
Kretinga and surrounding areas, where systematized information about the history,
culture, nature, lives of famous people of Kretinga district is provided. Tauragė DMPL
is developing a catalogue of famous people of the area Local People: Catalogue of
Personalities; Šilalė DMPL is preparing a virtual bibliography Bibliography of Creative
Works of People from Šilalė District; in order to promote the famous people of the
region, Klaipėda DMPL is implementing a project Honourable Citizens of Gargždai26.
The aim of the project is to honour the honourable citizens of the town. The purpose
of the project is to inform the visitors about the famous people of the region and
their activities. The nomination of an honourable citizen of Gargždai town is awarded
for special merits to Gargždai town, after evaluation of personal and financial
contribution to advocacy of the name of the town in the district, country and the
world. Information about 18 honourable citizens of the town is placed in the gallery
at the moment. In reaction to the challenges of today’s electronic information, Šilutė
DMPL has developed a website27 dedicated to local ethnographers and all people

http://www.biblioteka.lt/paveldas/index.htm
http://www.kretvb.lt/lt/pages/view/?id=82
25
http://www.kretingosenciklopedija.lt/lt/apie-enciklopedija/.
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interested in the book and print heritage of Šilutė area. Using personal archives and
various collections saved in the library, KlCPL has developed the following web
pages: Ieva Simonaitytė, Salys Šemerys, a page reflecting the peculiarity of the history
and culture of the city Monuments of Klaipėda and Memeler Dampfboot. All the web
pages can be found on the website www.klavb.lt
Virtual products of different nature are also noteworthy. Klaipėda MPL devotes
much attention to the seniors: the library developed a website for older people 50
plus28 in 2004. The aim of the website was to collect valuable, necessary, detailed
and accurate information about life of senior people in Klaipėda, about the services
and other opportunities provided to this group of people in the city. At the moment
one can read relevant laws and virtual publications about the seniors here. Senior
residents of Klaipėda can find information about different services provided in the
city: telephone numbers of emergency services, taxi, food delivery home, public
internet centres, city bus schedules, etc. The most valuable electronic resources
helping not to get lost in the vast space of the internet have been collected in this
manner. If someone is looking for a partner, they can visit a section “Communication”.
This library has developed a separate attractive and informative website for the little
readers.29 A little reader can find all the necessary information in a vivacious and
colourful website: from the description of the branch to the list of provided services
and even cartoons. The parents may find links to the relevant websites here.
PUBLISHING ACTIVITIES. Šilutė DMPL is the most distinguished library for
publishing activities in the region. A publishing-house Prussia was established here
in 1996. It performs the functions of a publishing-house and provides services to
the residents of the town. 7 books have been published already, and the library
participated in the international book fair “Baltic Book Fair” held in Vilnius in 1999 and
2002. Two publications of the publishing-house Prussia - Under the Holey Sky of Prussia
and encyclopaedic dictionary Šilutė Region – were exhibited together with the most
beautiful books of Lithuanian publishers in the Lithuanian stand in the international
book fairs in Frankfurt, Tallinn and Israel. Books for exhibition were selected by a

http://www.gargzdaivb.lt/lt/krastieciams/literatai
www.silutesknygininkai.lt
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Prussia - Under the Holey Sky of Prussia.

Encyclopaedic dictionary Šilutė Region.
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group of experts of VšĮ Lietuviškos knygos (Books
from Lithuania). Librarians of Šilutė are the only
publishers, who had the luck to participate in
international book fairs.

projects. A large number of events on different
themes are also inseparable from project activities
in the libraries of Klaipėda region. The libraries of
Klaipėda region have many continuing projects.

Tauragė DMPL publishes Regional Study Readings
books, exhibition catalogues, bibliographic,
informative publications and CDs. They also
published Short History of Tauragė District
Municipal Public Library 1931-2011. A publishing
project of Pagėgiai MPL Pagėgiai. The Region
is Like Music… was quite successful. It was
implemented together with the local workgroup
“Pagėgiai Region” and financed from the
European Union funds. The edition consisted of 2
thousand copies in four languages. The efforts of
ethnographers and cultural figures of the region
were used for preparation of the publication,
and thanks to their work the region has a
publication presenting their region. Skuodas
MPL is also involved in publishing activities
and publishing projects. The publications of the
library are distinguished for authentic Samogitian
language (e.g., So meile tieviške (With love to the
homeland), etc.)

A contest “A Book of Klaipėda”30 is held annually
on the initiative of Klaipėda MPL. The aim of
the contest is to introduce the books published
by Klaipėda publishing-houses to the public.
The publishers of the city are provided with an
opportunity to present their annual performance
results and to draw attention of the society to the
books published in Klaipėda. Participating in the
contest of the most beautiful book, the publishers Klaipėda MPL “A Book of Klaipėda” award.
can hear the assessments of professional artists,
calligraphers and book publishing specialists. Comments and assessments help to
improve the quality of publications published in the city.

OTHER PROJECTS. EVENTS. Preparation and
implementation of projects are an important part
of activities of public libraries of Klaipėda region.
The majority of virtual products and publishing
activities are implemented through a variety of

Promoting literary initiatives of the local people, Šilutė DMPL invites local artists
to literary autumn events “Let’s Tame the Word, Bird, Cloud…” every 3 years. The
library also holds international
children book fairs every 3
years from 1998: exhibitions of
book illustrations by artists of
Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia and
Ukraine, book lotteries, short
puppet performances are
arranged and the King of the
fair is elected.
Šilutė DMPL. Children' book fair.

http://biblioteka.lt/knyga/.
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KlCPL is involved in a number of continuing projects dedicated for the cherishing
of culture of Klaipėda region. Reading works of Ieva Simonaitytė is a project with the
most profound traditions, and it is a continuous phenomenon organized since 1992
and gaining new colours every year. A tradition in Klaipėda region, with the help
of CDs prepared by professional performers about the artists of the region, those
projects gained new speed and meaning lately.

of services and offer many events to the library users, but also make international
cooperation relations successfully.

Project Coastal Literature in Polish advocating the writers of Klaipėda region in foreign
countries is one of the projects that is being implemented successfully by the library.
The aim is to promote translation of Lithuanian literary works into other languages.
A number of works by writers of coastal region have been translated and a website
for translators of Lithuanian literature into Polish was developed in cooperation with
General Linguistics and Baltic Department of Warsaw University31. The website contains
works of the following writers of Klaipėda region: R. Černiauskas, N. Kepenienė, A.
Kuklys, J. Šikšnelis in original language and translations into Polish, also poetry by E.
Karnauskaitė, D. Molytė-Lukauskienė, D. Sobeckis, J. Sučylaitė. The project “Coastal
Literature in Polish” contributes to the dissemination of Lithuanian literature abroad
significantly and efficiently. The works of translators performed during the project are
placed on the internet so far, but it is planned to publish them in a book in the further
course of the project.

The participants of this cultural project opened an exhibition “All As One” in Šilalė
Public Library. Managers of Šilalė District Municipality, Gabriele Fritz, a member of the
council of Stavenhagen, and Jacek Dubiel, a deputy mayor of Krasnik, participated
in the opening of the exhibition. Another international project was dedicated to
learning about the artists of the Baltic countries. An exhibition “Different and Alike”
was arranged, where works of the local masters of fine arts and Finnish painters were
displayed. Lasee Bergroth, chairman of K. Donelaitis Association in Finland Turku area,
and Mea Lautiala, a manager of Salo town gallery “The Blue House”, took part in the
event.

The projects help the libraries
to create partnership networks,
encourage
cooperation,
and successful cooperation
promotes development of
successful projects. During the
implementation of different
projects, majority of public
libraries of Klaipėda region
not only expand the range

31
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Šilalė DMPL. An exhibition “All As One” opening.

http://www.klavb.lt/EL_LEIDINIAI/VERTIMAI/index.htm

During the implementation of a project of the European Union project Intercultural
Dialogue between Šilalė – Krasnik – Stavenhagen, Šilalė DMPL received guests from
Germany and Poland.

Thanks to consistent and long-time cooperation, the results of the project The
Pulse of the Youth in the Library - Open Space for Youth - opened the door in KlCPL
in 2011. It is the only centre
of this kind established in
the premises of the library in
Lithuania. Implementing this
project, I. Simonaitytė library is
striving to provide meaningful
activities and safe leisure time
opportunities for the youth
aged 14-29, who find it difficult
to express themselves, and to
facilitate their integration into
the living environment. The

Open Space for Youth - opened the door in KlCPL.

idea of the project emerged through close cooperation with Klaipėda Open Space
Youth Centre (AEJC). Analyzing the leisure time needs of the youth together with
the centre, we noticed that young people need a wider choice of activities than the
ones usually offered by the libraries. In order to clear out the real needs, together
with AEJC we arranged a survey of the young people aged 14-29. The questions of
the survey were aimed at clearing out the most popular services used by this age
group, what activities would interest them the most, what are missing the most and
which ones are absolutely unnecessary. The results of the survey motivated to start a
project for establishment of Open Space for Youth in the library. Establishment of the
Open Space for Youth in I. Simonaitytė library is a unique common activity project
that provided an opportunity to not only involve in educational process of informal
youth and to expand the range of services, but also encouraged further cooperation
with other youth organizations.
The youth has always been and will always be an important part of the society that
not only continues the works of the previous generation, but also develops a totally
new attitude to life, creation and communication. During the realization of various
projects, the libraries of Klaipėda Region pay much attention to the promotion of
reading and activities among the children and the youth. Creative partnership of
Skuodas MPL with Skuodas Mobile Youth Centre helps the employees of the library
to implement the project dedicated to the youth and also to organize Europe Day32
in the town. The employees of the centre are assistants in organizing library events,
partners of various projects, who bring fresh youthful sprees and new ideas. The
employees of the Mobile Youth Centre visit village branches and gather local youth
for common activities, organize unconventional trainings and events for the youth.
Kretinga DMPL has been realizing ethnic culture and reading promotion project for
children In a Little Children’s Barn since 2006. The main aim of the project is to present
ethnocultural heritage to the children through reading aloud, to encourage reading
and to organize leisure time; to encourage children’s creativity through publication
of a newspaper Agile Vincė. During the readings aloud, the children learn about
the elements of Samogitian homestead, old Samogitian houses: their decoration,

architecture, etc. Children collected materials about Samogitian houses and drew
them. An exhibition “Samogitian Houses” of children’s paintings was held in the
library. Fairy-tales created by children are published in a separate column “Fairy-tale
Chest”. The children are taught the secrets of straw weaving: to weave simple details
and straw works, to make applications, etc.
During project activities, Klaipėda MPL prepared a training programme “Metadata
of your Culture” (3 hrs.) and imparts the knowledge to the pupils of senior classes of
Klaipėda schools. Information searches and brain battles are arranged for consolidation
of the knowledge. The first year students of Klaipėda State College are also taught
information skills. Klaipėda DMPL has been implementing project support
programme for information promotion funded by Klaipėda District Municipality
since 2006. The programme provides an opportunity to the librarians to realize their
ideas through implementation of different projects, for the realization whereof the
district municipality allots up to 35000 LTL each year. The libraries of the district have
a tradition to organize various events to the most active and the best readers and
sponsors of the library. The
readers are thanked for their
inexhaustible wish to read,
and the sponsors – for their
support. Library visitors, who
read the biggest number of
books per year, are awarded
with symbolic gifts. Palanga
MPL has already been holding
a traditional cycle of events
“Pages of Children’s Creative
Works” for six years.

Palanga MPL. “Pages of Children’s Creative Works”.

Projects dedicated for Europe Day are supported by Representation Office of the European Commission. They are
organized by most libraries of the region.

32
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Šilutė DMPL arranges an
event “Coastal Goats” dedicated
to the revival of the press and
to the language and book day
every year. The local journalists,
bibliophiles,
managers,
politicians, members of the
Seimas gather to celebrate
the event, and they name the
advantages and disadvantages
of their work. Traditional
awards - nominations of
“Coastal Goats” - for the most
impressive “achievements” of
the year are handed out.

Šilutė DMPL arranges an event “Coastal Goats” dedicated to the
revival of the press and to the language and book day every year.

The events of the library are not only advocating the library and the books. Thanks to
those events libraries become cultural centres, where people looking for the joys of
spiritual communication can meet.

Events for promotion of reading are arranged regularly in Pagėgiai MPL
Knyguoliukė.
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CULTURE OF READING.
Promotion of culture of
reading plays an important
role in the libraries, too.
In order to draw attention
to the fact that reading is
important to each person
and promoting everyone to
start reading, Šilutė DMPL
Inkakliai branch organized a
reading campaign “I Read!”.

Local community took an active part in the campaign. Events for promotion of reading
are arranged regularly in Pagėgiai MPL Knyguoliukė: literary summer camp “Children
from Pagėgiai Read Together”, Christmas stories evenings “Fairy-tale of Snowy Drift”,
birthdays-welcoming of new books “In a Little Storeroom of Books”, readings aloud
“The ones, who read, know more”, election of “The Book of the Year”. Children can
participate in the activities of the clubs The Young Librarian, Second Home, The Curious
Little One; they can also do their home-works and ask for librarian’s assistance. Pupils’
groups may have an excursion round the library and educational activities “A Book is
your Friend”. There is a children’s puppet theatre Puss in Boots founded in Tauragė
DMPL. The employees of the library have been staging and performing puppet
performances since 1993. They
staged over 20 performances
during those twenty years
of theatre activity. The main
puppet of the theatre – Puss in
Boots - always meets children,
who come to the puppet
theatre performances. With the
assistance of other puppets, he
introduces the library, the latest
interesting books, announces
contests and quizzes.
Summer reading programmes
are also popular among children. They are especially successful in Klaipėda MPL and Šilutė DMPL. It is expected that those reading promotion programmes will help to bring up a new generation of readers.
Children’s puppet theatre Puss in Boots founded in Tauragė DMPL.

CREATIVITY. Libraries also perform cultural self-expression function, i.e. they
encourage the creativity of members of local communities.

KlCPL – a Space for Creation.

Klaipėda MPL. Event programme “Walk to Giruliai in summer Klaipėda MPL.

The project Library – a Space for Creation turned the spaces of KlCPL to various creative
workshops and laboratories. Different contests, exhibitions, events developing the
aesthetic taste of library visitors and participants of the project were held here; objects
of art were looked for and discovered in the context of daily life. The participants had an
opportunity to assess the library, book, a reading person as a category of aesthetics. The
activities of the project were aimed at promotion of artistic self-expression of people.
For this purpose, attempts were made to create favourable conditions for creation of
both, amateurs and professionals, their cooperation, and to expand the traditional
functions of the library.

professional artists, opening of exhibitions – with presentations of books. Children can
learn drawing, modelling, floristic, decoupage skills; they meet with writers, play and
sing.

Klaipėda MPL organizes an event programme “Walk to Giruliai” in summer. This summer project consists of two parts: children’s summer day camp and evening concert
programme bearing educational meaning. Amateur art is combined with shows of

The creativity of the community is also encouraged in the branches of Skuodas MPL:
exhibitions of handicrafts of village people are arranged, the visitors of the library are
taught about the subtleties of public holidays - compositions of Easter table are done,
eggs are painted with wax before Easter; visitors are taught to decorate the festive table
before Christmas; sessions of women with “golden arms” are held, during which visitors
are taught decoupage, crocheting, knitting, applications, decoration of household appliances and other handicrafts. The works done during those sessions are exhibited in a
small exhibition held in the library.
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cooperating

P

Non-governmental organizations
Creative organizations
Literary clubs
Educational institutions
Authorities
Businesses
International space

artnership and cooperation with social environment is very important.
Šilutė DMPL that organized the first gathering of local people in 1988,
now became an embassy of local people spreading the good news that
everyone is always welcome in the homeland.

Developing cultural cooperation, the libraries of the region exchange exhibitions and
presentations of activities of public libraries in the region highlighting the peculiarity
of each district are held in KlAVB. A nice tradition was developed to come to those
events with the representatives of municipal administrations.

However, partnership may also be an effective way for promotion of innovations in
cooperating organizations. This gives opportunities for creating and searching for
innovative solutions together.

Friendship and professional relations between the libraries of the region is strengthened
through “Samogitia’s Librarians Sports Jamboree” initiated by Jonas Grušas, director
of Skuodas MPL. The jamborre has been held from 2002. The colleagues joined into
the initiative, and jamborees are organized in a different district every year. Tourism

“Samogitia’s Librarians Sports Jamboree”. Sports and cultural programs.
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•

responsible development of information technologies.

opportunities and natural values of Samogitia and coastal
region are promoted in this
manner, and the festival gains
new colours and ideas each
year.
On the occasion of the National Libraries’ Week 2012
and in order to motivate the
libraries for excellent performance results, Juozas Šikšnelis,
Director of Klaipėda County
I. Simonaitytė Public Library,
established two nominations.
The first JONVABALIS (Glowworm) nomination was awarded to Virgina Bartušienė, a senior librarian of Tauragė District
Municipal Birutė Baltrušaitytė
Public Library Pagramantis village branch.

The first JONVABALIS (Glow-worm) nomination was awarded to
Virgina Bartušienė.

The nomination IŠMINTIES
MARĖS (Lagoon of Wisdom)
was awarded to Klaipėda Dis- The nomination IŠMINTIES MARĖS (Lagoon of Wisdom) was
trict Municipal Jonas Lankutis awarded to Klaipėda District Municipal Jonas Lankutis Public
Library.
Public Library for inexhaustible
cherishing and dissemination
of culture, continuous improvement of librarians’ partnership and cooperation, abundant and diverse events, incorporation of traditional and modern work methods and

Development of partnership and cooperation networks is one of the examples of
successful activities striving for the versatility of the services. The idea of partnership
depends a lot on the attitude. It covers not only ethic aspects, such as mutual trust
or reliability, but also management perspective, too. Thus, partnership is related to
sharing knowledge and skills and reinforcement of abilities and opportunities of the
partners. This is especially relevant to state budget institutions, where implementation
of new ideas is limited by financial resources. Development of various partnership
networks unites people with common interests for involvement in common activities
that are useful to all the parties.
PARTNERSHIP WITH NGO, CREATIVE ORGANIZATIONS, CLUBS. Important and
significant partners are non-governmental organizations, in cooperation with which
various projects are implemented and common events are held.
Palanga MPL is cooperating successfully with different creative organizations
(Culture Day was organized with Palanga Landscape Fellow Club in Palanga in
2012), community and other libraries. There is an ongoing cooperation with other
cultural institutions of the town; assistance is provided for collection of materials
and creation of scenarios for city festivals. The library together with the Municipality
Cultural Department hold conferences on subjects that are relevant to Palanga:
Palanga Cultural Heritage: To Be or Not to Be? (2008), Palanga Cultural Heritage: Prehistory (2009), Palanga Cultural Heritage: Architecture and Urbanization ( 2010), Are We
Going to Have Palanga Ethnographical Museum? (2011).
Šilutė DMPL, in cooperation with non-governmental organizations and public
institutions-ethnocultural centres, give integrated educational lessons to the youth:
on such subjects as history, cultural heritage, film art, photography, writing, literature,
new technologies and others. Kretinga DMPL is in successful cooperation with
Kretinga cultural, educational and non-governmental organizations. The library has
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signed cooperation agreements with some of these organizations. The public library
is starting new cooperation with Kretinga District Municipality Coordinators of Youth
Affairs: a team of young volunteers assisted during the events held in the library
during Kretinga Town Festival. Šilalė DMPL has signed a cooperation agreement
with district educational and cultural institutions, non-governmental institutions and
other national libraries. The library is in close cooperation with Šilalė Social Services
Centre, Šilalė V. Statkevičius Ethnographic Museum, Šilalė District Municipality
Cultural Centre, etc. Pagėgiai MPL is in close cooperation with non-governmental
organizations of Pagėgiai area: together with photographers’ club Fotojūra (Photosea)
(from 2001) they organize en plein air events, presentations of joint exhibitions; with
literary club – joint literary festivals. Skuodas MPL, in cooperation with Lithuanian
Writers’ Union Klaipėda Department organizes cycles of meetings with writers from
Klaipėda Region.
Literary clubs are very popular in the public libraries of Klaipėda Region. Keeping
close contacts with the lovers of literature, the libraries draw closer to the persons,
who create poetry, write books, and in this manner they expand the number of
library users.
There is an amateur readers’
corner Between the Lines (Tarp
eilučių) operating in KlCPL.
Book lovers may exchange
information and discuss the
books, express their creative
and intellectual powers here.
The members of the corner
arrange
meetings
with
writers and book publishers.
Klaipėda District Literary
Club Potekstė (Undertones) is
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Klaipėda DMPL together with the literary club Potekstė, organizes
traditional “Spring Readings”.

operating in Klaipėda DMPL.
The aim of the club is to bring
together the writers of the
district, to encourage them to
write, organize publication of
works of the members of the
club and to cooperate with the
writers from other districts and
cities. The library published a
catalogue of works of Klaipėda
Tauragė DMPL. Evenings of “Poets and Bards”.
District writers From Thoughts
and Moments in 2009. The
library, together with the literary club Potekstė, organizes traditional “Spring Readings”
every year, and quite a lot of writers and lovers of literary works from all Western
Lithuania attend the event. The first event of literary autumn “Let’s Tame the Word,
Bird, Cloud…” arranged in cooperation with VšĮ Rašytojų klubas (Writers’ Club) took
place in Šilutė DMPL in 2011. Not only the writers living in the coastal area, but also
creators from other parts of Lithuania, attend the literary autumn events. Tauragė
DMPL is a Mecca of poetry lovers. Not only events of traditional national “Spring of
Poetry”, but also the evenings of “Poets and Bards” are held here. The members of the
poetry lovers’ club Žingsniai (Steps) publish 2-4 poetry books every year. There is a
union of writers operating in Pagėgiai MPL uniting about thirty writers of Pagėgiai
area, who take an active part in the activities of the union, represent Pagėgiai area in
the country and abroad, publish publications, arrange literary events and meetings
with the writers of the country and foreign countries. Commemorating the Lithuanian
Independence Day, the writers organize a festival to the public of Pagėgiai area “I will
Reveal a Word to You Like my Heart” every year since 2002. Skuodas writers’ club
Nojus (Noah) is operating in Skuodas MPL. The main goal of the club is to bring
together the writers of Skuodas district for common activities, creation, cherishing
and preservation of literary traditions of Skuodas area. The club arranges joint events
– presentations of books, literary afternoons, meetings, etc.

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS. Šilutė DMPL has
signed a differentiated partnership agreement with all the
kindergartens of Šilutė, so that
reading skills would be developed from early childhood in
the library. The children from
kindergartens participate in
educational-creative lessons,
express their experience in
artistic creative works, stage
puppet performances, read- Šilutė DMPL has signed a differentiated partnership agreement with
all the kindergartens of Šilutė.
ings aloud, make presentations
of theatralized programmes.
The library also cooperates with schools and gymnasiums. It organizes activities for
pupils attending summer camps. In cooperation with Lithuanian Research Academy,
Vilnius University, Lithuanian University of Educology and public libraries of Lithuania, the library arranges scientific conferences, events of Šilutė cultural day, book
researchers’ seminars and publishes various publications.
Palanga MPL cooperates with children’s educational institutions successfully. Children
and teachers of pre-school institutions participate actively in continuous projects.
The members of the Young Photo Artists’ Club of Kretinga J. Pabrėža Gymnasium like
the exhibition spaces of Kretinga DMPL very much. This library is implementing
information skills development programme for 1-12 form pupils: “Educational Trip in
the World of Information”- for 1-5 class pupils, “Library in your Home” – for 6-8 class
pupils and “Virtual Library” – for 9-12 class students.   A group of young fellows of
book - volunteers Bitutė (Little Bee) is operating in the Children’s Literature Sector of
the library. The members of this group provide assistance to the librarians: they repair
books, organize events, manage the fund and create guide cards. Tauragė DMPL

cooperates with the pupils of
music school, teachers and
pupils of Pupil’s Creativity
Centre: they are regular
participants in various events
held in the library, and they
make the events more diverse
with their music, songs, dances
and poems. Skuodas School of
Art, Skuodas general education
schools and kindergartens are
reliable partners of Skuodas
Kretinga DMPL. Volunteers Bitutė.
MPL. Neringa MPL cooperates
with Neringa Art School, Nida
secondary school and its library and other institutions successfully.
BUSINESS. Patronage or support of culture is still a new phenomenon in our society.
Support is mostly provided to the tangible cultural value: performances, exhibitions,
works of art, concerts, publication of books, where the patrons could see their
contribution and show it to the others. Despite this, thanks to the library advocacy,
the libraries of Lithuania may be proud of some generous patrons.
KlCPL is happy to always feel a robust “shoulder” of UAB Klaipėdos restauratorius.
Aldas Kliukas and Algimantas Zokaitis, the managers of the company, who presented
a sundial “Book of Time” on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the library that
was installed in the Anchor courtyard of the library, hurry to provide assistance in
every non-standard situation. At the beginning of 2011, an agreement was signed
with Rimantas Cibauskas, the chairman of the board of the company Mūsų laikas on
establishment of I. Simonaitytė Literary Premium. When there was a danger that the
premium may be cancelled, the businessman himself offered to preserve this longtime cultural tradition. Rokas Masiulis, the manager of the company Klaipėdos nafta,
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tivities of the largest library of the Western Lithuania, to meet the Mayor of Klaipėda,
representatives of Culture Department, but also to present the culture of their region
together with librarians, to learn about the projects implemented by the librarians and
about their works cherishing the culture of different districts.
Representatives of the government are frequent guests in the events held by the libraries of the region. Local municipalities support quite a large number of projects.

Klaipėda DMPL. Cooperation with the publishing-house
PRINT-IT.

PRINT-IT presents for library.

reacted to request for assistance, when the funds for acquisition of new publications
was reduced drastically. He allotted 5000 LTL financial support for the purpose. The
library bought 185 new books for this amount. The company remembered us this
year, too. Our funds are going to be complemented thanks to this company.
Klaipėda DMPL is in close cooperation with the publishing-house PRINT-IT. The
publishing-house gives books to the library regularly and is one of the sponsors of
the events held in the library.

INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. EMBASSIES. Public libraries of Klaipėda Region may take
pride in having made useful cooperation relations with various foreign and local authorities.
KlCPL has a successful partnership with Polish writers and colleagues; they organize
different events together with the Polish Institute in Vilnius. Embassies of Portugal, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark and France organized their events in the
library.
The events held by the Embassy of Japan have been taking place in the library for three
years already. On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of renewal of diplomatic relations
between Lithuania and Japan, a photo exhibition was held in the library. The exhibition
consisted of two topics: the 20th anniversary of renewal of diplomatic relations between
Lithuania and Japan, and reconstruction and recovery works after the great earthquake

Majority of projects implemented by the libraries of the region are supported by
sponsors.
STATE AUTHORITIES. In attempt to develop cultural cooperation between the
libraries of the region and to get to know each other better, I. Simonaitytė Klaipėda
County Public Library offered to the colleagues of the region to exchange various
cultural events and to organize presentations of cultural activities highlighting the
peculiarity of districts. A nice tradition became for the staff of the libraries to come
to such events together with the representatives of municipal administration. The
guests from the municipalities not only have an opportunity to learn about the ac-
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KlCPL has a successful partnership with Polish
writers and colleagues Kazimiež Brakoniecki,
Vlodzimiež Kovalevski, Andžej Marcinkevič.

The events held by the Embassy of Japan have been taking
place in the library for three years already.

in the Eastern Japan. The aim of
the exhibition was to express
the gratefulness of Japan to
Lithuania for its support. During
her visit at KlCPL, the ambassador of the USA gave as a present 101 children’s book to the
library. After an agreement was
signed with Goethe Institute
in Vilnius, German Publications
Reading-room was opened in
The exhibition of the director of the Tauragė DMPL library Sigitas
the library in 2009. The fund of Kancevyčius “Paris. People” was held in the French Cultural Centre
the reading-room consists of in Vilnius.
more than 3000 documents –
books, magazines, audio and video records, CDs. All the users have access to the fund and
the publications are lent for taking home. A travelling library of French books was established in the library in 2011. It consists of a collection of almost 700 publications in French
established by French Institute in Lithuania. The project is aimed at introducing France
with its traditions and cultural heritage to the residents of Lithuania. Tauragė DMPL is
also cooperating with the French Institute: the exhibition of the director of the library
Sigitas Kancevyčius “Paris. People” was held in the French Cultural Centre in Vilnius.
The libraries of cities of border districts of three states – Olsztyn, Tauragė and Kaliningrad
– organized an online literature festival “Euro-readings 2007”. In attempt to attract the
youth aged 16 – 25, the initiators of the festival decided to hold the contest using modern technologies. A website www.euroreading.eu was developed in three languages,
where the young Lithuanian, Polish and Russian writers could send their essays about the
books of national or foreign authors. Tauragė DMPL keeps constant contact with the
scientists and writers of Kaliningrad Oblast. The library is implementing an international
project Poetry without Borders. It is planning to publish a book of poems written by poets
from Tauragė and Sovetsk in Lithuanian and Russian.

Pagėgiai MPL keeps contacts with Lithuanian community in Punsk in Poland, with
S. Birgelis, the Chief Editor of Lithuanian publication Aušra (Dawn), poet, writer and
public figure, as well as with Vytautas J. Černius, a professor of Temple University
(USA, Philadelphia). The library is in close cooperation with Swedish humanitarian
organization Support for Lithuania – Faith. Hope. Love and its members. The cooperation
with the organization started in 2000, and different events and meetings are held
through this cooperation.
Šilutė DMPL has an especially wide circle of international partners that encourages
dissemination of new ideas
and experience. The library has
been keeping contacts with
the libraries of the countries
of former Soviet Union since
1974. Representatives of those
libraries were invited to international conferences and book
festivals (1977 – 1988). The
library accepted the specialists of George Baritiu County
Library from Braşov (Romania)
in the international book fair
Pagėgiai MPL. Cooperation with Swedish humanitarian organization
“A Day that Unites and Invites”.
Support for Lithuania – Faith. Hope. Love.
Further partnership between
the librarians of Šilutė and Romania joined them into common activity – they participate in electronic IFLA project Sister Libraries. Under the invitation of the Embassy
of Lithuania in Georgia and Khashuri Municipality Library, a group of specialists of
Friedrich Bajoraitis Public Library from Šilutė District implemented a project Open
Library in Georgia. The specialists of Šilutė held educational events in Surami and Gori
libraries, together with Georgian colleagues they held conversations and developed
models of open libraries.
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Librarians from Šilutė DMPL in the yard of Khashuri Municipality Library.

Skuodas MPL is cooperating with the librarians of Priekulė area in the Republic
of Latvia, and is in especially close partnership with Kaletų library. They organize
common seminars, where librarians can learn about different systems for collection
of book funds, discuss forms of regional studies, cultural exchange perspectives,
exchange exhibitions and other cultural events.
Guests from Churupinsk, Ukraine, visited Kretinga DMPL in 2011. They arranged a
cognitive exhibition and presented books to the library. The municipalities of Kretinga
and Churupinsk city in Cherson Region have signed a memorandum. Cooperation
of the municipalities is implemented between separate institutions, companies and
organizations, in this case with the library, too.
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ŠIAULIAI REGION

[
[

Šiauliai County
Administrative centre – Šiauliai
Area – 8540 km²  (13,1 % of the total area of Lithuania)
Population – 349 876 (10,4 % of the total population of Lithuania)

Telšiai County
Administrative centre – Telšiai
Area – 4350 km²  (6,7 % of the total area of Lithuania)
  Population – 173 383 (5,1 % of the total population of Lithuania)

[
[

“A boundary between two “big lands” – Samogitia (Lowlands) and Aukštaitija
(Highlands) runs across Šiauliai Region; it is their overlapping link… The people of
my region are variegated, multi-coloured – some of them are for the Samogitians,
others – for the Highlanders, but all of them are for Šiauliai that is situated at the most
important crossroads of the history, geography, destiny and events of our nation.”
Vacys Reimeris
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Š

iauliai Region is situated in the North-Western part of Lithuania, where
the hilly landscape of the Samogitia decorated with clear lakes and swift
rivers meets the quite valleys of Aukštaitija (Highlands), where the parks
of old palaces braided with folk songs and legends are soughing, where
the monasteries remember the unique history of the country and wooden Baroque
churches reveal the ancient history. Šiauliai Region consists of two counties: Šiauliai
and Telšiai.
Šiauliai County is a part of Western Aukštaitija and Samogitia. Šiauliai is the centre
of the county. The area of the county is 8 540 km2, the number of population is
305 792. The territory of Telšiai County is situated in the basins of the Nemunas and
Venta Rivers, in Žemaičiai uplands. From the ethnographical point of view, the entire
county is located in the Samogitia, where Samogitian dialect is spoken in everyday
life up till now. Telšiai is the centre of the county. The area of the county is 4350 km2,
the number of population is 153 388.  
Šiauliai Region is not only landscapes of magnificent regional parks and unique
historical heritage. Hard-working and creative people live in this region, where various
businesses are developed, cultural life is cherishing and attracting not only local
people, but also guests. Each corner of the region has something to be proud of. Kelmė
District surprises with Tytuvėnai church-monastery complex, where International
Tytuvėnai Summer Music Festival takes place. Tulip festivals held in Burbiškis estate
became a business card of Radviliškis District. Jurgaičiai castle site, best known as the
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Hill of Crosses, is one of the most important cultural heritage objects of Šiauliai Region
visited by many visitors. Jauniūnai village in Joniškis District remembers honourable
past: the Battle of Saulė in 1236. Žagarė is famous for horse-riding competitions that
are held during “Cherry Festival” each year. International Folklore Festival “The Ring
of the Sun” held in Šiauliai city is famous not only in Lithuania, but also abroad. A lot
of visitors come to participate in the Days of the Ancient Crafts. Mažeikiai District is
famous for the Memorial Museum of the writer Šatrijos Ragana in Židikiai and Renavas
estate palace that is the best preserved palace in Samogitia. Telšiai is a city built of
seven hills that is proud of its Old Town (one of the seven protected Old Towns in
Lithuania), Žemaitė Drama Theatre, where International Theatre Festivals are held.
Plungė is made famous by the estate of the duke Mykolas Oginskis that is also called
the Versailles of the Samogitia, where International Mykolas Oginskis Festival is held
every year. International Barn Theatre Village meeting and night literary evenings by
the candlelight are organized in the Memorial Museum of the writer Lazdynų Pelėda
in Akmenė District.
Public libraries operating in the region take an active part in the cultural life of the
community. There is one county and 11 municipal public library centres (7 in Šiauliai
County and 4 in Telšiai County) with their branches (24 city branches and 219 rural
branches).
Municipal Public Libraries of the entire Region were assigned to the territory of
activities of Šiauliai County Povilas Višinskis Public Library.

ŠIAULIAI COUNTY POVILAS VIŠINSKIS
PUBLIC LIBRARY / ŠCPL

Aušros ave. 62, 76235 Šiauliai, Lithuania / Ph. +370 41 523750 / Fax +370 41 523750 / bibl@savb.lt / www.savb.lt

“A person, who comes to the library today, is not only a reader. He is a like-minded person… partner…
creator…”

Rūta Žirgulytė
Director of Šiauliai County Povilas Višinskis Public Library
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IAULIAI COUNTY POVILAS VIŠINSKIS PUBLIC LIBRARY is the largest
public library in northern Lithuania. The library was founded on 1 October
1950. In attempt to perpetuate the merits of Povilas Višinskis, a bright
cultural figure, to the nation and his relations with Šiauliai area, Šiauliai
Public Library was named after Povilas Višinskis in 1990.  

encouraging changes in the library and aiding the development of local community.
This type of activity helped to develop information, technical, digital and educational
services to the users. Implementation of projects provides excellent conditions and
opportunities for the librarians to acquire new and improve existent skills and to
improve their skills during internship in the libraries of foreign countries.

About 120 thousand visitors come to the library per year. On average about 16
thousand users register per year. About 160 000 users use library services online.
The library was founded without any initial fund. There are about 620 thousand
documents in the collections of the library at the moment. Approximately 500
thousand different documents are lent to the users per year. More than 200 art
and photography works, exhibitions of library publications, literary and thematic
events, meetings with interesting people, educational sessions, creative workshops
and other events for people of different ages are organized per year.

There are 92 employees working in the library, 65 out of which are librarians. 47
librarians are members of Lithuanian Librarians’ Association. Rūta Žirgulytė has
been holding the position of a manager of the library since 2006.

On the initiative of the Embassy of America in Lithuania, an American Corner was
installed in this library in 2005, which is the only corner of this type in Lithuania.
The aim of the American Corner is to introduce the culture, economics and history
of the USA to the readers and to promote cultural cooperation between the two
countries.
The library takes an active part in project activities and is a partner and member
in many international projects. Projects have become one of the major means
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Šiauliai County Povilas Višinskis Public Library is the centre of research,
methodological assistance, interlibrary subscription, bibliography, regional
study and information activities of public libraries of Šiauliai and Telšiai County
Municipalities. The specialists of our library provide consultations to the colleagues
of municipal public libraries, organize refresher courses, analyze library activities
in the region, share new information, etc. According to John Kehoe, a well-known
Canadian writer, speaker and philanthropist, “There is no greater wealth than
friendship and sincere communication in the world”. Versatile communication and
cooperation with municipal public libraries of both the counties is one of priority
activities of our library. There are 11 municipal public libraries in the two counties:
Akmenė Dstr., Joniškis Dstr., Kelmė Dstr., Mažeikiai Dstr., Pakruojis Dstr., Plungė Dstr.,
Radviliškis Dstr., Rietavas Dstr., Šiauliai city, Šiauliai Dstr. and Telšiai Dstr.

MUNICIPAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF
ŠIAULIAI REGION

AKMENĖ DISTRICT MUNICITIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

JONIŠKIS DISTRICT JONAS AVYŽIUS
PUBLIC LIBRARY

KELMĖ DISTRICT MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

Akmenė District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1946. The residents of the
district are serviced by a public library, 2
city and 11 rural branch libraries at the
moment. There are 189569 physical units
of documents gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 23.1 % of population use
library services, and there are over 76
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 92 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the public
library, 2 city and 11 rural branches.

Joniškis District Jonas Avyžius Public
Library was founded in 1937. The
residents of the district are serviced by
a Public Library, Žagarė town branch
and 19 rural branches at the moment.
There are 189 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 30.5 % of population use
library services, and there are over 150
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 65 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the
public library, town branch and 15 rural
branches.

Kelmė District Žemaitė Municipal Public
Library was founded in 1937. The
residents of the district are serviced by
Kelmė Žemaitė Public Library, 2 town
and 21 village branches at the moment.
There are 207 thousand physical units of
documents gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 23.2 % of population use
library services, and there are over 132
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 96 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the
public library, town branches and 19
rural branches.

Vilniaus st. 3, LT-84147 Joniškis
Lithuania
Ph. +370 426 51887  
jvb@joniskis.rvb.lt
www.joniskis.rvb.lt

Vytauto Didžiojo st. 73, LT-86136 Kelmė
Lithuania
Ph. +370 427 61031  
direkcija@kelmeszemaitesvb.lt
www.kelmeszemaitesvb.lt

Nepriklausomybės st. 15A,
LT-85128 Naujoji Akmenė
Lithuania
Ph. +370 425 47011  
zitcit@delfi.lt
http://biblioteka.akmene.lt
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RADVILIŠKIS DISTRICT MUNICITIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

ŠIAULIAI MUNICITIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

ŠIAULIAI DISTRICT MUNICITIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

Pakruojis District Juozas Paukštelis Public
Library was established in 1937. The
residents of the district are serviced
by the central library, 1 town and 22
village branches. There are 215 thousand
physical units of documents gathered
in the collections of the libraries. 28.9 %
of population use library services, and
there are over 112 thousand visitors
to the libraries per year. There are 110
computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the public library,
town branch and 22 rural branches.

Radviliškis District Municipal Public
Library was founded on 15 March 1937.
The residents of the district are serviced
by a Public Library, Šeduva town branch
and 24 rural branches at the moment.
26.0 % of population use library services,
and there are over 201 thousand visitors
to the libraries per year. There are 336 930
physical units of publications gathered
in the collections of the libraries. There
are 103 computerized workplaces with
internet access installed in the public
library, Šeduva town branch and 19 rural
branches.

Šiauliai Municipal Public Library was
established in 1977. The residents
of the city are serviced by Readers’
Service, Bibliography-Information and
Children’s Literature Departments of
the public library and 7 city branches
at the moment. There are 215 thousand
physical units of documents gathered in
the collections of the city libraries. 10 %
of city population use library services,
and there are over 200 thousand visitors
to the libraries per year. There are 66
computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the public library and
7 city branches.

Šiauliai District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1951. The residents of
the district are serviced by Kuršėnai town
branch and 28 rural branches at the
moment. There are 336 physical units of
publications gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 33.2 % of population use
library services, and there are over 68
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 102 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in Kuršėnai
town branch and 24 rural branches.

Vytauto Didžiojo st. 41, LT-83156 Pakruojis
Lithuania
Ph. +370 421 61687  
j.paukstelio@pakruojis.rvb.lt
www.pakruojis.rvb.lt

S. Dariaus ir S.Girėno st. 9
Lithuania
Ph. +370 422 53168  
aldona@radviliskis.rvb.lt
www.radviliskiobiblioteka.lt

Lyros st. 13, LT-78275 Šiauliai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 415 25003  
smsvb@splius.lt
www.smsvb.lt

Aušros ave. 21, 76299, Šiauliai
Lithuania
Ph.+ 370 415 25102  
info@biblioteka.w3.lt
http://biblioteka.w3.lt

PAKRUOJIS DISTRICT JUOZAS
PAUKŠTELIS MUNICITIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY
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MAŽEIKIAI DISTRICT MUNICITIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

PLUNGĖ DISTRICT MUNICITIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

RIETAVAS MUNICITIPAL IRENĖJUS
OGINSKIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

Mažeikiai District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1922. The residents of the
district are serviced by the central library,
5 town and 20 village branches at the
moment. There are 273 physical units of
publications gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 16 % of population use
library services, and there are over 165
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 99 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the
public library, town branches and 19
rural branches.

Plungė District Municipal Public Library
was founded in 1939. The residents of
the district are serviced by the central
library, 1 town and 18 village branches.
There are 151.6 physical units of
publications gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 22.8 % of population use
library services, and there are over 139.6
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 130 computerized workplaces
with internet access installed in the
public library, town branches and 18
rural branches.

Under the order C No. 47 of the Minister
of Education, a 4th level Public State
Library was established on 15 November
1937. Motiejus Šileika was appointed to
the position of the head of the library.
The residents of the district are serviced
by the central library and 7 village
branches. There are over 70 thousand
physical units of publications gathered
in the collections of the libraries. 24.94
% of the residents of municipality use
library services. There are more than 53
thousand visitors to the libraries per year.
There are 63 computerized work placed
with internet access installed in the
central library and village branches. The
art lovers’ club Mūza (Muse) has been
functioning next to the library for 40
years already.

Laisvės st. 31/14, LT-89225 Mažeikiai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 443 25949  
biblioteka@mrvb.lt
www.mazeikiai.rvb.lt

Laisvės ave. 19, LT-90129 Plungė,
Lithuania
Ph. +370 448 72373
biblioteka@plunge.rvb.lt
www.plunge.rvb.lt

Plungės st. 19, LT-90313 Rietavas
Lithuania
Ph. +370 448 68612  
rietavas.biblioteka@gmail.com

TELŠIAI DISTRICT MUNICITIPAL
KAROLINA PRANIAUSKAITĖ PUBLIC
LIBRARY
Telšiai District Municipal Karolina
Praniauskaitė Public Library was
established in 1922. The residents of
the district are serviced by the central
library, 3 town branches and 26 village
branches. There are 296 physical units of
publications gathered in the collections
of the libraries. 22.1 % of population use
library services, and there are over 180
thousand visitors to the libraries per
year. There are 201 computerized work
places with internet access installed in
the public library, 3 town branches and
26 rural branches.

Respublikos st. 18/ Katedros a.1
LT-87333 Telšiai
Lihuania
Ph. +370 444 68034  
biblioteka.tvb@takas.lt
www.kpbiblioteka.lt
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LIBRARIES OF
ŠIAULIAI REGION:
PRESERVING,
CREATING,
COOPERATING

preserving

T

he word “library” (Βιβλιοθήκη) originated from the Greek language, and it
means depository of books (Greek: βιβλίον / – book + θήκη – depository).
Book storage was the main function of a library since ancient times.
However, during the long history of library existence, libraries became
not only depositories of wisdom, but also depositories of national and regional
history, traditions, cultural heritage, memory and experience of prominent people.
Each library is universal and peculiar at the same time: peculiar for its relations with
the territory, where it is situated, and with people living in that territory.
NOT ONLY HISTORICAL MONUMENTS AND MUSEUM COLLECTIONS CAN TELL
THE HISTORY OF THE REGION. The libraries gather and preserve information,
special valuable things, sometimes even the most unexpected ones that seem to be
totally apart from the usual library activities. Plungė DMPL may be an interesting
example in this respect, as a very rare species of bats - Nathusius pipistrelle (Lat.
Pipistrellus nathusi) settled in the attic of the library. The librarians collect information
about those animals, organize seminars and hold protection of bats campaigns. The
library upholds an idea of installing video cameras in the attic, where the bats live,
so that people could observe their life. Such observations would be interesting to
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Cultural heritage
Memory of famous local people
Personal book collections
Collections of old publications
History of region
Natural rarities

ordinary people, environmentalists and scientists. You must agree that it is a very
unusual “storage object” for a library…
COLLECTIONS OF OLD PUBLICATIONS. Speaking seriously, the activities of each
library are focused on preservation of written cultural heritage and old publications. A Book Museum is functioning in Radviliškis DMPL, and it is attended by
many visitors. The main trends
of the museum: to collect
and preserve old valuable
publications, books, informative materials that would be
useful to ethnographers, librarians, historians and every
person, who is interested in
the course of Lithuanian history. Each book and periodical
published during the interwar
period is a cultural and historiRadviliškis DMPL. Book Museum.

cal value, and the visitors of the Book Museum can get acquainted with it. The value
of many books is even bigger, as they contain ownership signs of previous owners
and autographs. There are 1175 old publications published at the end of the 19th
and the beginning of the 20th century in the collection of the museum. Although not
abundant, the collection is an important cultural heritage serving the people of the
region. A collection of old publications is also gathered and stored in Plungė DMPL.
These are mainly publications released before the World War II. The collection is a real
treasure to people interested in history.
PERSONAL BOOK COLLECTIONS. Visitors can find personal book collections
presented or transferred for storage to the libraries by local people. Joniškis
DMPL stores collections of 1414 physical documents of a writer Jonas Avyžius,
246 physical documents of artist Prof. Juozas Galkus, 228 physical documents
of choral conductor, folklorist, director and pedagogue Povilas Mataitis and 214
physical units of autographed books. An exhibition of old books and educational
publications from the collections of a pedagogue (historian) and collector
Bronislavas Pocius was held in Plungė DMPL. Afterwards the pedagogue gave all
the books displayed in the exhibition as a present to the library afterwards. Telšiai
DMPL holds a collection of books of a prominent teacher Bronius Valiušaitis. The
collection consists of publications gathered in Telšiai during the Interwar period
and a collection of Underground religious literature printed and disseminated in
Telšiai in 1977-1984. The latter collection was presented to the library by priest
Jonas Kauneckas. Albertas Vitartas, a chess enthusiast from Radviliškis, gave as a gift
a collection of books about chess to Radviliškis DMPL. There are about 500 books
in the collection. Some of them contain autographs of the most prominent chess
players of the world. Albertas Vitartas collected those books during many years,
when he was learning the secrets of chess. He presented the books to the library, as
he wanted the residents of Radviliškis to take interest in chess and to provide them
with an opportunity to use those useful publications.

EX-LIBRIS MUSEUM. Not only
personal book collections are
given as gifts to the libraries. Exlibris Museum was founded in
ŠCPL in 1999. An International
Ex-libris
Contest
was
announced on the occasion
of the 50th anniversary of the
library. The contest received an
overwhelming response and a
large number of participants, as
Ex-libris Museum exposition.
well as interesting, original and
artistic works. The collection
of the Ex-libris Museum contains ex-librises created for the contest and ex-librises
created by local artist G. Bagdonavičius that were presented to the library earlier.
MEMORY OF FAMOUS LOCAL PEOPLE. Majority of libraries of the region bear the
names of famous local people. They are mostly people, who contributed a lot to the
history and culture of the country. This is why it is understandable, why the libraries
pay a special attention to the preservation of memory of those people. ŠCPL has
been organizing international scientific conferences Readings of Povilas Višinskis Works
dedicated to the research and promotion of life and activities of Lithuanian cultural
figure P. Višinskis for several years. The conferences help to recover the old history
of Lithuanian culture, writings and books, and it is a nice and meaningful tradition.
Povilas Višinskis Grant is awarded to the brightest and most promising students of
Faculty of Humanities of Šiauliai University for the cherishing of Lithuanian philology
every year. Marija Laisvyda Matusevičienė is the patron of the grant.
Kelmė DMPL organizes literary readings of Žemaitė works, during which the creative
works of the classicist of Lithuanian literature are promoted and explorations of her
time are presented.
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Joniškis DMPL cherishes the memory of the local writer Jonas Avyžius. A decorative
pillar with a little roof carved by folk artist Rytis Čiagus was installed in the writer’s
home village Mėdginai. Traditional readings of Jonas Avyžius works are held every
year. A memorial exposition of Jonas Avyžius was established in the library in 2011.
Project Expedition in Mėdginai: along the Childhood and Youth Paths of Jonas Avyžius
was completed in 2005. A short 30-minute length documentary was created based
on collected stories and memories.
Writer Marija Pečkauskaitė - Šatrijos Ragana (Witch of Šatrija, a pen name of the writer) lived in Židikai settlement in Mažeikiai District for the last 15 years. The residents of
Mažeikiai treasure and preserve her memory to the present days. Mažeikiai DMPL
organizes events promoting the writer’s life and creative works.
Each person’s life story is inextricably woven into the history of the land, where he
lives. After all, namely people preserve a greater share of memories of their land, as
the places and dates that have become extinct long ago are still marked in their “personal map”. The libraries of the region also store archives of documents of local people. Visitors have a possibility to
see a collection of photos and
document archive of Raimondas Urbonas (1963-1999), personal archive (photos, articles,
personal belongings, letters,
books, manuscripts) of artist
Juozas Bagdonas (1911-2005),
personal archive (photos,
manuscripts, awards, letters,
professional literature, medical research materials, doctor’s
thesis, movie) of Dr. Boris Efross
(1914-2001) in Plungė DMPL. Joniškis DMPL. The memory of the local writer Jonas Avyžius.
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REGIONAL STUDIES. All the libraries of the region preserve regional history by
compiling local collections. Unfortunately, the size of this publication does not allow
mentioning all of them, so only some examples are mentioned here: 237 regional
studies about regional history and famous people have been carried out in Joniškis
DMPL and its branch libraries. Šiauliai DMPL Kurtuvėnai branch library prepared interesting local collections (Book Smugglers of Kurtuvėnai Area, Kurtuvėnai Ethnographic
Ensemble “Kurtuove”, Yearbook of Kurtuvėnai Library, The Century of Kurtuvėnai Land, He,
who made the Oak Speak, Barbora Mejerytė, etc.). Plungė DMPL focuses on collection
and preservation of information about the Jewish community that lived in the city
for five centuries. A collection of publications tells about the history and culture of
this community: articles, photos, audio records, videos, letters and manuscripts.
In order to preserve the history of the region, the libraries encourage regional studies. Telšiai DMPL holds Martynas Mažvydas Award contest dedicated to the district
book history research. The contest is held every year since 1996. About 200 works
have been collected in the local collection as a result of such research. The historians
of the district, museum Alka and famous local people are partners of the contest.
MUSEUM OF ETHNOGRAPHY. The library is interested not only in written valuable
objects. Telšiai DMPL Biržuvėnai and Viekšnaliai branch libraries established museums of ethnography, where over 3000 exhibits of ethnographic cultural heritage
have been accumulated. The collections of the museums consist of household tools
of village people, pictures, books, folk artists’ works, pieces of ceramics, textile, etc.
And the children’s sector of Pakruojas DMPL has a collection of 120 dolls of various
nations. The library started to collect the dolls ten years ago.
The functions of a library as a guardian of books are wide and sometimes unusual.
The word “library” that means “depository of books” gains a significantly wider meaning eventually.

creating

T

he library and its functions have been changing through the course of
time.

Having survived over the centuries, the library has many times proved
its ability to keep up with the pace of time, remain necessary, useful and attractive
to people. Reacting to the challenges, present-day library develops new services,
provides people with various opportunities for education, learning, improvement,
creation, life long learning, etc. Beside traditional reading, storage and lending of
books, libraries organize many cultural, educational events, exhibitions, etc.
Creativity and ingenuity of libraries is expressed in various forms: from events that
became a nice tradition to single most unexpected campaigns like Flashmob “Dance
in the Library” or photography contest held in social network Facebook.
CULTURE OF READING. The most important mission of the library is promotion
of spiritual development. Spirituality is inseparable from reading and books. This is
the reason, why the libraries pay much attention to the development of culture of
reading. After the public library opened the doors after the renovation in 2006, Fairy-
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Creativity
Sustainable community
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tales Room was established to
the joy of the little residents
of Radviliškis in Radviliškis
DMPL. The guests of the
library tell fairy-tales to the
children
each
Thursday
afternoon in the Fairy-tales
Room. A different guest is
invited each time. The guests
represent different regions of
Lithuania, different professions
and different dialects. FairyRadviliškis DMPL. Fairy-tales Room.
tales were told by teachers,
hairdressers,
grandmothers
and grandfathers in this room. A large group of little ones attends fairy-tale
afternoons, and regular visitors bring new friends with them. This is one way for them
to discover a book and a library. The librarians of Šiauliai DMPL Kužiai branch library
pay visits to nursery-kindergarten Little Lark (Vyturėlis) and organize nice campaigns
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there. Children listen to a fairy-tale read to them by a librarian before afternoon nap
while lying in their beds during one week of a selected month. Children are looking
forward to such meetings, as a librarian is a new reader to them. Such readings have
already become a beautiful tradition. In attempt to attract more children to start
to read books, the librarians of Šiauliai MPL branch library Šaltinėlis (Wellspring)
implemented a project I Read, Create, Draw… The pupils and little readers of Šiauliai
city and district schools participated in a contest “The Most Beautiful Bookmark”. The
final result of the contest: a read book and drawn picture that was later on transferred
to a bookmark. The event “Advent Fairy-tale Night” of Children’s Literature Department
became a traditional event of Rietavas MPL. On Christmas Eve, the little readers
go to Rietavas Nursing Home and congratulate the lonely elderly people with the
coming Christmas. Later on they have a meeting with the priest in Rietavas Church.
The priest tells them a story about the Bethel. They read fairy-tales from midnight to
the early morning in the Chamber Hall of the Cultural Centre. The children like this
tradition very much. Knygvežiukas (Little Carrier of Books) of ŠCPL, decorated with
colourful balloons and children’s books posters, visited many schools, kindergartens,
hospitals and libraries. The passengers of this unusual minibus, pierced by surprised
and curious glances, were
characters of fairy-tales - Pierre,
little devil, a fairy, witch and
little mouse – hurried to meet
children. They used to open
heavy bags and take out books
that were very interesting and
made merry presentations of
those books. No one remained
indifferent to those books.

ŠCPL. Knygvežiukas (Little Carrier of Books).
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Telšiai DMPL. Readings of poetry “Poetry in Blooming Gardens”.

A majority of libraries of the district organize events for promotion of reading. Telšiai
DMPL Kaunatavas branch library organizes readings of poetry “Poetry in Blooming
Gardens” in Kaunatavas gardens during apple-tree bloom for ten years already. Those
events gather all lovers of poetry to a large apple-tree garden to listen to poetry,
music and to think about existence of life that is so delicate and wonderful.
CREATIVITY. The libraries create themselves and promote creativity of others. In
order to perpetuate the memory of a local writer Pranas Kasperavičius-Kasparaitis,
Pakruojas DMPL established his nominal literary prize for encouragement of literary
creativity of youth in 1996. The prize is awarded every 3 years. Telšiai DMPL organizes
awards of Youth Literary Prize to the winners of the contest “The Seventh Hill”. The
main idea of the contest is to create favourable conditions for realization of literary
abilities of the young people. Youth Literary Prize was established in 2004. Creative
works of the young authors is assessed by writers. The winners are awarded and their
works are published in local dailies. The partners of the contest: writers, Lithuanian
philologists, Municipal Department of Education, schools and newspaper editorials.
A traditional poetry festival “My Silent Songs” held in Naisiai and known countrywide,
where poetry debutants are awarded every year. Although the festival is organized

by District Culture Department, Šiauliai DMPL Naisiai branch library makes an active
contribution, too. A contest of video about a library announced by Joniškis DMPL
should be mentioned in this context. Isn’t it a promotion to create? At the same time
it is an excellent opportunity to spread information about the library and its services
through an extraordinary channel – a short video. The best video Joniškis District
Jonas Avyžius Public Library – a Cultural and Information Centre created by Vidmantas
Butautis is stored in the library.
Creativity is also promoted by various small theatres established in the libraries.
Šiauliai DMPL Gruzdžiai branch library has a puppet theatre “ABRA CADABRA” since
1988. The theatre staged about 10 performances during that period, participated
in the national festivals, World Lithuanian Song Contest, various festivals: “The Little
Cloud Sheep” in Ukmergė, “Rainbow” in Mažeikiai, “Rag Doll” in Klaipėda, “When Dolls
Come to Life” in Rokiškis, etc. The team of puppet theatre of the library participates
actively not only in the events of the library, but also in the events of the district and
neighbouring district libraries. A drama club Pasaka (Fairy-tale) has been functioning
in Pakruojas DMPL for three decades already. There are about 12 children involved in
the activities of the theatre club. The children of the theatre club play staged extracts
for presentation of books, literary and fairy-tale afternoons. Children’s drama club
has been functioning in Guostagalis branch library since 1998. Several performances
are staged each year. A little puppet theatre was established in Bardiškiai branch
library in 2000. The history of the book is told, presentations of books and stories from
encyclopaedias are prepared with the help of puppets.
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY. Development of sustainable society is a special
activity trend of the library. All the public libraries of the region are peculiar, and they
are important gathering and communication centres for local communities. There is
a variety of clubs functioning under the roof of each library. There is a club Skaitanti
mama (Reading Mother) for mothers, who bring up little children, established in
Šiauliai MPL Children’s Department. The library involved mothers and their little
ones in more active cultural activities, contributed to solving of problems relevant

to the mothers, helped them
in finding answers to relevant
questions, gave them an opportunity to meet other mothers and to share their childrearing experiences. And a
merry campaign “Goodbye,
Soother” during which children
could exchange their soothers
to a colourful book by hanging
Šiauliai DMPL, Kurtuvėnai branch. Sustainable society.
their soothers on the branches
of a tree “growing” in a library, brought smiles to many faces. The library provides excellent conditions and environment for the visits of mothers and their children (play
yards, toy books, educational games, jigsaw puzzles, etc.)
Village branch libraries of most municipal public libraries gather local community people to communicate and spend time together. There are 2 readers’ clubs functioning
in branch libraries of Joniškis DMPL. A club Gašvinė, uniting 17 women of the village,
is operating in Stupurai branch library Gasčiūnai book distribution point. The members of the club organize events
each month, discuss about different books, invite guests, visit
exhibitions together and even
have Nordic walking workouts.
Like-minded Persons’ Club is
operating in Linkaičiai branch
library, and there are 15 women involved in the activities of
the club. The club organizes literary and music events for the
community, arranges creative
Joniškis DMPL, Linkaičiai branch. Like-minded Persons’ Club.
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workshops, where people can learn fulling, decoupage, painting on silk, etc. A club
Šviesuoliai (The Brights) has been functioning in Pakruojas DMPL Balsiai branch
library for 11 years. The club organizes meetings with interesting people, practical
workshops and cognitive excursions. A chess and checkers club operating in Akmenė
DMPL invites young and adult fans of the games. Children’s Clubs operate in Kelmė
DMPL Children’s Literature
Department and four branch
libraries. The clubs help to
organize various events, repair
books and participate actively
in other activities of the library.
Sveiko gyvenimo (Healthy Life)
club operating in Tytuvėnai
library organizes meetings
with interesting people and
carries our various projects.
EDUCATION. The libraries of
the region carry out versatile
cultural
and
educational
activities.
Telšiai
DMPL
Viekšnaliai branch library,
where Ethnographic Museum
was established, organizes
ethno-traditional
festivals:
bread-baking and weaving
lessons, singing religious
songs of Samogitian Kalvarija.
Biržuvėnai branch library
provides tourism services:
excursions round Biržuvėnai

33
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Telšiai DMPL. Creative workshops.

estate and cultural heritage objects within its territory are held. Kaunatavas branch
library is famous for its unconventional activities in all Lithuania. People from different
parts of Lithuania come here to not only present their personal exhibitions, but also
to teach people their crafts. Creative workshops are held here: EBRU art, decoupage,
clay modelling, cutting, photography, etc. ŠCPL together with a small bakery Kava
Kukis (Coffee Cookie) invite
children to Christmas toys making workshop. Plungė DMPL
also organizes very interesting
educational sessions. Participants of the project Studies of
Cultures of The World: to Get to
Know, so as to Understand and
Accept studied the subtleties
of Japanese calligraphy. They
were taught by Dalia Dokšaitė,
a famous artist, who practices
Japanese sumi-e (ink wash
Plungė DMPL Participants of the project Studies of Cultures of The
World: to Get to Know, so as to Understand and Accept studied the painting) technology.
subtleties of Japanese calligraphy.

ŠCPL. Christmas toys making workshop.

http://www.savb.lt/kaip-naudotis-katalogu/mokomieji-filmukai

VIRTUAL PRODUCTS. Rapid
development of information technologies had an impact on libraries, too. Almost
all the libraries of the region are computerized. In order to draw closer to library
users and to meet their needs, the libraries are developing more and more services
provided in virtual space. The supply of “virtual products” is very diverse. ŠCPL was
the first library in Lithuania that started to develop informational, promotional and
educational podcasts and to place them in the website of the library33 and other
web portals. About 60 video podcasts have been created during the last 5 years.
They mostly contain presentations of library services and events, instructional videos
teaching how to use library databases, electronic catalogues, etc. An interesting
initiative of the library was a decision to place a presentation of prominent people

of the region in virtual space. An electronic bibliographic catalogue Šiauliai
Intelligentsia. 1918-2005,34 where readers may find information about people, who
were born in Šiauliai, who live or stayed and worked here for some time, and who
contributed to the welfare of the city, was developed for the purpose. The latest
initiative of the library was development of video and photo archive of Šiauliai
region. The residents of Šiauliai region, who perpetuated historical and cultural
events important to Lithuania and Šiauliai region from 1989 (and even earlier years)
to the present, where encouraged to share their video and photo collections.
Materials presented to the library by Albertas Griganavičius, a doctor, public figure
and honourable citizen of Šiauliai city, and Algirdas Kulikauskas, a photographer
and member of the Council of Lithuanian Sąjūdis (Reform Movement), that were
transferred from old video tapes to digital media by librarians, have already been
placed in the archives. Now this information is easily accessible to the readers in
virtual space. Joniškis DMPL started to develop a virtual museum of a prominent
writer Jonas Avyžius in 2011. Šiauliai MPL developed a new website: Šiauliai
School of the Young Ethnographers Mikeliai35, that is dedicated for dissemination
of activities of the pupils of the school of the young Mikeliai of Šiauliai Regional
Study Association in virtual space. Digital stories created by the employees of the
library are quite famous: club Skaitanti mama (Reading Mother), event “Let’s Learn
to Understand and Help”, educational lesson “Let’s Prepare for a Festival of a Little
One”, “Designer and Ethnographer Vilius Puronas”, etc. A digital story about stained
glasses of Šiauliai was also created. It is a joint product of employees of Lieporiai
branch library and Lieporiai community.
PUBLISHING. Speaking about libraries as creating institutions that promote
creativity, the publishing activities must be mentioned. ŠCPL published the
materials of ten traditional events “Povilo Višinskio skaitymai” (Readings of Povilas
Višinskis Works). Kelmė DMPL has published the following books: Žemaitės
skaitymai (Readings of Žemaitė Works) (2008), Gyvoji tėviškės istorija (Live History of
Homeland) (2006), Kelmės rajono nevyriausybinės organizacijos (Non-governmental
organizations of Kelmė District) (2003), and a newspaper for librarians Bibliotekų

žinios (Library News) is published regularly. On the occasion of the 70th anniversary
of Joniškis District Library, a book Joniškis Jonas Avyžius Public Library: 70 Activity
Years was published in 2007.
Radviliškis DMPL stands out for its publishing activities in the region. The
Publishing Sector compiles, edits and publishes the books of literary figures and
other authors of the region. 34 books have been published already. Using the local
collections, a series of publications Šviesos keliu (Along the Path of Light) about
local book smugglers and book editors was prepared and published in 2007 – 2009.
Cultural and historical magazine Radviliškio kraštas (Radviliškis Land) has been
published together with Residents of Radviliškis in Vilnius Association since 2004 (2
publications per year). A newspaper of Lithuanian Librarians’ Association Radviliškis
Department Mes (We), a newsletter of authors living in the district Jonvabalio keliu
(Along the Path of Glow-worm) (2 publications per year) and Radviliškis Parish
newspaper Mūsų parapija (Our Parish) (73 publications in total) have been published
since 1997. A publication about the library has been prepared and published in
English language.
COSY SPACES. The libraries are attractive not only for their services. They also
create cosy spaces. A Family Room for parents and infants has been established
in Radviliškis DMPL. The mothers may feed their infants, change their nappies,
communicate with other parents, read new publications and use internet in this
room; meanwhile, the little visitors of the library may communicate with each other
“in their own language”. It is a kind of the first small step towards adaptation to the
library of the little visitors. The visitors of the library have an opportunity to simply
sit cosily and enjoy delicious herbal teas in this library. Children’s and teens’ leisure
centres have been established in Pakruojis DMPL Bardiškiai, Guostagalis, Gačioniai,
Lygumai, Medikoniai, Mikoliškis, Pamūšis, Rimkūnai, Plaučiškiai, Stačiūnai, Ūdekai,
Žvirbloniai, Linkuva branch libraries in 2011.

34 http://www.savb.lt/krastieciams/biografinis-inynas-iauli-viesuomen1918-2005
35 http://smsvb.lt/krastotyrininkai/
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BEAUTIFUL FUTURE VISION. When remembering the words of a famous Argentine
writer Jorge Luis Borges “I have always imagined paradise to be in some way similar
to a library”, Plungė DMPL always emerges before one’s eyes. The library will be
moved to one of the oldest buildings (built in 1864) in the city in 2012. The building
is one of the most important cultural and historical heritage objects – former
clock tower – conservatory of the Oginskis estate, which will grant the library an
exceptional status. Adapting this famous heritage object for cultural needs, the
library will become a place of attraction to the inhabitants, tourists and guests
of the town. Benches given as a present by the mayors of the town, who worked
from the moment of regaining the national independence, will be placed in a wellmaintained environment of the library. As the library will be housed in the former
conservatory of the estate, herbs will be grown near the library continuing the old
tradition of the dukes’ estate. Flowers and herbs will be grown to bring refreshment
to the eyes and hearts of the visitors and to provide fragrant herb tea for the library
visitors. Creative people working in the library create and cherish beautiful future
visions.
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cooperating

I

t is impossible to imagine a modern library carrying its functions by itself, without
the help of others. In order to ensure the diversity of current activities, a library
must cooperate with various organizations and institutions, communicate with
the government at all levels, starting from the top management of the country
to the local elders, be able to involve business representatives, find opportunities
to build bridges of cooperation with foreign partners, famous local people living in
Lithuania and abroad.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS. Non-governmental organizations are
the most frequent partners of events, campaigns and projects held in the libraries.
ŠCPL is in active cooperation with Šiauliai University of the Third Age, where training
is provided to the seniors. Akmenė DMPL and its branch libraries cooperate with a
well-known project in Lithuania Nedelsk (Do Not Delay). There is an informative pink
shelf “Rožinė lentyna” installed in the library. The shelf is regularly complemented
with new publications given by the project Do not Delay about breast cancer, its
prevention and treatment. Kelmė DMPL has been cooperating with a public
organization Krašto informacija (Regional Information) for 5 years already. This
organization helps to implement an educational project carried out by the library

•
•
•
•
•
•

LR President
Local government
Non-governmental organizations
Organizations of disabled people
Communities
Youth organizations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational institutions
International space
Foreign residents of Lithuania
Lithuanians, residing abroad
Local people
Other libraries

“Lietuvių autoriai vaikams” (Lithuanian Authors to Children). Video reports about the
meetings with authors during project events are recorded every year. Joniškis DMPL
is in partnership with Public Health Bureau for promotion of books and reading. The
librarians prepare presentations of books in the events held by the Bureau, meetings
with promoters of alternative medicine and future mothers’ courses. Mažeikiai District
non-governmental organizations information and support centre is functioning in
Mažeikiai DMPL, and the activity of the centre is beneficial to both the parties.
Šiauliai MPL Saulė branch library, in cooperation with the association Menų
šaltinis (Source of Arts), organize
educational craft and literary
sessions for adults.

Joniškis DMPL. Literary and music afternoons over a cup of tea
with blind people.

ORGANIZATIONS OF THE DISABLED. Traditionally libraries are
in very warm and sincere cooperation with organizations of the
disabled. Joniškis DMPL Readers’
Service Department cooperates
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with Lithuanian Union of the Blind and Visually Impaired Joniškis Department that
has more than 20 members. They organize literary and music afternoons over a cup
of tea, discussions about books and famous people. Žagarė town branch library
and the disabled and elderly people’s club Švėtė are also in close partnership and
cooperation relations.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Cooperation with district and
city local government and its
representatives is crucial to
the libraries. Joniškis District
Municipality established Jonas
Avyžius Literary Prize in 2012.
A famous Lithuanian writer Romualdas Granauskas was the
first to be awarded with the Joniškis DMPL. A famous Lithuanian writer Romualdas Granauskas
prize in May on the occasion was the first to beth awarded with the prize in May on the occasion of
Jonas Avyžius 90 anniversary.
of Jonas Avyžius 90th anniversary. The award ceremony was
arranged by the Public Library in cooperation with District Municipality. Cooperation
with local authorities does not necessarily mean support. ŠCPL organized a Chess
Day with the Mayor of Šiauliai City. The hobby of the Mayor gave rise to the idea.

ŠCPL. Chess Day. Wooden outdoor chess of impressive
size were brought to the library.
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ŠCPL. Simultaneous play of Šiauliai Mayor
Justinas Sartauskas with the young chess players.

During the preparations for the event, wooden outdoor chess of impressive size were
brought to the library. An exhibition of “extraordinary chess” displaying even knitted
chess (by Valerija Uogelienė) received much interest from the visitors. The Chess Day
was full of different fun events, and was closed with a simultaneous play of Šiauliai
Mayor Justinas Sartauskas with the young chess players.

Plungė DMPL. Project Design
Manufactory.

Plungė DMPL. “Stained Glass in Heraldry”.

CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS. Libraries cooperate actively with various cultural
institutions. Plungė DMPL together with Klaipėda Cultural Communication Centre
participated in a project Design Manufactory. It was a series of creative seminars
that involved Plungė, Kretinga, Gargždai and Klaipėda communities. “Stained Glass in
Heraldry” was one of the seminars, where the participants created the coat of arms of
the cities tying in historical motives and using stained glass techniques.
COMMUNITIES. Libraries pay special attention to communication with local
communities. Pakruojas DMPL Klovainiai branch library became a real community
centre from 2003: the meetings of the council, meetings with representatives of local
and district authorities, members of the Seimas are held here, as well as various relevant
issues are solved, projects developed, information about community activities is
compiled and distributed in the library. Development of digital story “Šiaulių vitražai”

Šiauliai MPL Dainiai branch. In “Seniors’ Hobby Fair”.

(Stained Glass of Šiauliai) initiated
by Šiauliai MPL was a joint creative
work of librarians of Lieporiai branch
library and members of Lieporiai
suburb community. A festival held in
Dainiai suburb footway by Šiauliai
MPL Dainiai branch library gathered
the members, seniors, lonely people
and the disabled of Dainiai suburb to
spend some time together and to rejoice over life, to share their hobbies
in “Seniors’ Hobby Fair”.

YOUTH, EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. Youth is one of the most important
visitor groups in the library. This is the reason, why the libraries of the region have many
common activities with the representatives of youth and educational organizations:
schools, nurseries-kindergartens, other educational institutions and youth
organizations. We rejoice over the experiences gained by ŠCPL during cooperation
with Šiauliai Stasys Šalkauskis Gymnasium, where the librarians give information
literacy classes. Those classes became traditional and were even included in the
schedule of lessons. The aim of the classes is to inform school graduates, prospective
students, with the key online resources for learning and studying. In cooperation
with Telšiai DMPL, such training was also organized in Telšiai Žemaitė Gymnasium.
This is a nice example of cooperation between the libraries of the region. Šiauliai
MPL is in warm partnership with the Mikeliai School of the Young Ethnographer
School. School graduation festivals have been organized for several years already.
Plungė DMPL, together with District Education Division, organized a seminar “Book
– a Symbol of Unity of the World” with participation of teachers and pupils. A research
studio “Signs and Symbols in the World of Book” was operating during the seminar.
Photonovels Highway of Time and Captured Thoughts created by the pupils of Plungė
Saulė Gymnasium are the practical outcomes of the seminar.

INTERNATIONAL SPACE. American Corner was established in ŠCPL. It is the only
reading corner of this kind in the libraries of Lithuania. Its founder is the Embassy of
the United States in Lithuania that supports not only the activities of the American
Corner, but also other initiatives and ideas of the County Library in every way. Cognitive
lectures, educational sessions, exhibitions, events and international projects are held
in the American Corner. The American Corner organizes English classes. They are
attended by both local people and foreigners, who come as volunteers to Šiauliai. In
2012, the pupils of Šiauliai city were invited to participate in a contest “Spelling Bee”
that was organized by ŠCPL American Corner, Simonas Daukantas Gymnasium and
City Municipal Education Department. The Embassy of the United States in Lithuania
was the sponsor of the contest. The contest is expected to become a tradition. There
is a beautiful friendship between the American Corner and Šiauliai Youth Theatre
Studio Helijas. The young actors, under the direction of the director V. Staševičiūtė,
staged a performance “Siren Song” according to the play “The Siren Song of Stephen
Jay Gould” written by a modern American playwright Benjamin Bettenbender. It is a
joint project of the American Corner and studio Helijas. The shows of young actors
interweaved beautifully into the events of Telšiai DMPL and Plungė DMPL held
during the National Library Week.

ŠCPL. The American Corner organizes English classes.
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belongs to Elona Vaišnienė, who now
lives in the USA. Right from the start the
Toys’ Corner became a cosy place for
children, who sometimes lack care from
their parents, and for everybody willing
to communicate, play new games and
get new impressions.

ŠCPL. The young actors, under the direction of the director
V. Staševičiūtė, staged a performance “Siren Song”.

Plungė DMPL. An art book from
various materials and plants found in
villages.

The libraries are looking actively for partners for
common activities not only in Lithuania, but also abroad. Plungė DMPL carried out an
international project Life in a Village like Kunstkamera together with Partneschftsverein
Menden – Plungė (Menden City Union in Germany Mendena – Plungė), with
participation of artists from Menden and Plungė. One of the component parts of
the project was creation of an art book from various materials and plants found in
villages.
FOREIGNERS RESIDING IN LITHUANIA. The experience of the colleagues from
Plungė shows that partnership is also possible with foreigners residing in Lithuania.
The librarian of Kuliai settlement organized long-time English courses for the
inhabitants of the settlement. The lessons are given by Corry van Ploeg. Corry is a
Dutch woman, who speaks several languages, including Lithuanian. She has been
living in Reiskiai village not far from Kuliai. She provides lessons at two levels – for
beginners and advanced learners. The courses are useful not only for improving
English language skills, but also for communication and sharing of life experiences.
LITHUANIAN RESIDING ABROAD. Lithuanians residing abroad quite often become
sponsors of the libraries. E.g., the idea to establish a Toys’ Corner in Radviliškis MPL
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LOCAL PEOPLE. Cooperation with
local people could be also very useful.
Šiauliai MPL.“Volunteering Bench”.
Šiauliai MPL has a nice cooperation with
ethnographer Vilius Puronas, a member of
Lithuanian Artists’ Association and Lithuanian Union of Designers. He presented his
books and manuscripts to the library. A bench “Volunteering Bench” created by the
designer was unveiled during the event “Volunteering Fair” dedicated to Europe Day. It
will always remind about a possibility to involve in volunteering activities. The designer
also decorated Šaltinėlis branch library with a sculpture “Carlson” that welcomes every
visitor of the library. The visitors of Radviliškis MPL could enjoy exhibitions of wood
carvings by V. Gaidamavičiūtė – Kisielienė, Vl. Lisaitis, E. Gaubas, tapestry of I. Povilaitienė
and other artists’ works. The authors of those works are inhabitants of Radviliškis or those,
who were born here, but now live in different parts of Lithuania or foreign countries.
LR PRESIDENT. A campaign “Knygų Kalėdos” (Christmas of Books) was carried out in
the entire country at the end of 2011. The campaign was announced and patronized by
Dalia Grybauskaitė, the President of the Republic of Lithuania. The campaign reminded
everybody about the importance of a book in our life. Local communities, residents,
businessmen, writers, various organizations, publishing-houses and embassies were
encouraged to present new books to the libraries.
This beautiful and noble campaign was started in summer of 2011, when ŠCPL Children’s
Literature Department initiated a march of book characters along Šiauliai City Avenue.

“Book characters” (children
and adult) not only from
Lithuania, but also from the
neighbouring countries came
to participate in the march.
The purpose of the march
was not only to have some
good time, to show oneself
or favourite character of the
book. It had a more important
mission: children wrote a letŠCPL. A march of book characters along Šiauliai City Avenue.
ter to Dalia Grybauskaitė, the
President of the Republic of
Lithuania, informing her that
libraries face immense lack of
new books. Luckily, the letter
did not get lost in bureaucratic labyrinths. A reply was
received from the Presidential
Office in November, which
read as follows: “We would
like to thank you sincerely on
behalf of the President of the
Republic of Lithuania for the
letters of children enclosed in Children wrote a letter to Dalia Grybauskaitė, the President of the
Republic of Lithuania, informing her that libraries face immense lack
your appeal. The manager of of new books.
the country was moved by the
children’s attention and love
of the book.“ Under the invitation of the President, the children of Šiauliai city and
region went to Vilnius to participate in the ceremony of lighting the Christmas tree
held in the Presidential Office on 25 November. Dalia Grybauskaitė, the President of

the Republic of Lithuania, and
other famous people of the
country read their favourite
books to the children. The
event gave rise to the national
campaign “Christmas of Books”.
Approximately 17 000 new
books were donated to the
libraries of Lithuania during the
campaign. New gifts are sent
to the libraries regularly up till
now. The campaign “Christmas
of Books” is an excellent
example, how the initiative of
one library may involve people
from not only local community
and all the country, but also the
top authorities of the country.
We expect that “Christmas
of Books” will become a nice
annual tradition.

Under the invitation of the President, the children of Šiauliai city and
region participated in the ceremony of lighting the Christmas tree
held in the Presidential Office.
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PANEVEŽYS REGION

[
[

Panevėžys County
Administrative centre – Panevėžys
   Area – 7881 km² (12,1 % of total area of Lithuania)
   Population – 284 235 (8,4 % of total population of Lithuania)

Utena County
Administrative centre – Utena
Area – 7201 km² (11 % of total area of Lithuania)
  Population – 172 580 (5,1 % of total population of Lithuania)

[
[

“I have seen a lot and have experienced a lot, I got to know other nations and cultures,
but my little country Aukštaitija (Highlands) and its people are the dearest to my
heart… I am happy that there are so many beautiful, clever and hospitable people in
Lithuania! I love them! This is what my beloved Aukštaitija is like”
Algimantas Masiulis
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anevėžys and Utena Counties are neighbours that are distinctive
for their originality and uniqueness, and that, at the same time,
unite the spirit of Aukštaitija - its lyricism, sincerity, simplicity,
traditions and a way of life typical to Aukštaitija. They take pride
in not only fertile lands, beautiful forests, wonderful lakes, but also in poets,
writers, composers, public figures and other bright people, who were born
and brought up in the region.
Panevėžys County, one of the oldest territorial units of Lithuania, consists of Panevėžys
city, Biržai, Kupiškis, Panevėžys, Pasvalys, Rokiškis District Municipalities. Its population
is 295 000, and area - 7881 km2. Panevėžys is the administrative centre of the county,
located halfway between the capitals of Lithaunia and Latvia.
Panevėžys County is a region of plains that preserved the diversity of the old culture and
that is constantly looking for new forms of spiritual and material cultural expressions.
The tourists admire the natural local nature, water basins that have been little affected
by civilization, regional parks, unique objects of cultural heritage: Rokiškis, Joniškėlis,
Antašava, Bistrampolis, Astravas estates, Biržai bastion-type castle that is the only
castle of this type in Lithuania, Dominican monastery in Kupiškis District, unique
castle sites and windmills. The narrow gauge railway of Aukštaitija, a unique open air
museum, is one of the objects of national engineering heritage. Panevėžys is often
called the capital of the theatre of Lithuania. Establishment and activities of Juozas

Miltinis Drama Theatre is associated with the name of the legendary theatre director,
who reared an excellent new generation of actors. Panevėžys Puppet Wagon Theatre,
a unique theatre in Europe, is interesting and attractive to both the children and the
adults.
Utena County, a region of elevations and hills, dense forests and thousands of
picturesque lakes, consists of Anykščiai, Ignalina, Molėtai, Utena and Zarasai Districts
and Visaginas Municipality. Its population is 172 500, and area - 7201 km2. Utena is
the administrative centre of the county.
Utena region is rich of wonderful natural landscapes and objects of cultural heritage.
There are plenty of places of visit in Aukštaitija National Park and Anykščiai, Asveja,
Labanoras Regional parks: Anykščių šilelis (Forest of Anykščiai), Puntukas stone,
memorial museums of writers of classics A. Žukauskas-Vienuolis and J. Biliūnas,
ethnocosmology, ethnography, technology museums, Voruta castle site and estates.
Events unique in the entire country are held in Utena County: Visaginas International
Country Music Festival, international poetry festival “... ir saulas diementas žėruos”
(And the sun will shine like diamonds) is held in different parts of Utena County,
national horse race is organized in Dusetos.
Public libraries play an important role in the cultural life of the region nowadays.
There are 275 public libraries in Panevėžys Region.
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PANEVEŽYS COUNTY GABRIELE PETKEVIČAITEBITE PUBLIC LIBRARY / PAVB

Respublikos st. 14, 35184 Panevėžys, Lithuania / Ph. + 370 45 501650 / Fax +370 45 501699 / info@pavb.lt /
www.pavb.lt
“Library is a place, where the wonders of the world, royal secrets, secrets of the meaning of life and wisdom
are preserved. It is a space for searching our selves, and an institution fostering positive attitudes and asserting
the meaning of life. If a user used to search for information earlier, now information is searching for a user. This
provides new room for the ideas of the libraries, and new opportunities –for the users.”
Rima Maselytė,
Director of Panevėžys County Gabrielė Petkevičaitė-Bitė Public Library
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ANEVĖŽYS COUNTY GABRIELĖ PETKEVIČAITĖ-BITĖ PUBLIC LIBRARY
is the major library with the biggest universal collection in the northeastern part of Lithuania. It is a modern library developing a wide range
of cultural activities.

The library was founded in 1922. In 1989 the library was named after a prominent
writer, publicist and public figure Gabrielė Petkevičaitė-Bitė. Architect Saulius Juškys
was awarded with a Lithuanian National Culture and Art Prize for the reconstruction
of the library in 2006.
The library has a collection of 500 000 physical units of books and serial publications.
About 480 thousand publications and other documents are lent by the library to the
users every year. Written heritage of Panevėžys region and personal collections of wellknown public and cultural figures make the most valuable part of library collection.
There are about 200 thousand visitors to the library per year, and about 240 thousand
users visit the online collections of the library. There are 190 workplaces installed for
library users, 70 out of which are computerized. There are about 120 events in average
held in the library per year. Most of those events are literary evenings, presentations
of books and memorials. The library also holds art and document exhibitions and
educational classes for children.

The library may be proud of events that are unique in Lithuania: research conferences
dedicated for the research of written cultural heritage of Panevėžys region have been
held in the library since 1998; festival “Panevėžys Literary Winter” has been organized
for 10 years already; days of Lithuanian Academy of Sciences have been held since
2003, during which joint events are organized together with the Vrublevskiai Library
of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences. The library awards Kazimieras Barėnas literary
prize to the young novelists from 2008. There are two unconventional centres
functioning in the library - Juozas Miltinis Heritage Study Centre and Juozas Urbšys
Public Thought and Cultural Centre. The centres gather the intelligentsia of the city,
encourage patriotic education and cultural development of children and youth.
70 out of 111 employees of the library are professional librarians, and 33 librarians
are members of Lithuanian Librarians’ Association. The library has been managed by
Rima Maselytė since 1997.
As a methodological centre, the library provides professional support to the librarians
of Panevėžys and Utenos Counties, organizes refresher courses for librarians, initiates
cultural cooperation and partnership between the libraries. There are 275 libraries
in Panevėžys region. All of them play an important role in the cultural life of the
region and in the processes of selection, creation, preservation and distribution of
information and knowledge.
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MUNICIPAL PUBLIC LIBRARIES OF PANEVEŽYS REGION.

BIRŽAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL JURGIS
BIELINIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

IGNALINA DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

KUPIŠKIS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

MOLĖTAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

The library was founded in 1930. The

The library was founded in 1941. At the
moment the residents of the district
are serviced by a Public Library, 1 town
branch and 21 village branch libraries.
There are over 184.7 thousand physical
units of documents in the collections
of the libraries. 32.9% of population use
library services, and there are more than
147 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 117 computerized
workplaces with internet access installed
in the Public Library, town branch and 19
village branch libraries.

The library was founded in 1937.
Information and cultural services to the
visitors are provided by a Public Library,
Subačius town library and 15 village
branch libraries. There are over 223
thousand physical units of documents in
the collections of the libraries. 6518 users
use library services, which makes 30 %
of the total population of the district.
There are more than 109 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year, and 216
thousand physical units of documents
are lent to the library users. There are 66
computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the Public and all
branch libraries.

The library was founded in 1937. At
the moment services to the visitors are
provided by a Public Library, 24 village
branch libraries, 9 out of which are joined
with the libraries of secondary schools.
There are over 168 thousand physical
units of documents in the collections
of the libraries. 30.0% of population use
library services, and there are more than
166 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 131 computerized
workplaces with internet access installed
in the Public and all village libraries.

Atgimimo st. 20/1, LT-30113 Ignalina
Lithuania
Ph. +370 386 53158  
Fax +370 386 52724  
biblioteka@ignalinosvb.lt
www.ignalinosvb.lt

Lauryno Stuokos-Gucevičiaus square 3А,
LT-40130 Kupiškis
Lithuania
Ph +370 459 35470  
rastine@kupiskis.rvb.lt
www.kupiskis.rvb.lt

library network of the district consists
of a Public Library, Vabalninkas town
branch and 25 village branch libraries.
There are over 222 thousand physical
units of documents in the collections
of the libraries. 21.1% of population use
library services, and there are more than
131 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. There are 155 computerized
workplaces with internet access installed
in the libraries of the district.

J. Radvilos st. 3, LT-41175 Biržai
Lithuania
Ph. +370 450 38012  
biblioteka@birzai.rvb.lt
www.birzai.rvb.lt
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Inturkės st. 4, 33141 Molėtai
Lithuania
Ph./Fax+370 383 52203  
biblioteka@moletai.rvb.lt
www.moletai.rvb.lt/lt

PANEVĖŽYS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

PANEVĖŽYS CITY MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
LIBRARY

PASVALYS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
MARIUS KATILIŠKIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

ROKIŠKIS DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
JUOZAS KELIUOTIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

The library was founded in 1950. There
are 36 libraries providing library services
to the residents of the district: public
library, Ramygala library and 34 village
libraries. There are more than 270
thousand publications in the collections
of the library, and there are over 166
thousand visitors to the library per year.
There are 155 computerized workplaces
in 36 libraries, where the users may use
free internet access.

The library was founded in 1989.
There are 3 departments providing
services to the readers: Subscribers
Department, Information Department
and Children’s Literature Department
“The Green Owl”. There are 6 branches
in the town: children’s libraries “Žiburėlis”
and “Šaltinėlis”, Šiaurinė, Smėlynės and
“Židinys” libraries providing services to
the children and adults, and Parkas library
for adult readers. All the departments
of the library have a well-developed
internet access network. There are over
200 thousand visitors to the libraries per
year.

The library was founded in 1937. The
residents of the district are serviced
by a public library, 32 village branch
libraries and 1 mobile library. There are
168 computerized workplaces with
internet access in the libraries. There are
more than 280 thousand publications in
the collections of the library. 29.1% of
population use library services, and there
are more than 275 thousand visitors to
the libraries per year. There are more than
400 events held in the libraries per year.

The library was founded in 1923. At the
moment services to the residents of the
district are provided by a public library,
3 town and 35 village branch libraries.
There are more than 336.8 thousand
publications in the collections of the
library. 42% of population use library
services, and there are up to 265.8
thousand visitors to the libraries per year,
88.5 thousand out of which are internet
users. All the libraries are equipped with
computers and internet access. There
are 193 computerized workplaces and
public internet access stations installed
in the libraries.

Beržų st. 50, LT-36145 Panevėžys
Lithuania
Ph. +370 45 587050  
Fax +370 45 586695  
panevezio_rsvb@ot.lt
www.panrbiblioteka.lt

Aukštaičių 4, LT-36010 Panevėžys
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 45 582781  
biblioteka@elekta.lt
www.panbiblioteka.lt

Vytauto Didžiojo sq. 6/1
LT-39149 Pasvalys
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 451 34447  
abz@erdves.lt
www.psvb.lt

Nepriklausomybės sq.16
LT-42117 Rokiškis
Lithuania
Ph +370 458 51502  
Fax +370 458 52106  
alicijam@rokiskis.rvb.lt
www.rokiskis.rvb.lt
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UTENA DISTRICT MUNICIPAL A. M.
MIŠKINIAI PUBLIC LIBRARY

VISAGINAS PUBLIC
LIBRARY

ZARASAI DISTRICT MUNICIPAL
PUBLIC LIBRARY

ANYKŠČIAI DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
L. S DIDŽIULIAI PUBLIC LIBRARY

The library was founded in 1931. At the
moment services to the residents of the
district are provided by a public library, 2
town and 20 village branch libraries. There
are more than 140 thousand publications
in the collections of the library, and there
are over 288 thousand physical visitors
and about 111 thousand virtual visitors
to the library per year. There are 146
computerized workplaces with internet
access installed in the libraries.

The library was founded in 1979. At the
moment services to the residents of the
district are provided by a public library
and 1 town branch library. There are
more than 123 thousand publications
in the collections of both the libraries.
15.7% of population use library services,
and there are more than 41 thousand
visitors to the libraries per year. There
are 17 computerized workplaces with
internet access installed in the public
library and town branch library.

The library was founded in 1923. Zarasai
District centralized library network
consists of a public library and 18
territorial branch libraries. 33.8% of district
population use library services, and there
are almost 149.9 thousand visitors to the
libraries per year. There are about 209
thousand publications in the collections
of the libraries, 74 thousand out of which
are in the collections of the public library.
About 232.6 thousand publications are
lent to the users per year. There are 121
computerized workplaces with internet
access and wireless internet installed in
the libraries.

The library was founded in 1937. Anykščiai
District centralized library network
consists of a public library and 23 branch
libraries. There are about 210 thousand
physical units of documents in the
collections of the libraries, 79 thousand
out of which are in the collections of
the public library. There are more than
182 thousand visitors to the libraries
per year. 34% of district population use
library services. About 320 thousand
publications are lent to the users per
year. The residents of the district have an
opportunity to use internet services in
the library, as there are 101 computerized
workplaces installed in the libraries.

Maironio g. 12, LT-28143 Utena
Lithuania
Ph. +370 389 61606  
Fax +370 389 61601  
vida@uvb.lt
www.uvb.lt

Taikos ave. 2, LT-31203 Visaginas
Lithuania
Ph. +370 386 75312  
Fax +370 386 70739
vbdirektore@sugardas.lt
www.biblioteka.visaginas.lt

D. Bukonto st. 20/1, LT-32132 Zarasai
Lithuania
Ph./fax +370 385 52279  
info@zarasubiblioteka.lt
www.zarasubiblioteka.lt

J. Biliūno g. 35, LT-29111 Anykščiai
Lithuania
Ph./Fax +370 381 51663
biblioteka@anyksciuvb.lt
www.anyksciuvb.lt

LIBRARIES OF
PANEVEŽYS REGION:
PRESERVING,
CREATING,
COOPERATING.

T

preserving

he libraries compile and preserve universal document collections, manuscripts, donated personal collections and provide access for the community to use these valuables. Public libraries contribute to preservation of
cultural heritage.

PERSONAL COLLECTIONS.
PCPL is preserving a unique
personal library of a theatre
director Juozas Miltinis. The
library contains philosophical, psychological literature,
fiction, sociology, theatre and
cinema, medical and pedagogical publications, encyclopaedias and multi-language
dictionaries. It also contains a
collection of books in French,
English, German, Italian, Span-

Opening of the exhibition in PCPL Juozas Miltinis Heritage
Study Centre.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal collections
Manuscripts
Museums
Intellectual heritage study centre
Traditions
Regional studies

ish, Greek, Lithuanian and Japanese languages. Materials collected by theatre annalist, actor and photographer Kazimieras Vitkus for the history of theatre are also
stored here. Another valuable collection of books and manuscripts of Kazimieras
Barėnas, a writer, publisher and famous Lithuanian public figure in Britain: personal
documents, manuscripts of creative works, memories about the prominent figures
of society and culture, personal correspondence revealing the history of Lithuanian
emigrants, iconography, a set of post stamps... Important and interesting personal
collection of books of a philologist, pedagogue, and poet Leonas Kuodys, personal
collection of artist Stasys Eidrigevičius are also stored in the library. The library also has
an impressive personal collection of monsignor Kazimieras Antanavičius containing
religious, theological, cultural, philosophical, political, legal, sociological, educational,
natural science, agricultural, medical books, fiction, art albums and dictionaries.
Manuscripts, iconographic and printed documents and personal belongings of a
writer Marius Katiliškis are collected in the writer’s memorial room established in
Pasvalys DMPL. The library also compiles a collection of donated autographed
books. Personal collections presented by local emigrants Č. Šadeika, P. Matekūnas,
E. Juodvalkė, S. Dalius are preserved in Zarasai DMPL. Dusetos branch library
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has personal publication collections of local priest G. Šukys and emigrant writer R.
Giedraitis. Ethnographer Algimantas Bekenis, Chairman of World’s Anykštėnai Union,
professor, assistant professor Antanas Tyla donated part of their personal collections to
Anykščiai DMPL. Kupiškis DMPL stores a personal library and a set of manuscripts
presented by sculptor professor Juozas Kėdainis and archives of photographer Juozas
Kraujūnas.
MANUSCRIPTS. PCPL preserves 153 collections of manuscripts (personal, institutional,
single documents), the chronology of which is from the middle
of XVIII century to the present.
Pasvalys DMPL preserves 119
personal and institutional manuscripts sets with documents
dated from XVI to the present
days. There is an exposition
of manuscripts established in
Rokiškis DMPL containing Panevėžys DMPL. Museum in Puziniškis.
biographical documents of
famous cultural figures, documents of official-public activities, creative activity documents, various correspondence
and iconography. Kupiškis DMPL manuscript collection contains letters, sketches and
notes of professor Juozas Kėdainis. The library also preserves sets of other famous local
people: Kazimieras Alekna, Ugnė Babickaitė, Aleksas Baltrūnas, Nijolė Jankutė, etc.
MUSEUMS. Panevėžys DMPL cares about promotion of literary museums (J. TumasVaižgantas and Book Smugglers’ Museum in Ustronė, poet, pedagogue Matas Grigonis
and public figure Gabrielė Petkevičaitė-Bitė museum in Puziniškis) and development
of their services. Expositions are installed, archive materials are collected, the society
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is provided with access to those materials and cognitive educational programmes are
prepared for them.
INTELLECTUAL HERITAGE STUDY CENTRES. There are two centres functioning
in PCPL, i.e. Juozas Miltinis Heritage Study Centre and Juozas Urbšys Public Thought
and Cultural Centre. The centres gather the intelligentsia of the city, encourage
patriotic education and cultural
development of children and
youth. Juozas Miltinis Heritage
Centre is an authentic living
environment of the founder
of Panevėžys Theatre J. Miltinis
reflecting all the legacy of
the theatre director to the
society: a library, collections of
manuscripts, art works, audio
records of rehearsals and video
records. The goal of the Centre
is to ensure the preservation
of the intellectual heritage of
Museum in Ustronė that is supervised by Panevėžys DMPL.
one of the most prominent
Lithuanian cultural figures of
the 20th century and its use
for cultural, educational and
study needs. Juozas Miltinis
Heritage Study Centre and the
homestead of the Interwar
Lithuanian Minister of Foreign
Affairs Juozas Urbšys are objects
protected by the state.
Awards Ceremony of Lithuanian Senior Class Students’ Essay
Contest initiated by PCPL Juozas Urbšys Public Thought and
Cultural Centre.

(USA) together with M. Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania, Vytautas Magnus
University, Institute of the Lithuanian Language and Institute of Lithuanian Literature
of Folklore and contributes to the development of database of private letters and
research of everyday Lithuanian language in letters in Panevėžys Region.

Juozas and Alfonsas Keliuočiai Heritage Study Centre is established in Rokiškis District Municipal Juozas
Keliuotis Public Library.

Juozas and Alfonsas Keliuočiai Heritage Study Centre, where manuscripts, memories
about the writers, letters, photographs and articles of Juozas Keliuotis published in
various publications are displayed, is established in Rokiškis DMPL. Poems, articles,
manuscripts, regional study works of his brother Alfonsas Keliuotis are exhibited in a
separate division. There is a conference hall installed in the Centre.
TRADITIONS. Ethno-club Ratilis of Rokiškis DMPL popularizes folklore and
traditions, presents and teaches old Lithuanian folk traditions and crafts to the
children. A camp “Crafts Workshop” and a creative studio “Owl in a Word and Art”
were operating, regional dialectal story-tellers’ contest “Let’s Speak the Language
of our Ancestors”, educational programme for Aukštaičiai dialect and a seminar “The
Concept of Ethno-cultural Heritage/Traditions in Modern Society” were held during
the cultural-educational project Traditions in the Intersection of Time.
REGIONAL STUDIES. PAVB participates in a project Database of Private Lithuanian
Written Language initiated by Illinois University Lithuanian Philology Department
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creating

T

Events
Literature fan clubs
Library theatres
Conferences
Publishing
Virtual products
Projects

he important cultural-educational role of the libraries promotes the
reading culture and creativity in the society. Publishing becomes one
of the customary activities of the library, and libraries also have been
involved in the development of various virtual products lately.

meetings-evenings “Autumn
of Prose”. It also initiates Zarasai
District Literary Paulius Širvys
Prize.

EVENTS. During meetings with writers and poets, as well as during book presentations, art exhibitions and commemorations of cultural and historical dates, libraries
inform the public about the current issues of the time, promote education and participation in cultural and community life. Quite a lot of libraries of Panevėžys region
hold traditional poetry readings that are often accompanied with awards of nominal
literary prizes of a famous poet or writer.

Anykščiai DMPL arranges
a traditional festival “But the
Heart Keeps Willing to Create…” accompanied with Antanas Baranauskas Literary Prize
Meeting with the young author of the children’s books Vakarė
awards, winter night readings
Aleksandravičiūtė in Zarasai DMPL.
“What Shines in the Sky of February?” that are unique in Lithuania. Rokiškis DMPL has literary Juozas Keliuotis and Liudas Dovydėnas Awards.
District literary K. Umbrasas Award winners’ afternoon is among traditional events of
Molėtai DMPL. The name of Utena DMPL is made famous at international level by
poetry festival “...ir saulas diementas žėruos“ (…and the Sun will Shine as Diamonds)
that invites and gathers poets from different European countries. Creative works of

Pasvalys DMPL holds traditional readings of Marius Katiliškis works with Library Prize
Awards to the winners of the contest. Panevėžys DMPL arranges literary Gabrielė
Petkevičaitė-Bitė Award.
Zarasai DMPL organizes “Little Springs of Poetry”, holds Zarasai District Author of
the Year Award and a literary Feliksas Jakubauskas Prize, invites to annual literary
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with writers, poets, performers
of singing poetry every year.

children's authors are promoted by “Night Readings” that are
held at unconventional time
and in unconventional spaces.
Poets, essayists, novelists, literary critics, artists and actors
participate in international
festival “Literary Winters of
Panevėžys” that has been held
by PCPL since 1998. LiteraMoments from "Literary Winters of Panevėžys”.
ture, philosophy, photography,
painting, installations and music of Lithuania and foreign countries are united into one whole here. The festival
includes presentations of books, poetry and essay readings, literary-philosophical debates, auction of manuscripts, election of anonymous poem, night music and literary
improvisations. A Lithuanian author, who received positive evaluation of his book
last year, is awarded with Julijonas Lindė-Dobilas Literary
Prize, and young poets who
made their debut successfully
are encouraged. The library
has been awarding Kazimieras
Barėnas Literary Prize to young
prose writers since 2008. Book
Fairs held in summer have become a tradition.
Zarasai DMPL invites to “Book
Festival”, poetry-music events
“Night Readings”, meetings

Participants of reading promotion project “White Nights in Radvilai
Castle” of Biržai DMPL . Book characters – librarians with the
young library visitors.

Biržai DMPL holds project
events “White Nights in Radvilai Castle” and “Dark Autumn
Nights in Radvilai Castle”.

Children of the city have meaningful leisure time thanks to the
project “Summer with Bitė” held by PCPL in cooperation with
educational institutions.

With the help of projects Summer with Bitė and Library Near
You, PCPL promotes reading
and development, creative
abilities and cognitive interests of the young readers.

LITERATURE FAN CLUBS. There are literature fan clubs operating in the libraries of
Panevėžys Region. Literary club Versmė (Fountain) is established in Biržai DMPL. The
club publishes catalogues of creative works, author’s books, occasional newspaper
“Po mūzos sparnais” (Under the Wings of Muse), arranges “Poetry Springs”. A literary
club Marčiupys is operating in Anykščiai DMPL. The exceptional function of the club
is publishing of books. There are two clubs established in Ignalina DMPL - literary
club Lelija (Lily) and young readers’ club Eureka.
LIBRARY THEATRES. There are puppet theatres operating in the libraries of the
region: Mįsliukas (The Little Riddler) in Ignalina DMPL, puppet theatre Padaužiukai
(Little Tomboys) – in Rokiškis DMPL. Traditional puppet theatre festivals “When
the Puppets Come Alive” are held in Aukštaitija region. Puppet theatre classes are
operating in four branch libraries of Anykščia DMPL. There is a puppet theatre
Pagrandukas (Little Scraping) functioning in Panevėžys MPL “Žalioji pelėda” (Green
Owl) branch library. Children created scenarios, made puppets, acted and participated
in theatre festival during the project Puppet Theatre: Cosy World of Childhood arranged
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by Kupiškis DMPL.
CONFERENCES. Libraries also
disseminate the best practices. Since 1998 PCPL has
been holding research conferences, where the development of books and libraries of
Panevėžys Region are analyzed. Rokiškis DMPL in puppet theatre festival.
Juozas Urbšys Public Thought
and Cultural Centre holds conferences together with Panevėžys Local Lore Museum.
PUBLISHING. Publishing leaves the most significant trace in the history of libraries.
The libraries of Panevėžys region have solid traditions in this activity.
Kupiškis DMPL published five books. Librarians write articles to annual historical and
cultural almanac Kupiškis, prepare individual rubrics for the almanac; they have created 150 biographies and thematic articles for the published Kupiškėnų enciklopedija
(Encyclopaedia of People from Kupiškis).
Biržai DMPL published a publication The Library of Book Smuggler’s Land, a set of poems about Biržai area Touched by the Wing of Poetry. Cultural chronicles, calendars of
famous dates and anniversaries are published in cooperation with the editorial office
of the magazine Žiemgala.
Zarasai DMPL prepared and published a local authors’ book Medunešis (Carrier of
Honey), a digital catalogue of creative works of Author of the Year of Zarasai District
collected over a decade Time that Passes By. Pasvalys DMPL together with their partners publish a periodical cultural magazine Šiaurietiški atsivėrimai (Northern Moments
of Openness). Rokiškis DMPL publishes informational and representational publications about prominent people, citizens of honour of the region, publishes materials
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of conferences, sets of articles, Rokiškis cultural magazine Prie Nemunėlio (By the River
Nemunas) that is significant for giving sense for the cultural life of not only the library,
Rokiškis District, but also all Lithuania.
PCPL prepares and publishes representational and informational publications about
the library, its branch libraries and Panevėžys city. Four collections of reports read in
the conferences held to commemorate restoration of Lithuanian independence and
Sąjūdis (Reform Movement) activities have been published. Ten collections of reports
from conferences dedicated to the research of development of books and libraries in
Panevėžys Region have been published, also. A catalogue Personal Library of Juozas
Miltinis and catalogue indexes have been published by the library. The library also
prepares and publishes catalogues and brochures of different exhibitions and bibliographies of prominent people.
VIRTUAL PRODUCTS. In attempt to disseminate the collected information, experiences and regional heritage, the public libraries of Panevėžys Region have been developing online guides, social network portals, websites, e-libraries and thematic blogs.
Pasvalys DMPL places data collected in the library, regional cultural and educational
institutions, churches and obtained from regional people living in Lithuania and abroad in
e-library Pasvalia functioning in
the global web. Pasvalia is the
first virtual book in Lithuania
dedicated to the culture and
history of the specific region.

Presentation of the project “Libra-A: To the Assistance to Farmers
from Pasvalys” implemented by Pasvalys DMPL.

The library has also developed
an information and communication network for people

involved in farming and agricultural activities in Pasvalys. The library provides new services: internet access, mobile phones services, physical mobile space, digital communication and publishing centre.

PROJECTS. As the libraries become real centres of attraction for communities, they
started to cooperate and came into partnerships with various organizations and institutions.

Zarasai DMPL has developed an online guide of regional cultural heritage36
Utena DPML develops innovative projects in virtual space, too. The library developed social network portal for creators of Aukštaitija Kūrybinė Aukštaitija37 (Creative
Aukštaitija), Utena District Portal38, a website for children Infonamas39 (Infohouse). An
educational computer game “Challenge” was developed for children aged 10-16 and
teens during the project We Learn as We Play motivating to strive for acknowledgement
at school and to attend the school.
Panevėžys MPL developed a blog40 (continuous project Health is the Royalty to the
Wise Ones), where the latest publications, library and city events and references to
health topics are published. The visitors of the blog may order newsletters, comment
on the information, order the latest books about health electronically, submit offers and
participate in surveys. Another blog Trip with a Book tells how to travel from Panevėžys
suburb to Paris or Moscow without spending one litas, allows to feel the spirit of different cultural periods, aromas of various geographical places and the taste of travelling
adventures. The most interesting books are presented here, and individual trips are created on the basis of the plot of the book. Branch library “Žalioji pelėda” (The Green Owl)
developed a blog A Child and a Book41. Thanks to the blog, which makes the activities
of the library more visible, books and reading are promoted and new partnership and
cooperation offers are received.
PCPL has developed a digital database of Juozas Miltinis Heritage Study Centre collections42. (The database may be accessed form the website of the library, where digital video collection of the history of Juozas Miltinis and Panevėžys Drama Theatre are
stored in Juozas Miltinis Heritage Study Centre). The visitors of the library have an opportunity to share their thoughts about the read books, write articles and recommend
a book they liked in a blog Good Books43 developed by the library.

www.krastotyra.zvb.lt
www.kurybineaukstaitija.lt
38
www.utena-on.lt

www.utena-on.lt/infonamas
www.sveikabiblioteka.wordpress.com
41
http://vaikasirknyga.blogas.lt

36

39

37

40

Zarasai DMPL together with Daugavpils Latgalė Central Library are implementing a
project Promotion of Reading Using Information Technologies and Creative Activities.
Pasvalys DMPL with the assistance of its partners is carrying out dissemination projects of portal Pasvalia: Around the World with Pasvalia; Pasvalia – Closer to a Person. A
project Goodness Day that has been carried out for fifteen years is a good example of
successful reduction of social, cultural exclusion and integration of the disabled into
the society. The project unites Pasvalys town and district institutions working with
people of various ages and involved in training, education and organization of leisure
time for the disabled.
Kupiškis DMPL has implemented a project Toys’ Corner – the Joy of Reading for all the
Family and created a new service for children – children’s corner. There is a project
carried on Creative Workshops – One More Step towards a Book. The participants of the
project are children from kindergartens and schools, visitors of University of the Third
Age, folk artists. They create flower compositions, paint on glass and water, illustrate
books and try wool fulling technology.
Since 1998 PCPL has been carrying out a project The Development of the History of
Books and Libraries in Panevėžys Region and holds conferences every year. Another continuous project Literary and Cinema Days that is aimed at providing deeper knowledge
about prominent Lithuanian writers, winners of National Award, to the readers is being
carried out. The library is also implementing a project Development of Open Space for
Youth in the Library that promotes young people with different attitudes, sub-cultures
and social status to come together and have meaningful leisure time in the library.

42
43

www.miltinis.lt
www.gerosknygos.pavb.lt
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cooperation

The public libraries of Panevėžys region not only disseminate information, but
also invite public institutions, organizations and business partners to join in their
activities through partnership. There are numerous examples of partnership between
the libraries of Panevėžys Region and other institutions proving that benevolent
cooperation determines the success, popularity and benefit to the society.
COOPERATION WITH EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND YOUTH
ORGANIZATIONS. Public libraries cooperate with secondary schools, nurserieskindergartens, music and art, other special schools, children’s foster homes and
centres of education. Pupils become active assistants in the libraries and carry out
volunteering mission.
Pasvalys DMPL is carrying out a continuous project Goodness Day with eight
partners: Pasvalys Special School, Service and Employment Centre for the Elderly and
Disabled, Grūžiai Children’s Foster Home, Society Viltis (Hope), kindergarten Žilvitis
(Willow), pedagogical-psychological help service employment group.
Children and Youth Education Centre, Kupiškis Public Institution Children’s Day Centre,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational institutions and youth organizations
Cultural institutions
State authorities
Volunteering
Non-governmental organizations
Municipal institutions and communities
Other libraries

Paketuriai St. Casimir’s Children’s Foster Home and Alizava Basic School participated in
the project Puppet Theatre – Cosy World of Childhood carried out by Kupiškis DMPL.
Utena DMPL in cooperation with educational organizations of the district developed an educational game “Challenge” and a methodology promoting learning. The
library has signed a cooperation agreement with youth organization “Sėkmės mokykla” (School of Success). One of the aims of this agreement is that this organization,
uniting senior class students, striving to contribute to the development of successful,
active and responsible people, would represent the library in conferences and club
activities of the organization. The library is in successful partnership with Civil Society
Institute and district gymnasiums. Pupils’ Academy Civitas – an informal youth public
education school helping the pupils to understand the problems of the society and
country, to develop discussion and evaluation skills, has been established.
A quadripartite cooperation agreement was signed between Ignalina Municipal Administration, Ignalina District Gymnasium, Ignalina Pupils’ Home and Ignalina DMPL
in Lithuania and Biuren City Municipality, Mauritius Gymansium, Paderborn Regional
Information Technologies Centre and Dusseldorf Movie Museum in Germany in 2009.

The activities of Comenius Regio partnership project NETtiguette – Nett im Net about
safe use of mass media were
very successful.
COOPERATION WITH CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS. The
libraries of Panevėžys Region
are constantly cooperating
with various cultural instituMeeting of representatives of Ignalina DMPL and Dusseldorf in
tions successfully. PCPL, in Germany during the implementation of Comenius Regio project
cooperation with Lithuanian "NETtiguette - Nett im Net".
Writers and Cinematographers’
Unions, carries out projects Literary Winter of Panevėžys and Literature and Cinema
Days. Implementation of activities of Ignalina DMPL and National Museum Palace
of the Grand Dukes of Lithuania in 2011 became a nice example of cooperation.
Educational classes about the cultural and historical past of Lithuania were held in
the library.
Kupiškis DMPL cooperates with Institute of the Lithuanian Language, VšĮ Rašytojų
klubas (Writers’ Club), Panevėžys MPL – with Polish Institute in Vilnius.
COOPERATION WITH STATE AUTHORITIES. PCPL Juozas Urbšys Public Thought
and Cultural Centre encouraging patriotic education and cultural development of
children and youth organizes traditional historical essay and essay contests for senior
class pupils from all over Lithuania. Relations with the Ministry of the Interior are
especially important for this activity. The projects arranged by Zarasai DMPL are
supported by the Ministry of the Interior and Ministry of Education and Science.

ferences with representatives
from other countries. Biržai
DMPL has been maintaining
nice cultural cooperation traditions with the Embassy of
Japan in Lithuania since 2005:
they arrange exhibitions, music events and meetings.
VOLUNTEERING ACTIVITIES.
Panevėžys DMPL has been
Volunteers in Panevėžys DMPL.
carrying out a project Let’s
Leave our Traces since 2008. 5
youngsters from different European countries and Turkey have already volunteered
in the libraries of the region. Various informal education activities for different social
groups were carried out during the project. Volunteering ideas were developed,
educational classes for youth encouraging to get to know the culture of other
countries were carried out during the project. The library continues volunteering
activities. It became a regional partner of youth initiatives centre EURODESK in 2011.
COOPERATION WITH NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS. Pasvalys DMPL
has a significant experience example – a library supported by partners - Lithuanian
Farmers’ Union Pasvalys Department, Pasvalys Beekeepers’ Society Bičiulis (Fellow),
Lithuanian Centre of Agrarian Sciences and Forest Sciences Institute of Agriculture
Joniškėlis Research Station - developed a general regional farmers’ information and
communication network.
The libraries of the region cooperate with museums, theatres, publishing-houses,
bookshops, literary clubs, University of the Third Age and businessmen.

The libraries also sign international agreements and hold meetings and research con-

44

www.aleksandravele.lt; www.lailunai.lt;
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COOPERATION WITH MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS AND
COMMUNITIES. There are a
lot of excellent examples of
partnership between libraries,
municipal institutions and
communities
in
Rokiškis
District. The libraries are mutual
partners with the communities
in all elderships. Aleksandravėlė
and Martynoniai village branch Village community cooperating actively with Molėtai DMPL
libraries together with the Dapkūniškiai Branch Library.
community arrange projects,
developed websites44 reflecting those cooperation activities, spreading information
about the region and its famous people.

PCPL started a relationship with Lithuanian Academy of Science Vrublevskiai Library
in 2003. A scientific and cultural cooperation agreement was signed between LAS
and Panevėžys City Municipality. The library fosters the relationship by organizing
common cultural events with the Vrublevskiai library and organizing the activities of
Communication Science Division in the library.
Panevėžys County Gabrielė Petkevičaitė-Bitė Public Library, as a methodological centre
of public libraries of Panevėžys and Utena Counties, not only provides professional
assistance, organizes refresher trainings for the specialists of both the libraries, but
also initiates cultural cooperation and partnership between the libraries. The Day of
Anykščiai town was organized in the library in 2012 that encouraged to get to know
better the folklore, museum and publishing activities of the area and the activities of
Anykščiai DMPL. It is an excellent idea and opportunity to arrange presentations of
activities of other public libraries of the region in Gabrielė Petkevičaitė-Bitė library.

Molėtai DMPL Dapkūniškiai village branch library is a evident example of the most
cooperating library. The premises of the library were renovated with the assistance
of the local community, after support and funding was received from the partner of
the library - Milda Čereška-Peeters Fund. The volunteers of the library participated
actively in the renovation works.
Cooperation of the libraries with local municipalities and elderships is very important
for renovation of the libraries.
COOPERATION WITH OTHER LIBRARIES. The libraries of the region share good
experiences (Utena, Zarasai, Visaginas and Ignalina DMPL cooperate in this
field in Utena County). Anykščiai and Utenos DMPL cooperate in organization of
international poetry festival “... ir saulas diementas žėruos” (…and the Sun will Shine
as Diamonds). Pasvalys DMPL together with Biržai DMPL and Latvian librarians are
developing an international information website for businessmen.
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The Day of Anykščiai town in PCPL.

LITHUANIAN LIBRARIANS’
ASSOCIATION / LBD
Lithuanian Librarians’ Association (LBD) is a public
organization of Lithuanian librarians, bibliographers,
book researchers and specialists of information
technology. The Association was founded by prof.
Vaclovas Biržiška, a famous Lithuanian public figure,
cultural historian, politician and lawyer in 1931.
There are about 2.5 thousand members united in 76
departments of the Association today. The Association
is managed by LBA Council consisting of 16 members.
Alina Jaskūnienė, Director of Birštonas Public Library,
has been holding the position of a chairman of LBD since 2011.
The aim of LBA is to unite librarians and bibliographers to solve relevant scientific and
practical problems. The Association also participates actively in the development of
library activities, improvement of librarians’ qualifications and development of their
professional ethics, preserving library and bibliographical heritage and shaping
national cultural policy. LBA strives that the services provided by libraries would
be professional, publicly accessible and would meet public interests, also that the
libraries would become modern and cosy centres of attraction for communities.
The members of the Association organize traditional reading promotion campaigns,
different creative projects and annual events of the National Lithuanian Library
Week that have received much attention not only from local community, but also
from governmental authorities lately. Campaign “Knygų Kalėdos” (Christmas of
Books) initiated by the President of the country is one of the major examples in this
respect. The society was encouraged to donate new books to local libraries during
the campaign. The campaign helped not only to complement the collections of the
libraries with new books significantly, but also attracted quite a lot of new visitors to
the libraries.

LBA has been in close cooperation with Estonian and Latvian Librarians’ Associations
right from the establishment of the Association, and together they hold Congresses
of Baltic Librarians. The membership of LBD in the international organization IFLA
is of special importance. The Association has been a member of the organization
for fifty years with certain breaks due to the political situation of the country. The
membership enables Lithuanian librarians to make direct dialogues with their
colleagues in foreign countries. LBD also cooperates with educational and scientific
organizations, associations of publishers, typographers, writers, representatives of
businesses, politicians and government in Lithuania.
LBA takes an active part in the national and international projects. It has been
cooperating in the implementation of the national project “Libraries for Innovation”
for several last years, participated in IFLA programme “Building Strong Library
Associations”, the aim of which was to strengthen the activities of library associations
strategically and to ensure their continuity. The members of the Association joined
in a project “Cyc4lib-Cycling for Libraries in the Baltic States” this year. The aim of the
project is to encourage creative discussion about the challenges of modern libraries
and possible solutions while cycling around the libraries established in the Baltic
Sea region. The association is planning to participate in UNESCO project and apply
for Vilnius World Book Capital 2014 status. The aim of the project is to commemorate
creative works of the famous Lithuanian writer and fiction pioneer Kristijonas
Donelaitis.

S. Dariaus ir S. Girėno 12 st., 59212 Birštonas, Lithuania  
Ph. + 370 319 65760
Fax + 370 319 65760  
lbd.sekretore@gmail.com
www.lbd.lt
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COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
County Public Libraries Association (AVBA) was founded in 1998.
County Public Libraries Association unites 5 County (Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Šiauliai,
Panevėžys) Libraries. The goal of the Association is to gather the specialists of County
Libraries and to give them an opportunity to learn from each other, to coordinate
their actions in solving relevant problems, to promote interaction between all the
national libraries, the society and public, governmental institutions and authorities in
order to improve the quality of library services and progress of the society.
Pursuant to the activity plan of the Association that is prepared and approved
each year, meetings, counsels, conferences, sessions and other events of the
representatives of the members of the Association are held, where the main trends
of activities of CPLs are analyzed, problems are formulated and possible solutions are
discussed, common declarations and resolutions on the issues relevant to CPL and
other libraries of Lithuania are prepared.
Activities of AVBA provide favourable conditions for exchanging experiences,
consultations and preparation of joint projects. A project funded by EU Human
Resource Development Support Fund Development of Qualifications and Skills of
Lithuanian County Library Staff was implemented in 2009 –2011. About 400 library
employees were taught in special professional and general competence development
training courses. Participation in the project helped to gain experience in planning
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staff qualifications development, to strengthen partnership between County Public
Libraries, which in turn enabled to continue systematic cooperation and to improve
the quality of library services consistently, to transfer the acquired knowledge to the
subdivisions and other supervised libraries in the counties.
AVBA is constantly looking for opportunities to share experiences with foreign
colleagues. It organizes qualification trips, develops projects encouraging to
cooperate and to learn about the activities of foreign libraries. International
conference Dissemination of Cultural Heritage in Regions and New Challenges to County
Public Libraries is one of the projects that has been implemented successfully lately.
Guests from a sister organization Konferencja dyrektorow wojewodskich publicznych
bibliotek participated in the conference and shared their experiences in county
library activities.
The headquarters of the Association is in Vilnius (Trakų st. 10). The address of the
headquarters and contact information changes depending on which member of
AVBA is presiding (according to rotation principle).
Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė Public Library has been presiding for AVBA from 2011
for 3 years .  (Herkaus Manto st. 25, 92234 Klaipėda, Lithuania / Ph. + 370 46 412530 /
Fax +370 46 412539 / biblioteka@klavb.lt / www.klavb.lt)
Juozas Šikšnelis, AVBA Chairman of the Board
Director of Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė Public Library

LITHUANIAN MUNICIPAL PUBLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Lithuanian Municipal Public Library Association was established in 1999. The founders
of the Association are Kaunas Municipal Vincas Kudirka Public Library, Utena District
A. and M. Miškiniai Public Library and Zarasai District Municipal Public Library. The aim
of the Association is to unite Municipal Public Libraries of Lithuania and to advocate
them striving for implementation of common goals and mutual cooperation. At the
moment 42 Municipal Public Libraries are members of the Association.
The Association is acting in accordance with the Articles of Association. It is managed
by a Council that consists of a chairman and 8 members representing ethnic regions
of Lithuania: Aukštaitija, Dzūkija, Suvalkija, Samogitia. Zenonas Vaškevičius, director
of Kaunas Municipal Municipal Vincas Kudirka Public Library, was the chairman of
the Association from 1999 to 2012. Danguolė Abazoriuvienė, director of Pasvalys
Marius Katiliškis Public Library, was elected to the position of the chairman on 18
April 2012.

Advocating Municipal Public Libraries, the members of the Council prepare offers
to the Government of the Republic of Lithuania and local authorities on issues
regarding the improvement of library activities, maintain relations with other public
organizations, exchange information and delegations of specialists, create Lithuanian
cultural development projects, participate in cultural development programmes of
other institutions, take care of presentation of Municipal Public Libraries in Lithuanian
and abroad and their integration in various national and international projects,
contribute to improvement of qualification and professionalism – organize in-service
trainings, seminars, trips and other events, participate in realization of formal and
informal educational programmes, promote and strengthen the image, role and
advocacy of public libraries in the society.
The headquarters of the Lithuanian Municipal Public Library Association is in Vilnius,
Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania, Gedimino ave. 51.

Vytauto Didžiojo sq. 6/1, 39149 Pasvalys, Lithuania
Ph. +370 451 3447/ abz@erdves.lt
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LITHUANIAN RESEARCH LIBRARY CONSORTIUM / LMBA45

LMBA is also involved in other activities that are important to the libraries. These include copyright, public access and use of open source software in libraries. The Consortium provides assistance to the public libraries regarding the issues of subscription
to foreign databases and other electronic information, monitors and analyzes the use
of electronic information sources constantly.

Lithuanian Research Library Consortium was established on 4 December
2001. It advocates the interests of 52
members. Any Lithuanian research library or institution that recognizes the
Articles of Association of the Consortium may become its member.

LMBA is partner of the national projects: Database Lituanistika47, LiBiTOP: Lithuanian
Libraries Network Optimization Feasibility Study48.
Lithuanian Research Library Consortium is participating actively in international activities: it is a member of international organizations EIFL (Electronic Information for
Libraries), EBLIDA (European Bureau of Library, Information and Documentation Associations) and LIBER (Ligue des Biblioteques Europeennes de Researche), participates
in the activities of international organizations ICOLC (International Coalition of Library
Consortia) and IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions).
Through participation in the activities of the associated global structures, LMBA gains
experience from foreign colleagues. In turn, the Consortium shares its knowledge and
experience not only with the members of Consortium, but also with the colleagues
abroad. LMBA experts give presentations and reports in conferences and seminars,
provide consultations on the activities of the Consortium, subscription to databases
and other issues.

In its activities the Lithuanian Research Library Consortium is guided by the principles
of democracy.46 The top management organ of the LMBA is the General Meeting. Between the meetings, the activities of the LMBA are coordinated and decisions are
made by the Board that is elected every 2 years, and that is managed by a chairman.
The Consortium employs a manager of the administration, an accountant, audit committee and other employees.
The main activity of the Consortium is subscription of databases. Through the efforts
of the Consortium, the libraries of Lithuania started to test and, later on, to subscribe
to the most popular research community databases, such as Academic Search Complete, SpringerLINK, Science Direct, etc. in order to ensure the subscription to foreign
electronic research databases, LMBA is implementing projects in cooperation with the
Ministry of Education and Science and the Ministry of Culture. The peak of electronic
resources subscribed to by LMBA was reached in 2010-2011, during the implementation of European Union Social Fund and co-financing of the Republic of Lithuania
funded project eMoDB.LT: Openining of Research Databases for Lithuania. The funds
of the project were used for subscription to 62 databases, purchase of 5 electronic
archives, organization and implementation of training for scientists and researchers,
students, librarians-database administrators. 1 130 people were trained during the
trainings. It was recorded in the Annual Report 2011 of LMBA that through mediation
of the LMBA, the libraries subscribe to 65 databases containing over 37 thousand emagazines and over 67 thousand e-books.  

45
46
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http://www.lmba.lt
http://www.lmba.lt/sites/default/files/Articles_of_Association-EN.pdf.

The biggest asset of LMBA is the specialists of libraries-LMBA members, who shape
the foundations for ensuring dissemination of and access to information resources in
the country. The main task of the specialists is to ensure access to scientific knowledge
and information, ongoing knowledge and implementation of innovations. Lithuanian
information specialists take part in the councils and commissions of international organizations, are members of database expert groups, share their knowledge with colleagues in the country and abroad.
Gedimino Avenue 51, LT-01504 Vilnius, Lithuania; Ph / fax  +370 5 239 8653/
lmba@lnb.lt /www.lmba.lt

47
48

http://www.lmba.lt/apie-lmba/projektai/lituanistika
http://libitop.blogspot.com/

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
VCPL
KCPL
KlCPL
ŠCPL
PCPL

– Vilnius County Adomas Mickevičius Public Library
– Kaunas County Public Library
– Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė Public Library
– Šiauliai County Povilas Višinskis Public Library
– Panevėžys County Gabrielė Petkevičaitė-Bitė Public Library

MPL
DMPL
MCL
CPL

– Municipal Public Library
– District Municipal Public Library
– Municipal Central Library
– County Public Library
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